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Introduction! The aim of this study is to examine the passages in the
Pauline Epistles where it seems likely that he is quoting or
alluding to a saying of Jesus that has also been recorded in
the Siynoptic <ospelsj with some comment on the relationship
between Paul and the Gospel writers•

The examination is conducted along the following lines!

1# The Tradition. "Por I delivered to you... what I also received" (l Cor.
lb» 3)J how does this tally with Paul's statementfGal. 1, 12 J
"For I did not receive it..."?

An examination of the modern discussion on the Pre Pauline
tradition.

2. The Sayings of Jesus in this tradition.

(a) The "xords of the Lord" - 1 Cor 7# 10; 9# 14j
11, 2.5j and possibly 1 Thess. 4, 15»

(b) Other "Commands of the lord" - 1 Cor. 14 f 37.

(c) Possible allusions to the words of Jesus throughout
the epistles; with special reference to passages
from Romans, 1 Thess, Colossiana.

(&) Paul's conception of the "Law of Christ"•

(e) The Lord's Prayer.

3. Summary and conclusions.

Use other side if necessary.
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PREFACE

Scholarly opinion is divided as to the extent to which Paul know

and used sayings of Jesus. An example of the majority view 'would

bo that of R. Bultmann: "After his conversion he (Paul) made no

effort toward contact with Jesus1 disciples or the Jerusalem

Churoh for instruction concerning Jesus and his ministry. On the

contrary, he vehemently protests his independence from them in

0alatian3 1-2. And, in fact, his letters barely show traces of

the influence of the Palestinian tradition concerning the history

and preaching of Jesu3."* He finds three words of the Lord

(l Cor. 7«10j 9*145 1 Thes3. 4.15f) in Paul's letters and mentions

four "possible echoes" of Jesus' sayings (Rom. 12.14? 13*9f? 16.19?

1 Cor.13.2). On the other hand, A. M. Hunter finds such a view
2

"trite" and remarks "Ho-one who has carefully examined Paul's

exhortations will be guilty of such a snap-.judgment."

The present study aims to be such an examination.

We begin by examining Paul's protestations of independence from

the Jerusalem apostles in Oalatians (notably Oal. l.llf), comparing

them with passages (e.g. 1 Cor. 11.23» 15*3) where he olaims to

have received traditional teaching. An attempt is made to resolve

the apparent contradiction presented by these verses.

What evidence i3 there in his letters that such traditions contained

sayings of Jesus?

Theology of the Hew Testament. I p.188. For a oonveniont

survey of the xdxler debate up to Bultmann, see V. P. Furnish, 'The

Jesus - Paul "Debate: From Baur to Bultraann'.

2
Paul and His Predecessors,. p»45* He is not explicitly referring

to this quotation from Bultmann.



To answer this question we examine the four words of the Lord:

1 Cor. 7.10; 9.14; 11.23ff? 1 Thess. 4.15fJ

the commandment of the Lord, 1 Cor. 14«37» and various possible

allusions to sayings of Jesus in Romans, Thesealonians, Colossians

and elsewhere in his epistles.

Other related questions reooive attention - Does Paul's conception

of the 'Law of Christ' imply a knowledge of Jesus' sayings? Did

he know the Lord'a Prayer?

Finally some conclusions are drawn as to Paul's relation to the

Synoptic tradition, and to the whole problem of sayings of JestU3

in the Paulino Epistles.

The Greek text quoted is that of lies tie - Aland, Novum Testamcntura

Graocot 25th edition. Unless otherwise stated the English trans¬

lation is that of the R.S.V. The abbreviations are the usual one3,

and some are mentioned in the bibliography.

The Pastoral Epistles and Ephesians, being of disputed authenticity,

are not discussed fully.

Throughout my period of study I have en,joyed the interest and help

of ray supervisor, tho Revd. R. S. Barbour, M.C., B.D., whom I

sinooroly thank.

Others whom I must mention with gratitude are the Rev. Professor

E. A. Russell who brought to my notice the work of 3, L. Dungan;

Dr. D« L. Dungan, University of Tennessee, who was good enough to

send mo the galley-proofs of his book The Sayings of Jesu3 in the

Churches of Paul soon to be published by Blaokwells Ltd., Oxford.

(Since it oame to hand very recently, discussion of it has beon

confined to appended notes.);

tho library staffs of TTow College, Edinburgh, tho Presbyterian

College, Belfast, and the New University of Ulster, Coleraine;



ray typiata, Mrs# 3* 0rt and Mrs# M# Dempster? and finally ray

wife, who tn a different way la responsible for the completion

of this study.
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THE TRADITION

In Mark 7.1-13, par Matt. 15.1-20, we read of an incident when the

Pharisees question Je3us about his disciples who were disregarding

the traditions of the elders concerning washing before meals. In

reply Jesus accuses then of being so conoerned to beep their tra¬

ditions that they have neglected the commandments of God (Mark 7*8)•

B. Qezfc urdoson^ ooints out how much of the Rabbinic terminology

for preserving and transmitting the tradition is found in these

two passages:
/

-rr«Cp is equivalent to"^ ^ % *to pass on1 the traditionr
/ / Mark 7.13 ^

T N 'to receive* the tradition
r r 1 Mark 7.4-

"T "h /J *to preserve* the traditioni t Mark 7.9.
Ua-L-r^^J " (nV ®*fc° hold* the tradition"

Mark 7.3-

MVRVoU •to maintain* the tradition ^

-fT&Pi ireLT&t<J ^-Tot '* "7 S 17 *to walk according to*the
. tradition Mark 7»5»

•to transgressrt the tradition
1 ' ~ Matt. 15.2.

Following our Lord's repudiation and rejection of the appeal to

Rabbinic tradition in these two parallel passages, no New Testament

writer sets any store by this tradition. Nevertheless, the very

same terminology for receiving and handing on a tradition is found

both in the Epistles of Paul and elsewhero in the New Testament:

- Luke 1,2? 1 Cor. 11.23? 15*3.

- 1 Cor. 11.23? 15.1,3? Gal. 1,9.

"

Memory and Nanuscir t, pp.238f.
2

read by D,W,©*1» 28, otc. It is strongly attested and may be

original,



£i\j "* 2 Thess. 2.15»
/v.

-cre^i fT^r^n/ - 2 Theas. 3*6
c t 1
/<T-ro<V.c» - 2 Thess. 2.15

That such terminology should bo carried over into the teaching of

the early church is hardly surprising when we remember that a number

of converted Pharisees, including Paul, were found in its membership.

Paul relates how he had been "extremely sealous" for the traditions
2

of his fathers. It seems quite credible that Paul had studied in

Jerusalem under Gamaliel^, and so would have been familiar with the

Habbinic attitude to tradition. 1ftor his conversion, Paul rejects

the traditions of the elders, but he receives and transmits the

Christian tradition. "It is no contradiction" comments Bdohsel,

"that Jesus repudiates tradition and Paul champions it. Paul's

tradition agrees with Jesus* rejection, sinoe they are both opposed

Tor a fuller discussion see pp.6ff ; and D. Davies, The Setting

of the Conon on the I'ount, p.355i B. Gerhardsson op.cit. pp.288ffj

0. Cullmann,'The Tradition', The Early Church, pr>.63f.
2

Gal. 1.14 of. Phil. 3.5ff»

^ Acts 22.3* see W. C. van Unnik, Tarsus or Jerusalem; and for

a contrary view, J. Knox, Chapters in a Life of Paul, pp.34f»

H. Bultmann, 'Paul', Existence and Faith, n.131. Anderson Scott,

hiving Issues in the New Testament, pp.lSf finds it probable that

Paul had been in Jerusalem at the time of the crucifixion and had

seen the Lord. Even if this question is left open, the Rabbinic

elements in his writings are clearly evident, see e.g. Davies,

Paul and Rabbinic Judaism.
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to human, tradition. Tradition is certainly vary important for

Paul, "and ho demands that tho churches should keep to it, since

salvation depends on it (l Cor, 15.2). He sees no antithesis

"between pneumatic piety and the high estimation of tradition.

The essential point for Paul is that it has been handed down

(l Cor. 15-3) and that it derives from the Lord (l Cor. 11.23)•

A tradition initiated by himself or others is without validity

2(Col. 2.3)." But to say without qualification, "For Paul
3

Christian teaching is tradition" is to overstate the case.
ft

Cullmann summarizes the content of the tradition as follows:"'"

1. Moral rules after the fashion of the halakah of. e.g. 1 Cor. 11.2;

2 Thess. 3.6} Rom. 6.17; Phil. 4*9» Col. 2.6.

2. A summary of the Christian message, which brings together

facts from the life of Jesus and their theological interpretation,

1 Cor. 15.3f.

3. Single narratives from the life of Jesus, 1 Cor.ll.21ff.
5

'W. B. Bavies does not distinguish between items two and three

and so, sees the content of the tradition being twofold: the kerygraa
6 7

and the didache. C. H. Dodd rightly stresses the role which

•tni &<o&<£ T.B.H.T.11, p.172.
2

ibid.

^ ibid.

^ 0. Cullmann, op.cit., p.64, see also P. P. Bruce, Tradition Old

and Mow, p.29.

5
The Setting of the Sermon on the Mount, pp.354 ff•

6
He does not use these two terms.

7
History and the Gospel, pp.63ff.
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acts and savings of Jesus played in the tradition. Our own rosearch

has established'" that reforonoe to traditions in the ethical sections

of Paul,s letters is usually found in passages where there is good

reason to believe that sayings of Jesus underlie the passage. Bodd
2

notes', "there is so much .... in Paul's ethical teaching which

directly or indirectly recalls the actual wards of the Gospels, that

we must suppose that both he and his converts were acquainted with

a collection of traditional sayings of Jesus, similar to those

sayings which have been used by the Evangelists."

There is little or no evidence that the sayings of Jesus played

any part in the apostolic kerygraa but this cannot be said of his

doods; from the summary of what Paul and the other apostles preached,

recorded in 1 Cor. 15 we learn of the death, burial, resurrection

and appearing of Jesus. Just how muoh of the life of Jesus was

known to Paul is of course a natter of dispute, British scholars,

e.g. J. S. Stewart and C. II. Dodd,^ have tended to assume more

knowledge than their continental counterparts; the latest contri¬

bution in the British tradition is perhaps that of 0. P. D. Moule,

♦Jesus in the Pew Testament Kerygma', Verborun Veritas, pp.15-26.

see pp#33ff.
2

op.cit., p#65«
^

J. 3. Stewart A Man in Christ, pp.2<36f, o. H. Dodd, op.cit. p.65«
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ooguuirro-i of
_ words to tjxp transmission and

rtcoptiq1t of tlts tradition itt titt new testament,

a• 1tu.p<*-&o<5~i£
Thi3 occurs thirteen times in the New Testament s five times in

a passage in Mark 7 referring to the tradition of the elders

(w. 3» 5» 8, 9, 13) and three times in the parallel passage in

Matthew (15.2, 3, 6.)

In the Pauline corpus it occurs twice referring t> such human

traditions - Oal. 1.14? Col.2*8 and throe times referring to

the christian tradition that Paul had handed on to the readers of

his lettersi

1 Cor. 11.2:

2 Thess. 2.15: <Tr^ Kerfe «ut tpjcc&Tt tr-ip* So<stu *3
The traditions refer here to the teaching about the last things

(2.1—4) of which Paul reminds the Thessalonians (2.5).
/ ^

C A A \ N
2 These. 3.6: — <Sh"fc\Xfe<sQf-i iM-J-S -rr#-'+-vi

» v ^ " Xv Vv b c
tyoj I-rnvroukZ-rn iotrv mv -tra *o<r«»/ >-jj
\ / ^ ^ > c 'V

Th\|jtX</OfcTb
In this on30 the tradition is practical beaching on how to

live in view of the imminent end of all things•
/

b. TT^jo^^i & (in the sense of 'hand on*, 'transmit*.)
It is used of the relationship of the Son to the Father: Matt. 11.27,
par Luke 10.22: "all things have been delivered to me by my Father

Btlchsel comments" that this "spoak3 of the mystoriouo authority

(or nature) of the Son, not his knowledge of God".

It is used of the handing on of Rabbinic tradition -

1
?«P»N.T. II p.171
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Mark 7.1315 Acts 6.14.

It is used of the deoision of the Council of Jerusalem (Acts 16. 4)t

of the body of christian teaohing (Jude 3)» of christian moral

teaching (2 Pet. 2.21), of tho eye-xritnesa accounts of tho xiords

and deeds of Jesus (Luke 1.2).

In Paul it occurs three tines in I Corinthians:

- in 11.23 it is part of tho formula - "I delivered what I also

received" - introducing the account of tho Institution of the

Lord*3 Supper.

- in 15.3 it is found in a similar formula introducing a pro-Pauline

summary of tho kerygraa.

- in 11.2 it refers to previous traditions xjhioh Paul had delivered

to then, presumably similar to those referred in the two passages

above.

The other occurrence of the verb in Paul is in Horn. 6.17 in xfhat

2
Bultman thinks is a gloss . In this passage Paul gives a twist

to tho expression saying that since .his readers who were once slaves

of sin are now slaves of Christ, the "pattern of teaching""^ is not

handed to thorn, rather, they are handed to it.

C. TT -i

In the sense of "receiving a tradition" this is found in

Mark 7.44
1 Cor. 13.3; of reoeiving the goapol that had been preached to

them s3imilarly Gal. 1.9,12.

1
see above.

2
see Leenhardt, The Mpiatlo to the Homana, p.172,

3 0 Torres Rom. 6.17.
^

see above.
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Phil. 4*9? 1 These. 4*1? 2.13; of practical moral instruction.

Col. 2.6; of both kerygma and didache.

1 Cor. 11.23; of the account of an incident from the lifo of Jesus.

He nay summarise our findings as follows:
/

C 's . /■
1. , tr*.^ £• , and are found
in connection with the account of an incident from the life of

Jesus (l Cor. 11.23ff)» and a summary of the korygraa (l Cor. 15*lf«).
/

^
2. -if*^7a <£< and -<rap are used of the transmission
of practical moral teaching in Phil. 4*9; 1 These 2.13; 4*1»

Col. 2.6 and perhaps 1 Cor. 11.2; and by inversion Ron. 6.17*

What is interesting, is that in the passages concerned with practical

living in these epistles - Rom. 12.Iff; 1 These 4*lff; Col. 3«lff

we have good reason to believe that Paul is consciously alluding

to some sayings of Jesus^". Furthermore Phil. 4*9 is found in close
p

proximity to an allusion of a saying in Phil. 4*6 • The teaching

to which Paul refers in 1 Cor. 11.2 is surely of the same order as

that which he gives them in the preceding chapters of that epistle,

that is, teaching based upon, with perhaps even echoes of, sayings

of Jesus (cf. 1 Cor. 7*10? 9*14l 11*23)*

So in the letters of Romans, 1 Corinthians, Philippians, Colossians,

and 1 Thcssalonions, we find the language of transmitting and

receiving a tradition in close connection with practical teaching

which 3eoms firmly based on the teaching of Jesus.

see below pp. 95ff.

see below p p. 175f.
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THE IHPEPEHDEHCR OF PAUL'S MESSAGE ABE APOSTISSHIP

Charles Hodge in his commentary on 1st Corinthians1 asserts

that when Paul says in 1 Cor. 11,25 that he "received of the

Lord" the narrative of the Last Supper he meant that it was

2
"communicated immediately by Christ" to him," He refers to

Gal, 1.12, "I neither received it from man, neither was I

taught it, hut it came through a revelation of Jesus Christ."

This verse and the preceding one pose a real difficulty to our

argument and so must he examined in some detail.

Gal. l.llf: v via rhA j>o( -to < oo -re
c. > 5 ~ <■' j s ™ 1 ^ » » * »
o»r tzu.<w o-n £>yx esTiS «.*■i*«c «c' oobt w,,
'

A ' . V /i ' N * C < ' <a > v v r » ' v ' / ,

o^c^uj-rro^» -t<o-ro e^re &bi 4;^%/^, < S< <tr# x.Ao>^£wi
X « <S Tfl V/ .

Hendriksen* s paraphrase of this passage runs, "As far as I

myself am concerned, in no way whatever did it reach me from

any human source. It was not transmitted to me by means of

tradition from father to son (or from one generation to the next),

nor by me ns of instruction from teacher to pupil ... on the
5

contrary (I received it) through the revelation of Jesus Christ."

This appears to flatly contradict Paul'3 statements in 1 Cor. 11.25;
and 15,1ff:

<>e. U/i+ii/j poi , -To £0 °
^ v ' ^/1 /\ .

£<J> M ^ << M.*! \J o JXU l trJ/0 £r\ < i>0\/.

1
Banner of Truth Trust, 1958.

2
For others who hold this view, see Cullmann, 'The Tradition',

r^ie Early Church pp.60?.
2

A Commentary on Galatians, London, 1969,
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1
Hote the almost identical language but without the negative.

The question is "Host could Paxil tell the Corinthians that he had

received the gospel he had preached to them, and tell the
2

Galati&ns he had not received it?1'

Our answer will be in four parts:

A. Paxil's knowledge of Jesus from other sources.

B. Paul's dependence on the other Apostles.

C. The particular reason for writing the Epistle to the Gelations.

D. The distinction between facts and their significance.

A. Paul's knowledge of Jesus from other sources.

Before his conversion Paul must have known something of the life
5

and teaching of Jesus. As one edxicated under Gamaliel (Acts 22.5),

in his attitude to the Law, a Pharisee who kept its requirements

(Phil. 5.6), the Law was not a matter of indifference to him,4
it was absolutely indispensable as the revelation of God's will,

/

and way for living. It is likely that such a person t<5cf©f

for the traditions of the elders, and a

young man at that, would liave beon most interested in anyone who
5

called the authority of these traditions completely into question .

1
see also 1 Cor, 12.5; 2 Cor. 8.1

2
Assuming, of coxirse, that he is referring to the same gospel

in both cases!

g
We can lay aside as groundless the many speculative theories

concerning Paul's contacts with Jesus before his crucifixion,

usually based on 2 Cor. 5.16 (See the commentaries).
4

cf. Gal. 1.14 "So extremely sealous was I for the traditions

of my fathers."
5

cf. Mark 7.9.
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Indeed, he say even have been aware of this teaching before Jesus

of Nazareth was crucified.

Paul tells us he was an enthusiastic and vehement persecutor of

the followers of Jesus (Phil. 5.6; 1 Cor. 15.9). Hendriksen nates,

"if he had not known what believers were saying why would he have

persecuted them ... so bitterly?" In Acts 7,58 we read of
2

Paul'a presence at the stoning of Stephen. Now Acts 7.2-55

may not be an accurate transcript of what Stephen said on that
5

occasion,1" but we think it most likely that Paul heard something

of the Christian message from the first Christian martyr. As
/

a (Acts 7.58) he may not have been a member
4

of the Sanhedrin but he must at least have had an indirect

knowledge of what Stephen said on that occasion. So "it is safe

to assume ... that even before his conversion Paul must have

been fairly well acquainted with many of the Mstoxical facts
5and happenings regarding Jesus,"

B. Paul's dependence on the other Apostles.

(a) The first visit to Jerusalem Gal. 1.16-18^

Galatians p.49. See also Anderson Scott, op.cit. p.18.
2

H. K. Hidderbos, Paul and Jesus p.49, thinks it possible that

Paul and Stephen may have engaged in the debate referred to in

Acts 6.9. See also F. V. Filson, Lew Testament History, p.200.
5

¥, Manson, The Spistle to the Hebrews, p.27, argues for the

general reliability of the account of Stephen in Acts.
4

F. F. Bruce, New Testament History, p.226, n5.
5

Hendriksen op.cit. p.49. That Paul knew something of Jesus of

Hasareth is clear from Rom. 1.5; 9.5; 1 Cor. 1,25; 15.Iff; Phil. 2.5ff.
6

See the detached note on Gal. 1,16-18 pp.25ff.
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For three years after his experience on the Damascus Road Paul
1

spent his time in Arabia and Damascus. During this time he made

no attempt to consult with anyone, nor did he go to Jerusalem to

meet the leaders of the Church. At the end of this period he did

go to visit Peter and spent fifteen 6 ays with him. What went on

during that fortni ht we can only guess. He may have engaged in
2 5

some preaching.J Most scholars would agree with Gresham hachen

citing Holstein that it is improbable "that he spent the time

gazing silently at Peter as though Peter were one of the sights

of the city." And when they did talk they could not have spent
4 5

all. the time "talking about the weather" Bruce comments,

1
♦Arabia' probably refers to the liabataean Kingdom which extended

right up to the city of Damascus, and may even have included it

at this time. See The Westminister Historical Atlas to the Bible,

p.87, plate XV; Guthrie ad loc., and Bligh ad loc.
2

See Blunt, G-alatians p.68
5

The Origin of Paul.' s Religion, p.76. A similar comment from

St. Jerome is quoted by Bligh ad loc.
4

C, H, Todd, The Apostolic Preaching and its Developments.

1st ed. 1956, p.26. This phrase does not seem to appear in the

1965 edition in our possession.
5

The Spreading Flame, p.87, See also the same author'3, Few

Testament- History, p.251. That Paul gained such information from

Peter is accepted by Oresham i'achen, op.cit. p,76fj W. Barclay,

Ambassador for Christ, p.55; Conybeare and Howson. The Life and

Epistles of St, Paul, vol. I, p.101; Hendriksen, ad loc; Cole,

ad loc.; Miko&aski 'Galatians1, K.B.C.E., ad loc.; K. F. Fickle,

The Collection, p. 102 thinks they discussed the daily life of

the Christian fellowship; C. K. Barrett, J.T.S., U.S., 14 1965,

p.449, thinks that Paul could not have gained any significant
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"The chief reason for his return to Jerusalem at this time was

to make Peter's acquaintance and to ascertain from him as much

as he knew about Jesus."

Kachen goes further and. thinks that 1 Cor, 15.3-7" is !;a

summary of the Jerusalem tradition wiiich Paul received from Peter

during the fifteen days." Though speculative this view is not

without some justification - Paul tells us that Peter and James

were the only apostles he met on this occasion: Bruce comments, '

"it is no accident, that in his famous summary of the appearances

of the risen Christ, the only persons whom lie mentions by name

as being granted such appearances are Peter, James and himself.

These interviews with Peter and James were most important for

Paul; the main outlines of the apostolic message as it had been

5 (cont,)
information duri? ~ a fourteen day visit, Gerhard sson Tradition

and Transmission p.26 n50, feels that he is underestimating

Paul's intelligence, for "a person trained in a Rabbinic school

could leam a great Oe in a fortnight," Bligh, ad loc., p. 158,

sides with Gerharusson on this point and observes, "we have no

reason to suppose that the Council of Jerusalem of Acts 15 and

Gal, 2 took anything approaching fifteen days," 0, Cullmann,

The Early Church, p.65, also agrees with Bruce on this matter

as regards the handing on of tradition as does G, E, Ludd,

'Revelation and Tradition in Paul', in Apostolic History and the

Gospel, p.250. See also Kilpatrick in l;ow Testament- 1'ssavs.

(ed. A. J, B, Higgins) pp.144-14-9 on mTt
1

op.cit., pp.76f.
2

The Spreading Flame a pp#87f»
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proclaimed from the day of • 'entecost o^mr* -.gro r-ode dear to

him, so that he could thenceforth assure his hearers and readers

that ho was imparting to them what load been imparted to hia in

the first instancei "whether it be I or they (the original

witnesses c he resurrection) , this is what we proclaim.

(1 Cor. If;. II)"1
(l>) The bee jiiiL Visit to Jerusalem. Gsl» 2.1-10.

The important verse in this section is v.2. Foul points out that

he was not summoned to Jerusalem

2
but he did lay before the leaders" the massage be preached to

the Gentiles. 0feA<*i can me n to 'offer for approval*

but W, Sehmithals* thinks that this is at most a secondary

meaning and that hare the verb denotes siuply 'to bring before

someone for consideration*. The reason for Ids action, Paul tells
/ , V _ / >'r

US, Was fTvO$ er<5 KdV0»/ 6-y,^pV.
This should probably be construed as an object clause after a verb

1
In his recent .;ow Tcstajcient : istory, (1969) p.252, Bruce finds

"not?dug more likely1 than this view, bee also, A Frldrlohsen,

The ,-M-oatle and Ida hesaage, p. 17 n9, when the appearances

to Cephas and J;v.<os in 1 Gor. lb.5, 7, are described as

"highly significant"; 0. Cullnann, The Parly Church, p.75.

2
l unoan, ad loc.j and Guthrie,, ad loc.^ think he also submitted

his message to the whole Chris tian congregation in Jerusalem,

5
Paul and Jw.es, p.40
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of fearing.1
What did Paul mean by "running in vain"?

Fundamental to any answer to this question must be the assertion
2

that the sense and meaning of Gal. 2 must corroborate Gal. 1.

It is possible that parallel accounts of the same events in Paul

1
There are several ways of taking this olause:

/

(i) An indirect question with indicative, retaining

the direct form: "Whether perhaps I was running or had run in

vain."

Then ellipsis must be supplied -

a. in order that I might learn from them,or

b. in order that they might perceive,or

c. to put to test the question.
/

Since expects a negative answer, Paul has no doubt about the

result of his work but only the abstract possibility of its

fruiulessness.

(ii) A final clause: "that I might not run or have run in vain."

(iii) An object clause after a verb of fearing:

"(fearing) lest I should run or have run in vain."
/

In which case is subjunctive, cf. 1 Thess. 5,5.

Against (i) is never found in indirect questions.

Against (ii) a past indicative in a final clause is only found
■> <Pt/ /after a hypothetical statement contrary to the fact, but <yL^e

expresses not what might have happened but what did happen,

(iii) seems to be consistent with general Greek usage and

Paul's use of So Punk 570.2, cf. Moulton I, 195.
2

Rightly emphasised by Schmithals, op.cit, p.40.
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and Luke may be irreconcilable, perhaps even that what Paul

writes in one epistle could be at variance with his statements

in another, but it is difficult to conceive how, in view of the

continuous progression of the narrative and his apologetic motive

in writing the Epistle to the Galatians, anything in Gal. 2.2

could contradict what Paul has been firmly asserting in the

previous chapter. It follows then that Paul was not seeking any

sort of authorisation from the Jerusalem leaders - he had said in

the previous chapter that his gospel and apostleship were

completely independent of men; besides it was a bit late in

the day, after fifteen years of missionary preaching, to seek any

such authorisation.

If this was not the reason for conferring on the gospel he preached,

why did he do it and why was he afraid lest he should be running

in vain? To my mind the only satisfactory answer is that he
1

feared a rift in the Church. "The integrity and unity of the
2

Christian movement were at stake." If Paul and the Jerusalem

leaders had not been able to agree and there had been "any open

rupture between the two rival factions" then "the progress of

the Church as a whole and of Paul's work in particular would have
5become seriously impaired," A breach between them was avoided

and "nothing was added" to the message of Paul (Gal. 2.6). By

So Cole ad loc. This is also the interpretation of Burton,

Lightfoot, Ridderbos, Adeney, Iiendriksen, Allen.
2

Mikol&ski ad loc.

g
Guthrie ad loc.
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tiiis Paul must Lean that nothing of doctrinal significance was

added to the message whose basis the Juiaizers were attacking,

One addition was suggested ana eagerly agreed to (2.10), That

Paul can give a qualification to a categorical denial of three

vei'ses earlier is important. It shows how Paul's statements

in this epistle are relative to the particular controversy in

which he was engaged, and may require muoh qualification when

taken from their immediate context.

1
C. The particular reason for writing to the delations.

In this letter Paul is answering two charges of his opponents,

(i) he was inferior to the other apostles

(ii) his gospel was incomplete.

In reply Paul stresses three things.

(i) He received his apostleship and gospel directly from God.

a. This is firmly asserted by the opening words of the epistle;

TT <<yj\o$ ow

<\\s4 i,i T>,<r.1 Kf, tT<t • • • •
It is difficult, to know how much distinction should be drawn

between °Crrc and SI, and between the plural and singular
->/ QX * '

of <^v 17^7 TT<>5 . Perhaps stresses the ultimate
source and&ii tee agency, nevertheless, the general sense is

clear, "not by human appointment or human commission" (h.B.B.).

The apostles may have thought that they had the authority to add

to their number, of, the election of Matthias, Acts 1,26, but

1
A, M. Hunter, Galatians to Colossiana, p.7 "It is not a

treatise but a sword cut in battle, dealt, in an hour of great

peril, by a combatant facing formidable foes."
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Paul w s directly appointed by Sod. It is not without significance

that Paul mentions the resurrection of Jesus just after his

apostolic calling:

Kph., Col., 2 Ti®. Only in G-alatians and Romans does Paul

mention the resurrection in the opening address, and in Romans

it is three verses from the very beginning. The unusual mention

of the resurrection so close to the reference to his apostolic

calling by Christ leads us to think that Paul had his 1.ana .sous

Road experience in mind in the opening verse of the epistlo.

b. Any human mediation is categorically denied in l.ilf. quoted

above p. 9 •

c. v.lSf "But when he who had set me apart before I was born, and

had called me through his grace, was pleased to reveal his Son

to me, in order that I might preach him among the Gentiles ..."

Paul is asserting that even before his mother conceived him, he

had been set apart to be an apostle and the sphere of Ms apostolic

mission determined. Indeed his calling was similar to that of

J remiah:

Jer. 1.5 "Before I formed you in the womb I knew you, and before

you were born I consecrated you; I appointed you a prophet to

the nations,""^

Usually Paul begins his letters:

<XCo<$-ro*

Bligh, ad loc., sees "he who set me apart from my mother's

womb! as an intentional allusion to Isa. 49.1-6.
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(ii) His is the complete Gospel,

Immediately after the introductory benediction we find a word

not of commendation1" but of surprise and rebuke.
2

v.6 "I am astonished that you are so quickly deserting him,"

The message Paul has been and is preaching is the "gospel of

Christ", (v.7;) through it God calls men by the grace of Christ.

To turn from that gospel is to turn from the One who calls men

by it, (v.6)j apart from it there is no other gospel, (v.7);

any being whatsoever, terrestrial or celestial, who preached
s

contrary to this gospel is assuredly accursed (w.8f).

(iii) The Jerusalem Apostles accepted him as an equal.

Paul relates his dealings with the leaders of the church at
4

Jerusalem with care, and in detail as regards chronology. He

shows that, far from ordaining him to the Twelve or any such

thing, they simply recognised his apostleship (2.7-9). When

they conferred with him on the content of his preaching, they

found it in no way defective or incomplete (2.6).

D. The Distinction between Facts and their Significance

What has been said in A - C goes a long way^ v.-e feel, to

resolving the problem posed earlier - the apparent contradiction

between Gal. i.Uf and 1 Cor. 11.25, 15.5 etc., with regard, to

Paxil's dependance on earlier tradition.

1
cf. Rom. 1.8; 1 Cor. 1,4; Eph. 1.16; Phil. 1.5; Col. 1.5;

1 Theas. 1.2; 2 Thess, 1.5.

cf. 2 Thess. 1.10 - the only other occurrence of

in Paul.

«=<V* must mean more than excommunication here,

for angels are at least hypothetically involved. See Burton,

ad loc.; J. Behm, T.D.N.T. I pp.554f.
4

See the discussion above pp.11 ff, cf pp.25ff.
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We have established that, on the one hand, the particular

circumstances at G-alatia led Paul to assert hi3 complete independence

in such an uncompromising way and so his statements require some

qualification; and, on the other, it is more than likely that in

his dealings with the Jerusalem authorities he learned information

about the life and teaching of Jesus to augment what he already

knew. But we are not quite home and dry yetl

still present some difficulty. To resolve the problem completely

we must draw a distinction between events and their interpretation

and significance.

We have argued above that it is most likely that Paul knew

something about Jesus before his conversion, and after his

conversion he learnt more of the Master's life and teaching from

other Christians, not least the leaders at Jerusalem. The

precise theological interpretation and application of these facts
X

came to Paul as a result of Ms Damascus Head Experience and

perhaps of considerable meditation in Arabia; in this respect

he was completely independent of all human agencies and

~l
Fridriohsen op.cit., p. 13 and p.23 n26, and Whiteley,

The Theology of St. Paul, pp.llf, think his gospel was revealed

to him at some other revelation.
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2
intermediaries. Bruce accepts this distinction and comments,

"If he (Paul) had been asked to elucidate this distinction between

the gospel as 'revealed' and the gospel as 'received' he would

probably have said that the essence of the gospel, 'Jesus Christ,

the risen Lord', wa3 revealed to his in his conversion experience,

while the factual details were related to him by first hard,

witnesses who were 'in Christ' before he was."

Worthy of separate mention is Oscar Cullmann's treatment of the

problem posed by Gal. 1.12 in The Early Church, pp.SGff. He is

unhappy with the distinction between facts and their interpretation

cf. Dibeiiu i and K.ummel, maul, pp.bof, "The inferences to be

drawn from these traditions for the faith and conduct of men are

the essential things that Paul claimed as his own, and whose

independence of all human doctrine he asserted;" and Hunter,

op.eit. p.16, that he got on the Parnassus Load was a true

underatending of these facts (about Jesus, which he already knew)"

(ids italics).

Fridrichsen, op.oit., p.20 n20, rejects H» Schlier's distinction

between the gospel itself and the logos of the gospel to solve

the "(seeming) contradiction" between Gal. l.ilf and 1 Cor. 15.Iff.

Instead, he differentiates between the gospel common to Peter

and himself and their distinctive applications of it, appropriate,

on the one hand, to the Jews ("the gospel of the circumcision")

and on the other hand, to the Gentiles. The former application,

appropriate to the Holy Land, became another gospel when transferred

to the regions of the Gentiles, (op.cit, pp,9ff).
2

Hew Testament History p.251, cf. The Spreading Flame, p.88, nl.



being used to solve the problem because "neither Paul nor the

early Church made a conscious distinction between different

elements of the paradosis.""1, Facts and theological interpretation

are combined in 1 Cor. 15.5f, and. Paul attributes both to

tradition, so "we cannot claim that he received the facts alone

through human intermediaries and their interpretation through

direct revelation."

For his distinctive solution to the problem he turns to the words

*Ciro -Too KO(?too in 1 Cor, 11.25# This must refer, he feels,

not to the historical Jesus as the first link in the chain of

tradition, but to the exalted Lord who stands behind the
2

transmission of the tradition and works in it," He refers to

/.v J > Si\\.V d- . ^
1 Cor. 7.10: oo»< o m

the fact that the verb is in the present tense is very significant

for "it is the exalted Lord who now proclaims to the Corinthians

through the tradition, what he taught his disciples during his
g

Incarnation on earth."

"The TfoSTgXvoJ is not a

for "the Lord himself controls its transmission, so

that there is no antithesis between apostolic tradition and
4

direct revelation."

1
op.cit. p.67,

2
G» E. Ladd, op.cit, p.226 sees a similar relationship between

the Lord and the tradition but thinks Cullmann's virtual identity

of the Lord and the tradition goes beyond the evidence,

op.cit., p.68.
4

.'♦p.cit., p.74.
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As regard his criticism of those who distinguish between fact

and interpretation, we agree that such a distinction alone cannot

solve the problem of Cel. 1.12. In our treatment, however, most

stress is laid on the fact that Paul's thought and language in

the first two chapters of Galatians are strongly influenced by

his particular polemical and apologetic aims.

Secondly, it is possible that along with the facts of the life

and teaching of Jesus Jaul also received in the paradesis their

theological interpretation which he did not add to nor modify.

This is possible, but in that case he could not have been the

Christian theologian he was. Two things could hove come to him

by no other way than S' JtroK, his

call to become a follower of Jesus, and hi3 commission as the
1

apostle to the Gentiles.

Both these came in his vision on the Road to Damascus

(Acts 9) cf. p20nl. Ladd op.cit. p.250, comments, "Paul

was not converted by Christian preaching but by an immediate

confrontation by the exalted Christ. Neither did Paul

receive his apostolic office from men. Both - his gospel

and his apostolic office - came to him directly from the Lord,

unsediated by men." Bligh, p.95, thinks that the doctrines

characteristic of Paul's presentation of the gospel must have

come to him in this vision najaely -

God justifies Gentiles through the faith

Circumcision is not necessary for salvation

Christ is the end of the Law for all who believe.

But this is too cut and dried for ourliking.



In the opening chapters of Gelations the fact that his apostolic

commission is completely independent of human intermediaries

is the crucial point. Along with this goes the other point

that Ms gospel is in no way inferior, as was recognised some

years later (Gal, 2.1-7) by the other apostles in Jerusalem.

So Gal, 1.12 does not provide us with an example of Paxil

learning some facts about Jesus in a vision, and then going to

the apostles (Gal. 1,18) to find out what they meant. Bather,

it refers to his unique experience when he met Jesxis face to face.

Gal, 1,18 relates an incident when he learnt more about thi3

saviour whom he had already met, and from whom he had received

his apostolic commission.
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GALATI AITS 1.16 - 20.

I. Chronology.

Paul is unusually preoiso and meticulous in recording the sequence

of events following his conversion,5" as can be seen by the

foilowing:-

a. , the adverb from . This is its only

occurrence in Paul, though it is found ten times in Matthew, six

times in Luke and nine times in Aots, three times in John, and once

oach in Janes, 3 John, and Revelation. Probably there is no real

difference in meaning between and but the position

Of at the beginning of the clause here makes it emphatic -

"At once, I did not

b. "Then after three years ........fifteen days."

Paul refers to the duration of time in years in^
(i) Gal. 2.1: of his next visit to Jerusalem.

(ii) Rom. 15.23: of his desire to visit the Christians at Rone,

(iii) 2 Cor. 12.2: of his experience in the Third Heaven.

(iv) Gal. 3*17" of the covenants to Abraham and to Moses.

These passages are not numerous, and, with one exception, occur

where Paul is giving autobiographical detail.

There seems to be no parallel in Paul where reference is made to a

specific number of days except perhaps 1 Cor. 15*4 "on the third

day", in a passage almost certainly handed to Paul in a fixed formula.

For the reason for this see pp.l7ff.
^

Funk, Grammar, 102, 2 calls cj "somewhat archaic."
^

or better, "I decided at once not to .... must be taken

with the whole sentence as far at; " .rabia.

^
see also 1 Tim. 5«9»
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2. fT^o<cK\/<* T "moans literally *to lay on oneself in
addition* and when used with a genitive, suggests the gaining of

X
information by communicating with others." So it means here,

2
"consult with someone". Its other occurrence in the New

Testament is in the following chapter, Gal. 2.6, where it mean3

2
"add to", "contribute." In secular x/riters it is used of con¬

sul tisog oracles and soothsayers."^
C A.

3. /<T-roo^^2, . This verb is unique in the Hew Testament and
rare in Biblical Greek^A It is variously translated in the versions!

A. 7., Phillips - "to see Peter"

R.S.V., R.V. - "to visit Cephas"

IT.S.B. — "to get to know Cephas"

T.B.Y. - "to get information from Cephas"

Moffatt, R.7.
(Margin) — "to make the acquaintance of"

Weymouth - "to inquire for ever"

5
The translation of Moffatt is quite popular with the commentators

In Plutarch end Polybius, it is used of visiting places, and in

.Tnserhus and Clement of dome of visiting people '* this latter would
7

seera to be the meaning here.' Blunt, ad loc.notes that it is the

X
Guthrie ad loc.

2
¥. F. Arndt and P. if. Gingrich, A Greek English Lexicon of the

New Testament. Liddoll & Gcott (Jones) give the meaning at Gal.1.18
as "visit a person for the purpose of inquiry."
3

see Lightfoot, ad loc., for references.

^ 1 Ifsdras 1.31(33), 1.40 (42) is the only other massage in
Biblical Greek where it occurs; cf Arndt and Gingrich.
5

e.g. Duncan, Hunter, Ridderbos, Adeney, Hendriksen, Banders
(Peake), Hiko1aski (N.B.C.R.) .

6
see Burton ad loc., for references.

7
S6 Guthrie, ad loc., "Its choice hero is in harmony with Paul's

obvious desire to avoid any suggestion that he went to be instructed
by Cephas."
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vorVUi used of si-htseeing.
1

The form ♦Ceohas* leads 'T• D. Davies to look for an Aramaic word

behind irfW • Certain rabbinic passages in which the raean-

in- is "to visit an authoritative teacher" or "to inquire after

a tradition" sup-eat thenselves to him as rossible parallels?

but he concludes that the matter must bo left open.

2
0. B. KilPatrick goes further and would translate the vetb -

"to got information (about Jesus) from Cephas." J. Weiss "held

the opposite view as to the purpose of the visit: ♦"he visit was

only to satisfy a purely personal, though actually unnecessary

curiosity to become acquainted with this great personage among the

Twelve4, "3
Gerhardsson^ follows Kilpatrick and translates "to get information

5
from Cephas," no doubt under the influence of Riesenfeld-7 who held

that Paul was submitting to a test from ""oter to see if he "during

his term of preparation, had really made the tradition of the words

and deeds of Jesus his own."

In our view, it is most probable that Paul gained information about

Jesus from Peter on this occasion, but it is unlikely that he would

have openly admitted, this in a passage where he is asserting the

complete independence of his message and apostleship. It tioald
•a, \

seen then that »aTOf-^trHj was chosen here because it is ambiguous —

~

in r;he betting of the Pernon on the Tounb, pv>»453ff» Appendix IX
t ^

♦The use of the term in Gal. 1.18'.

2 -4.op.cat.

3
quoted by Davies, op.oit., p.454*

4
op.cit., 0.298.

5
H. Riesenfeld, The Gospel Tradition and its Beginnings. p«19<



though it moans simply to "visit", "call on", it can oarxy the

additional notion of "getting information from". Gal. 1.13a

should then be translated, "After three years I went up to

Jerusalem to raake the acquaintance of Cephas."

4* The solemn affirmation of the truthfulness of this aooount

in v.20. This is motivated by the same reasons as -chose given

on p.25nl Shis supports the view that Paul is being extraordinarily

careful in recording these events. Similar affirmations are found

in 1 Thess. 2.5 and 2 Cor. 1.23? 11.31? Hon. 9.1.
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THE TIU-ESMISEIOI' or TTT; Thiu)ITl(£;

Having established that Paul did. receive and pass on a tradition

that included wort s and works of Jesus, we must now consider Hie

means by which the tradition was transmitted. The most

important work on this topic is Memory and Manuscript by Birger

Gerhardsson. The subtitle of the work is, 'Oral Tradition and

Written Transmission in Rabbinic Judaism and Early Christianity'.

The first half of the book (pp.19-189) is given over to an

examination of the way the oral and written tradition was passed

on in Rabbinic Judaism. In successive chapters Gerhardsson draws

attention to the reverence in which the sacred text was held,

its "deliberate and methodical preservation" in elementary

teaching and public worship, and the important part played by

memorisation in education, Next he turns to the oral tr .dition

(which he calls "oral torah") and discusses at length the process

by which it was handed on:- The material is first memorised and

then an attempt is made to understand it. To conserve the actual

wording various techniques - e.g. catchwords and mnemonics -

are employed, though in sorae circumstances the material may be

condensed and. abridged and written notes are permissible.

Attention is paid to techniques of repetition and steps are taken

to counteract forgetfulness. Finally Garhardsson finds two

elements in the oral tradition, a sayings-tradition and a

narrative tradition.

Of this section of the book Davies^ comments 'An indispensable

task - that has at last been fulfilled.'

The second half of the book is of more direct concern.to us.

^
The Setting of the Sermon on the Mount, p.466.
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Here Oer'-ardsaon's thesis is that the early Church treated the

sayings of Jesus in the saa* way as the Rabbis treated tlie

Mishiah, as regards its iratoorization, transmission and preservation.

He is developing (though with sane differences in detail'' the

view of H. Riesenfeld in 'The Gospel Tradition and its Beginnings.

A study in the limits of "'orngesohichte', in Studia Rvangellcd I

(Texte und TJntersuchun,^en 73? V.R.I8 )

Berlin 1059. Also published separately in London 1957. lliesenfeld

argued that Jes'ts deliberately couched his teaching in poetic

fore for easy memorisation, and appointed the apostles to preserve

and transmit Ms teaching, "erhardsson argues that the apostles

taught and expanded on this teaching as Christian halokah and

this sacred tradition eventually was recognised as the Holy

Scriptures.

Daviea in a carefully argued review'1 finds it "historically

probable that the essentials of the tradition find their

2
ultimate origin in Jesus" for r'in the nature of the case

because of their attitude towards Jesus, the earliest Christians,

especially the disciples who accompanied him during his ministry,

would have treasured, the memory of his works and words with
5reverent tenacity," He quotes Gerhardsson' 3 statement that

"Reflections on a rcandaaavian Approach to 'The Gospel

Tradition'" in .cotes taff-sniica e I 1 atria tic;,, ©ii. A, C. van Unnik

pp.I4ff, also published as Appendix IV in 'The Getting of the

fermon on the fount' London 1904 pp.464ff (from which the

references aro token).
2

op.cit. pp.405. of. pp,352ff and. Haul and '.abblnic c daism

pp.l56ff.
5

op#ciw«
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"all historical probability is in favour of Jesus' disciples and

the whole of early Christianity having accorded the sayings of

one whom they believed to be the iessiah at least the same

degree of respect as the pupils of a IIabbi accorded the words of
1 2

their . aster!"' and comments, "I find this reasonable."

Davies, however, talu s issue with Gerhardsson on two main

points3 -

1. He doubts if the tradition did constitute an unmistakable,

well-defined entity that would correspond to the holy Word 3

c ^ v /
AOyt 3 postul.- ted by Kiesenfeld and Gerhardsson, on

two grounds -

A. The Fusion of Sayings with their interpretation

As regards the preservation of the Holy Word, Paul of the

canonical writers is nearest to it in time, and yet even in his

writings reminiscences of Jesus' words already appear undifferentiated

from hi3 own. In the later canonical gospels the process of

ipsissimu verba with gemara on them has gone further and "the tradition

originating in Jesus has become so merged, with material which

arose from its use in the Christian community that it can no

4
longer always be easily isolated." If the transmitted body of

works and v/orus of Jesu3 had been the centre of gravity for

Though called a Rabbi there is 'no indication that he (Jesus)

conducted his ministry on the lines of instruction practised in

a Rabbinic school; rather the contrary.' Barrett, Jesus and the

Gospel Ir.di ti on p.9.
n

op.eit. p.436
S

op.eit. pp,4G9-480.
4

op.ext. p.478.
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primitive Christianity then surely it would have been much more

easily di's tinguishable,

B, Variants of the sayings in the different Gospels.

If the sayings did constitute part of a fixed Holy Word, what

explanation can there be for what are commonly regarded as

different variants of the same basic saying of Jesus found in the
1

different gospels?

When the tradition reaches the early Fathers Davies notes that

it was in a more fluid form and not a "definitely delineated"

tradition like the "Holy Word", which had it existed in so

tangible a form as they suggest, "it is hardly credible that the

struggle with Gnosticism would have been so crucial: that

agonic struggle arose partly because the appeal to the tradition
2

was ambiguous."

2. He questions Gerhar&sson*s understending of the role played

by the temple at Jerusalem, the Twelve Apostles centred there,

and the Torah teaching coming through them, in the development

of the early Church.

It is true that Jerusalem and the Temple were very important

in the life and thought of the early church, but on the other

hand "among many Christians Jerusalem was not so much the seat
3

of the l.essiah as the place of his rejection." Again, the

dominance of Jerusalem was short lived. Further, Luke, who,

cf, e.g. Jeremias, The Parables of Jesus passim
2

op.cit. p.469
5

op.cit. p.471
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some think, overs tresses the importance of the nation's capital,

focusses his attention in the Acts of the Apostles on Paul

rather than on Peter or James.

As regards the role of the Twelve Davies makes three points -

(i)) Gerhardsson does not pay enough attention to the apostles

other than the Twelve, if as he thinks, Luke was concerned to

emphasise the identity of the two groups.

(ii) In Aots the Mission to the Gentiles took place without the

authority of the Twelve.

(iii) The structure of Acts does not suggest the overwhelming

supremacy of the Twelve.

Davies grants that the Twelve did play a significant part at the

emergence of Christianity but feels that Gerhardsson does not

take enough notice of the action of the Iloly Spirit in Acts,
'

, N -i ' r ' \ 4- /%
"thus the phrase 'ru? -fXf&y^JLr■ tw >c<t
Acts 15.28 ascribes the primary place in the decision reached by

the Council (.'.eta 15) to the Spirit, a fact which Gerhardsson

recognises but only tepidly.""'" At the council "no appeal to

"Christo-Pharisaic norms'' (if we may so call them) was mads;that

is, there was no appeal to Scripture, to the words of Jesus, or

2
to Christian useage." It is hardly surprising that Cerhardsson

can find so little support fox* the four-fold appeal in the

op.cit, p,476.

2
idem.
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early Church narely

(i) Scripture

(il) the cars.on tradition which developed in the life on the Church

(ill) the words of Jesus

(iv) Rational Arguments

This he thinks was the Christian parallel of the Judaic practice

of solving "■ problem. in the light of

(i) the Iqra

(ii) the Oral Tradition

(ill) the interpret tlon of this

(iv) Rationalisation

C. K» Barrett in his discussions of Gerhardason'a work goes

further and would pl .ee the origin of the tradition "rather in

the degression made by a oharism&tlo eraon tlian in sayings learnt
2

by rote,"
s

E. P. liandera is another to question the transference of norma

appropriate to the Rabbinic material or folk traditions to the

Christian Traditions. He lists some factors that give the

early Christian tradition a certain claim on uniquenessi

Uerhardsson takes note of the criticism of favies in tradition

and Transmission, though in this work he concerns himself mainly

with the much more hostile review of I'orton Smith* Jt- jj. 1too,

169-177. Other disouseiono of his work are- R. P. C. iianaon,

Tradition in the : arly Church pp.lSfj K. Perrin, Rediscovering

the Teaching of Jesus pp.SOff#
2

Jesus end -Hie J-osuel Tradition p.10. of. J.T.S., i;,S, .XXV 1965,

445-44-9, and >VX 1965 4«8f.
5

:.'hc Tendencies of die Cyncetlc Tradition (Society for h. T,

Studies, Ponograph Series Co. 9) C.V.P, 1969, pp.26ff.
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1, belief in the living lord presumably fostered r.iore creativity

than one finds in the Rabbinic material.

2. The oral period was of very short duration when compared with

that of the Old Testament, the Rabbinic tradition and epic material,

and so did not undergo the same changes as did the materials

which retained longer in the oral state.

5. The Christian material was transmitted in more than one

langvr e and so there was more scope for variation.

4. The Christian tradition was doubtless transmitted by people

who were not trained in passing on oral tradition in the way

described by Gerhardsson,

5. Christian tradition is not of the same genre as folk

literature, des ite the similarities.

I do not think I can go the whole way with Sanders and some of

Ms factors seem to cancel one another out as regards the amount

of variation likely in the tradition.

Perhaps one should stress both the discontinuity and continuity

of the tradition of the apostles with the tradition of the Rabbis -

certainly the events of faster and Pentecost render the Christian
1

Tradition sui generis and yet it cannot have been unrelated to

Sanders is certainly right in stressing that the course of

its development must be svudied in its own right op.cit. pp.lof.

ef. Appendix III 'The Christian Method of Transmission of

Traditio. ' op.cit. pp„294-2SC,' whore he questions Gerhardsson's

use of passages from Irenaeus and Papias. His objections are not

relevant to our discussion since Paul antedates Papias by more

than fifty years arid irenaeus by some one hundred and thirty,

and again it is almost certain that he received the tradition in

a Jewish rather than a Greek milieu.
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Rabbinic tradition.

be may conclude that Eiesenfeld and Gerhardsson have performed

a valuable service in providing us with a necessary corrective

to the excesses of form criticism and showing us the Rabbinic

milieu in which the Christian tradition arose, lio doubt they

overstate their case, but on the other hand, it seems clear thai

the early Christians (including Paul) were careful in the

preservation and transmission of the tradition; that the content

of this tradition goes back to Jesus himself; and that he work3

through it so that truly to receive it is to receive him (Col. 2.



THE WORDS OF THE LORD
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I C03IIITHIAIT5 Xl«23ff.

There can be no doubt that in these verses Paul quoted from an

incident in the life of Je3ust nor again, that his account of the

institution of the Lord*s Supper includes a saying of Jesus, and so

it is unnecessary to argue for the presenoe of a saying here. What

concerns us is

(i) the means by which Paul cane by this saying

and (ii) the relationship between this account of the institution

of the Lord*s Supper and the parallel aooounts in the Synoptic Gospels,

(i) How did Paul receive this saying?

Paul prefaces his account of the incident with the words:

1 Cor.11.23: c<trO O IJj+xS
So he "received it from the Lord," but what does this mean?

Three answers have been given:

a. He received it by direct revelation.1
b. He received the inner meaning of the Euoharist by direct

revelation.

o. He received a tradition of the words and deeds of Jesus,

b. was put forward by Lietsmann: "Paul knows the narrative of the

last meal of Jesus from the tradition of the congregation ..... But

the essential understanding of this story the Lord had revealed to

him ....

So L. Horris ad loo.; C. Hodge ad loo.; G. Bornkamn, "Lord*s

Supper and Church in Paul", Garly Christian Experience p.156 **13

lists some French and German advocates of this vieif.

2
H« Lietsraann, Messo und Herrenmahl. p.255 quoted by

Bornlcamm ibid.
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It has been convincingly refuted by E. Lohmeyer*" and finds very few

present day adherents#

This leaves a. and c.

Supnorters of a. argues

? '
The emphatic suggests direct revelation.

The context warrants it - Paul is claiming the diroct authority of

the Lord. Gal. 1.12 is an important parallel.

For c. it is retorted that:

2 / ^ A.
simply balances

'Ip.pX'TW iOkj would be more likely if direct communication
were meant.

Gal. 1.12 must be set in the oontext of Paul's polemic against the
?

Judaiaer3 . To assert, vjith Hodge, that the institution of the

Lord's Supoer and indeed all Paul's doctrine oomes within the scope

of the Gospel that he received by a revelation of Christ, is to

take issue with most contemnorary Hew Testament scholars.

What we find conclusive is that and

3
are technical terras for receiving and handing on a tradition.

As we have already noted, Paul uses both words again in 1 Cor.15.3

where he reminds his readers of the gospel that he delivered to them.

For a summary of Lohmeyer's arguments 3ee A.J.B. Higgins,

The Lord's Supper in the Hex; Testament, pp.26f.
2

For a full discussion of this verso, and Paul's relations with

those in Galatia see pp. 9ff.

3
See above pp. 2ff and also Jeremias, The Euoharistic Words of Jesus,

p.101, Bornkamm op. cit. pp.l30ff; Kasemann, 'The Pauline Doctrine

of the Lord's Supper', Essays on New Testament Themes p.120; Higgins,

op. cit. p.26.
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Most scholars agree that 1 Cor. 15»3b-5 is a pro-Pauline paradosis."
p

Joromias concludes that since Paul speaks in 1 Cor. 11.23 of receiv¬

ing and handing on using the same terminology as in 1 Cor. 15»3i then

he owes the formulation of the passage about the Lord.1 a Supper, just

as he does that of the Kerygma, to the tradition of the early church.

Indeed in 1 Cor.11,2 Paul commends the Corinthians for maintaining

the traditions that he had delivered to then.

If this view is correct, and if Paul was .just one link in the chain

transmitting the tradition, how then can he claim to have received

it -jtxv \

Several answers have been suggested:-

a. The tradition goes back chronologically to the historical Jesus,

but it has undergone much development as regards form and theo-
3

logical interpretation.

b. Paul received the facts by tradition, the theological signi¬

ficance and interpretation by revelation.'^ The early Church, however,

did not distinguish between these tx/o. cf.l Cor.l5»33ff.

c. Paul was a Christian rabbi. Hence the rabbinization of the

tradition explains how ho can alter slightly what he claims to hand
5

on just as he has received it.

The literature on this passage is considerable and includes the

folloxdng: Hunter: Paul and his Predecessors, pp.lpff; Jereraias

op. cit., pn.lOlff; 3. Schweiser, 'Two New Testament Creeds Compared',
Current Issues in New Testament Interpretation3ed Klasscn and Snyder
ppl66ff. Gerhardsson, Honor,-/ and Manuscript. pp.299ff*
2

op. cit., ibid.
^ So R. Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament. I pp.l46»150?
S. Kasemann, 'The Pauline Doctrine of tho Lord's Supper', Essays on

New Testament Themes, p.131.

^ So Lietsmann op. cit.
«5

So W. D. Daviss, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism, pp.249
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d. Jerenias holds that tho tradition goes "back to Jesus, but ho

is more conservative than a. as regards later developments."*"
e. Cullraann agrees that the tradition goes back chronologically

to Jesus of Nazareth, but as well as this, the exalted Lord stands
2

over the tradition, himself at work in it through tho apostles.

He consider that the best answer to this -uoction is provided by

e, d, or e, or perhaps, since they are not mutually exclusive, by

a combination of them.

So vie conclude that 1 Cor.ll.23ff was part of the tradition which

Paul received. This shoxjo us that a saying of Jesus has been pre¬

served in this tradition.

(ii) The next question we must ask concerns the relationship between

this tradition, as we have it in Paul, and tho parallel versions of

it in the other gospels - Matt. 26.26-29; Mark 14.22-25; Luke 22.

15-20; and perhaps John 6.51-59*

The Lucan r>assage presents great problems for the textual critic and

a decision must be taken between the so-called "Shorter" and "Longer"

See The Bucharistic 'lords of Jesus, p.101, "1 Cor.11.23 says noth¬

ing other than that the ohain of tradition goes back unbroken to

Jesus himself." and op.oit. pp.202f "the common core of the tradition

of tho Lord*a Supper - what Jesus said at the Last Supper - is pre¬

served to us in an essentially reliable form." See also his New

Testament Theology, I, p.289; E« Stauffer, Hew Testament Theology.

p.300 n.552.
2

See •The Tradition*, in The Barly Church, pp«55^» 0* Bornkaraa,

op.cita p.131, and see above p.22.
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Text".1
It is crate clear that Matthew is dependant on Mark's aooount, to

which he makes some minor alterations: he adds "eat" after "take",

25.26; he changes Mark's statement that the disciples all drank of

the cup into the 'liturgical-imperative* - "drink of it, all of you",

26.27; he adds that it is for the remission of sins that the blood

is shed, 25.28^.
So the account of Matthew has no independent status and nuy be dis¬

cussed along with Mark.

When we compare Mark/Matthew with the accounts in Luke and Paul wo

find that Luke and Paul display a number of features not found in

M ark/Mat thew:

1. flie words over the oup.

Luko: to ->j KUiJj (^T"w , Paul)4v
A- <S / / p /a > a, £/

TtO ^U.o<J \ &J TVO , Paul)
/S, V ) \ S

Mark/Matthew: , Matthew) £<Tt.V to oCy*A

1
Tho 'Shorter" text is accepted byr Bpetoott and Fort;

. :. Leaney A Commentary on the gospel according to St. Luko,

pp»72ff; 0. W. H. Larrroe in Peake's Commentary on the Bible rov. ed.,

ad loc; the translators of the H.3.V. and the 1T.E.B*

The "Longer'' text is accepted by: J. Jeromias, op.cit., pp.139-159?

0. Bornkairtm, oruoit. p.135; A.J.B. Higgins, op.oit.np 37ff?

S. E. Ellis, The Gospel of Luke, ad loc; I. H. Marshall: I'Tew Bible

Commentary Revised, ad loc.; II. Goncelmam, An ^Outline of the Thoo-

logy of the ITew Testament, o• 5$•

Gf. B. Caird, St. Luke, ad loc., and N. Geldenhuys, flonnontary on tho

gospel of Luke, ad loc., both remain undecided.
p

This addition is both a theological interpretation and a liturgical

formula. So Bornkaram, op. cit., p.134*
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Note (i) the order of the words: "the new covenant in ray blood,"

"ray blood of the covenant."

(ii) the addition of "new"in Luke and Paul, a reference to

Jeremiah 31*31-34.

(iii) the further definition of "this" by "the cup",

J. Jereralas explains this "strangely coraplicated formulation of the

word over the wine in Luke/Paul" as being intended to ward off "the

misunderstanding that the Lord's Supper was a Thyestian raoal when

blood was drunk,He fools that the account of Matthew/Mark is

more original at this point.

2. Only Luke and Paul have the words -re

3« The oomraand to repeat the rite.

This in only found in Luke and Paul, after the word over the bread,
^ ■> v > N > '

Too-TK) nrD»e»T£ and Paul repeats it

after the word over the cup.

c ^
4* The connection of the phrase with the word over the

-a / .>
bread. Thi3 is only found in Luke and Paul: "Toltto crft,*/
v ^ N r y\, , c c ' \

•~fo ^»sj -ro O Luke )
> ' '

5» Luke and Paul havo .<Tr^<T«<-£ for Mark's 6ruA
> V ^v.

I t is suggested that A o^ns/ i3 the raore original being equi¬
valent toPI "say grace". Its more ooramon moaning of "praising",

* -x p
or "glorifying" someone led to it being graoeised into tr-> V^o ics't^is/

C N. C x C *
6. Luke and Paul have *nrfs^ aftea the wine, Mark has wnrtyO

-»ToW Co*J • Since Mark is here preserving a Semitic form, he is to

be regarded as the raore original.

Ejucharistio '.lords, p.170.

2
See Jeroaias, op.cit., p.175#
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This agreement "between Paul and Luke shows that they share a common

tradition. It is most unlikely however, that Luke is directly depend¬

ent on Paul, for:

1. The word over the cup (Luke 22.20) omits the copula. This

seraiticisn is not found in either Paul or Mark/Matthew. It is

difficult to explain how Luke could have left this out of the

Pauline account.

2. Luke does not have the second command to repeat the rite found

in Paul, (l Cor, 11.25) .Clearly this has "been added for liturgical

and symmetrical purposes.

On these two points, then, Luke neons to be reflecting an earlier

stage in the tradition than Paul.

On the basis of this sort of evidence Jeremias conoludes that "Kark

stands linguistically noarest to the original tradition"'*' His

discussion of the oldest form of the tradition oocupie3 more than

sixty pages of his The ~ki.oha.riotic 7ords of Jesus, (pp.1.38-203 of

the 3rd ed«, B.T. 1966). Hi3 arguments are very conveniently sum-

2
marised by 0. Bornkamm ', namely:

1. Paul's text shows evidence of Hellenination - "which is for you"

is impossible to be retranslated into Aramaic? many of Mark's

serniticisms are absent.

2. Paul',- text betrays a tendency towards a stronger liturgical

stylisation - the additional "which is for you" to provide better

parallelism; the doubly indicated command to repeat the action.

3. Paul's text displays greater evidence of theological reflection -
»

the additional "new covenant".

1' n

oo.cit., pp.l68f.
p

op.cit., p.136.
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But not all the evidence points in the sane direction -

1. Hark is not free of Hellenisms - it is impossible to translate

into Aramaic "my blood of the covenant."

2. Mark's account shows signs of theological reflection - he makes

the word over the oup allude to Exodus 24.8 (the word about the blood

of the covenant at the enactment of the Sinai covenant) rather than

to Jeremiah 31.

So Bomkanm thinks it is not possible to say which account is nearer

the original. Conselmann1 agrees that a "uniform original form"

cannot be reconstructed from the present material, indeed ho questions
2

whether one ever existed. All we can say, ho thinks , is that we

have two traditions side by side, which are closely related and both

contain secondary elements. "He oan therefore assume that there

wore still earlier stages "but we cannot, in his view, make any

definite assertions about them.

Nevertheless, it is possible, we feel, to express the relationship

between the various versions of the tradition in diagrammatic forms

Common Tradition

\

Mark / \

I Paul Luke
Matthew

1
op.oit., p.57.

2
op.cit., p.58. Perhaps he has reacted too strongly against

Jeremias.
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Paul's account provides the oldest written form of a saying of Jesus,

written in Spring 54 or possibly late 53* He says that he transmitted

the acoount to the Corinthians by word of mouth and this puts it back

to his ministry there, perhaps to 49/5°• Jeremias3" suggests that

Paul is giving us the form to which the church in Antioch was accus¬

tomed, and with this we agree.

2
Quite clearly hi3 version was used in Hellenistic circles. Kasemann"

has suggested that Paul made alterations to the tradition before

handing it on, which \ie doubt, - O <*, i>w hardly suggests

emendation. But even if this were so it is most unlikely that all

the Hellenistic elements in his version were due to his own editorial

hand, so its Hellenistic milieu is unchallenged. As we have seen

it has links i*ith Luke*3 account - some sort of oommon ancestry, and

ws may note that it also has points of contact with John's - cf.
c /

John 6.51 where we find the phrase with the bread, and the

participle omitted.

op.cit., p.188.
2

op.oit., p.131•
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Having established that Paul received and handed on traditional

teaching of the church and that this teaching contained a saying

of Jesus, we try now to isolate other sayings of Jesus embedded

in Paul's letters.

It is generally accepted that Paul specifically quotes a dominical

saying on three other occasions:

1 Cor. 7»10; 1 Cor. 9*14? and 1 Theas»4.l5

and to tixese we now tarn.

There can be no doubt that here Paul is quoting what he believes

to bo a saying of the Lord and not the content of a personal revel¬

ation, for in this chapter he sharply distinguishes between these

two things -

1 Cor. 7*12: "To the rest I say, not the Lord."

1 Cor. 7 <25: "How concerning the inniarried I have no command

of the Lord, but I give ray opinion as one who by the Lord's

mercy is trustworthy."

1 Cor. 7*40: "In my judgment ..... and I think I have the

Spirit of God."

He is specifically denying that this saying is a product of his

own (or anybody else's) soirit-led imagination^. Some have seen

3. H. Dodd, History and the Gospel, p»57» "That Paul did not

confuse his spiritual revelations with the tradition is clear ..."
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part of the activity of the early Christian prophets to be the

putting of their own opirit»inspired utterances back into the

mouth of the historical Jeous\ but that oan hardly be the case

here^.

Now we turn to possible synoptic parallels:

a. Hark 10.9: O Oov

b. Matt. 19.6: exact parallel of Mark 10.9.
cS > v / V A > ^ v-

c. Mark lO.llf; £rroX^i-j -Vyj <^v/tW *,xa.
^tvo^irtu l?trX • iCH %a.\J oc^-r^

ots/ &|er*. 4<3L/V*"1^ <\XX«s/ .
d. Matt. 19»9j &£ ^ "flt-c'oXw<Sij *^v °^-roe> /

/ V / 0/U ^
'7T0^\/(:i< > /^0'\ ^rr*,> ■

'A C * . / A -> ^ S
e. Luke 16.13: -rT«.£ <? <wto\,^uOv tuV .v^voUiCot <^v/T9i/ <£<*-<

~ ex ' * V <- > i v ' -> v
6-Tfe^><v ^ O oCRtJAfeA J ?CvrO

f. Matt. 5.32: -rrQj o <&iroXui^v t>jV <^rw -nr^^e>Croi
, , XN > V M /7VA V O O *

\ogv 1*J> -rroiei cLj-n^v , 161.1 OS £<kV

Matthew 19*6 is an exact parallel of Hark 10.9 and dependent on

it so it may be left out of the disoussion.

So W. Kramer, Christ, Lord, Son of god, pp.l59f• i?k>r the

contrary view see C. P. D. Houle, The Phenomenon of the Hew Testament,

p.Ill; J. G. Maohen op.cit., p.147*
2

Nhiteley, op.cit., p.101 stresses that Paul is concerned with

ouch teaching from Je3us only because of the authority it would

have for the church.
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Let us look at the language of 1 Cor. 7-10.

a. i U ia aiSo found in Mark 10,9, ft&r* "-rbt.19.6 -

the only other places where it is used in this sense. In the

other passages <-tro^^is used - Mark lO.llf, par. Matt.19*9?

Luke 16.18; Matt. 5.32. Luke uses < <r^jviki only in the
sonoo of *leaving a place* - Aet3 1.4? l8.1f.

It is found in the more general sense of'separating*in Son. 8.35*39?

Philemon 15.
> ' > 7 /

h. oc^>/6rV(* 1 <jC^?/fcv4.1 -rivm means to *rclease from a

legal relation, whether office, marriage, obligation or debt. ,3- In

the Hew Testament this is the only passage where it has the legal

sense of divorce.
/

c» i<ck-rAV ^^JTiO.
The only use of the word in this sense in the Hew Testament, though

in Greek marriage records ^-rToc\\<k.GU*[ is a technical term
2

for the separation of married couples.

The noteworthy variants in the other passages are

a. (SiJyJ t

Mark 10.9, par. Matt. 19*6, are the only occurrences of the verb

in the Hew Testament though it is frequently used of marriage in

secular literature.^
h. x-rroKui^O •

In the sense of divorce it occurs as follows:

Matthew - 1.19? 5«31?32bis; 19.3?8;9 bis; Mark - 10.2,4,11,12.

Luke 16,18 bis.

3 7 / v v
R. Buxtmann, cC^>/»j^ia.i T.O.TT.T. i, 5°9»

2
P. Biichsel, Kt\ X T.P.IT.T. i, 255*

^ See Liddoll and Scott.
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It is found in the sense 'pardon, release, send away', thirtoen

iiimes in Loire's gospel and fifteen tines in Acts.

In Paul it is absent in any sense.
/

c• o^aM - 'commit adultery.'
Matt. 5-32; 19»9» Mark lO.llf.

It is not found anywhere else in the Hew Testament.
/

d*

This usually har reference to the seventh commandments so

Hatt.5•27,28, 19. ,18} Mark 10.19; Luice 18.20; Rom. 2.22} 13.9?

John 8.4; Jas. 2.11; Rev. 2.22.

The other instances are Matt. 5*32 and Lulce 16.18.

The only close verbal connection between 1 Cor. 7.10 and the

synoptic gosoels i3 the use of in Mark 10.9, par Hatt.
} V / '

19.6. Elsewhere is used. Mark 10.9 is epigrammatic

and looks very like an independant logion -

Mete how it stands out in Mark 10, with its use of i

in bold contrast to the use of in w.2, 4, H und 12.

If this logion had been available to Paul it would explain his

rare use of p^uOpi . Mark 10 as a whole, however,
shows no sign of any close relationship to Paul. ITote his use

of the thoroughly and exclusively Pauline e6s.\ , and the

unique ^C(p [<&JM in place of the normal c>Crro\o^0
Mark lO.llf. expands on the saying two verses earlier:

"Whoever divorces his wife and marries another, commits adultery

against her; and if she divorces her husband and marries another,

she oomnits adultery."

Matt. 19«9 follows the first half of this saying almost word for
\ 5 \ /

word but inserts the exception clause, -TTo?>^£rt <

which is also found in Matt. 5*32.
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Luke 16.18 (the 4 version?) is similar to Mark lO.llf but is

distinguished from it by;

a. different context

b> verbal differences
^ C ■> \ ' £ £ > \ '

1. -fUS 0 for ©J oi>/ ottroAu<f^j
<- ' ' Kv '

2* for ^
/

3» ytfor J^Oi^oCfAl
t

1. This generic use of the particiole withTT^ is not found in

Mark but oocurs six times in the Sermon on the Mount, including

Matt. 5*32, (on divorce).
<y

2. ©$ is not found in Mark except in the longer ending

(Mark 16.12). It is quite common in Matthew and Luke; Matthew's

use of oC\Xo^ in 19«9 is dopendant on Mark IO.11.
/

3* We noted above that J^Onearly always has reference
to the Seventh Commandment. Its use in Luke 16.18 i3 no exception

for the previous verse roads:

"It is easier for heaven and earth to pass away, than for one

dot of the law to become void."

It has been frequently pointed out that Jewish law permitted a man

to divorce his wife and not vice versa*, though in some circumstances
2

a x-onan could force her husband to divorce her . In the Hellen-

istio world, however, a woman had more rights in this matter.

Go Mark 10.12 envisages a situation which is Hellenistic rather

than Palestinian. It would appear to be Mark's application of

*
Though this was not completely unknown - Jos. Ant. 15*7*10:

"She (Salome) sent him (Castobar) a bill of divoroe and dissolved
her marriage with him, though this was against the Je<r!.sh laws."

see also T. W. Hanson Sayings, p.l3h

See Vincent Taylor, The Gospel according to St. Mark, pp.419f.
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Josua1 saying .recoz*ded in 10.91 though some scholars entertain the

possibility that Jesus was envisaging a non-Jewish situation whore

a woman could divorce her husband.'"
The exception clause, Matt. 5*32; 19»9» is also considered secondary

by most scholars. "

Two attempts at a more precise description of the relationship

between these sayings have boon made by T. 'J. Hanson and J. Jereaias.

Manson holds that "the Q form of the saying (Luke 16.18) is the

original. Mark 10.11a gives the sense of Luke 16.18a and makes

it more precise by the addition of the words 'against her*.

Mark 10.12 is a misunderstanding of the Aramaic underlying Luke 16.18b.

Matt. 19»9 is Mark 10.11 modified in the direction of Shammaite

legal doctrine by the addition of the excepting olause. Matt. 5»32

is an expanded version of the part of the dictum represented by

Luke 16.18b. It may be the M. version of the saying. It contains

the excepting clause (as in Matt. 19»9)f which here may belong to

the original text of M(his italics)

Jereraias^ sees it somewhat differently: he believes that the

apodeictio prohibition (Mark 10.9) was later made into a legal

regulation with two membors, formed in casuistic terms, and the

stages in its development he traces as folloi-js: "from Matt. 5.32,

without the qualification €M.<oi Xc^y (prohibition
of the discharge of the wife and the wife's remarriage), via

e.g. 0. E. B. Cranfield, The Oospol according to St. Mark, p.322.
2

?or details see R. Schnaokenhurg, The Moral Teaching of the New

Testament. pp.l32ff.

^
payings of Jesus, p.137.

^ ^evi 'festamont Theology, I, 225*
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1 Cor. 7*10f (prohibition of divorce by the wife added in view of

the Hellenistic legal situation) and vv.12-16 (exception made for

mixed marriages), Luke 16.13 and Mark lO.llf (prohibition of

remarriage for both parties) to Matt.5*32 and 19*9 (the exception:

tro p vem < }.
It must be pointed out that Hanson does not discuss Hark 10.9 or

1 Cor. 7.10, and the similarity between their two accounts is

greater than is at first apparent"'". The line of development

envisaged by Jereniac adds support to our view that Mark 10.9

is the logion to which Paul refers in 1 Cor. 7.10.

Up to now we have based this upon two factors:

(i) the common occurrence of s/o .

(ii) Mark 10.9 is clearly an independent logion that has been

'worked into chapter 10 by Mark.

To these Jerenias now adds a third: its apodeictic form shows that

it i3 much earlier than those influenced by casuistry.

Te conclude that in 1 Cor. 7«10 Paul i3 quoting the saying of
2

Jesus that is recorded in Mark 10.9, par* Matt. 19*6.

1
Some further questions must be asked of kaasoa though:

1. Did Kark know tho Q account?

2. ''hat evidence is there for liark misunderstanding the original

Aramaic behind Luke I6.l8b?

C. 3. C. "Jilliams (Peake) ad loc; Fannon, op.cit.p.304; Hering

ad loc, C. H. Dodd History and the Oosoel p.57, Hunter op.cit.p.46,

think that Paul is not quoting any form of the saying found in the

gospels but rather giving the substance of it. Most other comment¬

ators make reference to Mark 10.9 and 11, e.g. Barrettj ad loo.,

Moffatt, ad loc. and Davies op.cit.p.140; but Parr$ ad loc., Morris,

ad loc., and Stewart, op.cit.p.288, see Matt. 19*6 as being the
synoptic parallel.
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We should further note that a strong case can he put up for the

authenticity of the saying:

1. It has an apodeictic form and displays a lack of casuistry.

2. It transcends the squabbles between the rival schools of

Hi 11 el and Shusmai.

3. It goes back to the Old Testament for its authority.

4« It fits into a Palestinian milieu and had to be interpreted

for the diffe^rent circumstances of the Gentile world.

5. Its unequivocal nature was later toned down.
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APFStfPSD BOTE

In our discussion above (p.48 ) we wrote the following sentence,

"Matt.19*6 is an exact parallel of Mark 10.9 and dependent 011 it,

so it may be left out of the discussion." The treatment of these

passages by D. L. Dungan"^ has led us to think that the above

quotation is in need of ma,jor modification. Dungan'3 findings

do not affect our conclusion that the saying of Jesus, recorded

Mark 10.9 and Matt. 19*6, is the one which Paul is quoting in

1 Cor.7.10, but since he goes against the main drift of scholarly

opinion by assorting the priority and essential reliability of the

account of Matthew, some note should be taken of his argument.

This mny be summarized under four headings:

1. The original order of the story is recorded by Matthew not

Mark .

He gives a helpful table comparing the two accounts of the incident,

accounts which are in general agreement as regards content, but

differ as to the order. He quotes what he considers the best

2
form-critical analysis of the passages:

"Mark's composition is carried out in three parts: ho begins with

Moses* legislation concerning divorce, primarily in order to set

it aside, then set ' forth the fundamental Law of Creation which

makes marriage dissoluble ^ and in his supplement for the disciples

he adds two prohibitions for husband and wife, that if divorced they

nay not marry again. This composition is determined throughout by

interest in the reader for whom the Moaaio divorce-oractice is

1
op.cit.np.102-131

2
that of Lohmeyer - Schmauch, ou,105f.



iiwimnortant. Honoo it is set aside at tho outset before the

positive ooimnand follows. Then an explanation is given to tho

disciples which apnearo to interpret this fundamental Iaw for them,

as tho future missionaries to the Gentiles.

For the audience of Matthew, on the other hand, the marriage and

divorce regulations of Moses are completely familiar. Thus there

is no need to describe what Moses had commanded and what, therefore,

t/ould be the consequenoe if one divorced one's wife.

Instead, it is possible to begin immediately by citing the decision

according to the law of Genesis. The Mosaic regulation then

appears next as an objection to thi3 decision, and this is quite

properly placed in the mouth of the antagonists. Moses is then

authoritatively sot aside, and it is possible in a conclusion to

state definitely that any new marriage by a divorced man is adultery.

It is a Gontroversy-dialogue which lies before us, following the

plan: Question/Answer, Objection/Refutation, Conclusion."1

2. The concluding saying on Divorce/Remarriage (Matt.19*95

Mark lO.llf) appears extraneous and unmotivated in Mark, but in

Matthew is an integral part of the dialogue as a whole.

Matthew speaks only of man's activity (as would be expected

under Jewish law), Mark makes provision for both man and woman

using the active form of the verfc 'divorce' in both oases (typical

only of Roman and Greek law). ihirther, the saying in Mark is not

integral to the rest of the story, being an explanation given

later to the disciples, when an explanation is not required.

In Matthew, however, it is part of Jesus' answer to the Pharisees,

and so an integral part of the debate.

^
The italics are Dungan's.
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3. The Katthaean Insertions, the 30 called "Exception Clauses",

are nothing other than Markan Omissions.

The Pharisees* question in Matthew, "Is it against the law for a

man to divorce hi3 wife on any pretext whatsoever?" (j.3.) comes

directly out of the current Pharisaic controversy "between the rival

schools of Hillel and Shammai over the grounds for divorce. In

Mark's version the question runs "Is it against the Law for a

man to divorce his wife?" (J.B.). This is very strange in view

of the fact that nothing whatsoever in the Law suggests that divorce

is illegal. But on the other hand, if the question is set in the

context of tho early Hellenistic churoh, it appears to fit

perfeotly.

The same nay be seen in the concluding answer of the dialogue.

Mark pictures Jesus, in a different location and addressing the

disciples, without reservation prohibiting divorce and remarriage;

Matthew has the concluding answer, addressed bo the Pharisees, with

the exoeption clause. This clause, far from "being an insertion,

is a necessary aspect of Je3us* answer given in Matt.19.4-6. Indeed

P. Billerbock made the sane point over 50 years ago, "Jesus recog¬

nises only fornication as grounds for divorce, since through it

the marital union has already been destroyed."

Again, the exception clause is not a loophole in the divorce law

sinoe Jesus does not permit remarriage. "All Jesus allows is

that a husband bo not required to live with an unfaithful wife,
1

but may send her away."

1
p.114
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4« The whole story fits naturally into a Palestinian Pharisaic

milieu.

Apart from the points already made 'by Duncan in favour of Matthew's

aooount reflecting a Palestinian setting, he compares the answer

of Jesus in Matthew with the position of the Qumran Community

on remarriage and divorce, showing that "Jesus' outlook is very

closely related to the Hssenes' similar repudiation of the

Pharisaic laissez-faire policy regarding remarriage."1
2

Dungan concludes " that Matthew's version is more original than

Mark's and represents an earlier tradition for "its formal character

is beautifully intact, recondite Palestinian legal terminology

appears accurately usod, the apocalyptio tenor is vividly prosent,

and there are no ecclesiastically-motivated alterations in the

account itself."

He then notes the awkwardness of the disciples* reaction to this

saying of Jesus, as recorded by Matthew, where they say, "If such

is the case of a man with his x-;i£e, it is not expedient to marry."

His explanation is that this short dialogue (w.10-12) is a bridge

over into the next saying concerning "eunuchs for the sake of the

Kingdom of Heaven". He comments3, "Jesus is portrayed as holding

the general position (taking 19.3-12 as a -whole) that celibacy is

a gift for some ("not all oan receive it") while for everyone else,

marriage must be once-for-all. It is a position corresponding

precisely with Paul's."

1
p.131.

2
P.123-

3
pp.l25f.
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Mark's version also seems close to Paul for "the conclusion

seems inevitable that some sort of silent burden of oral inteiv-

pretation is being assumed by Mark's formulation, indeed, precisely

the same sort we see operating in 1 Cor.T.lOf."3"
As regards whioh of the Gospel versions is closest to the Pauline

formulation, Dungon leaves the matter open. Hardly any agreement

is found in the various discussions of the question, and the

reason is clear to sees "Paul presents the command of the Lord
/

mth respect to both sexes in equal terras (like Mark), but on the

other hand he preserves authentic Jewish legal terminology (unlike

Mark, but like Matthew and Luke)." His citation of the saying

might be a summary of his whole argument and "yet just in this he

resembles all of the gospel editors who tended to summarise the

account in terms of the final saying."

We had concluded, quite independently of Dungan, that in 1 Cor.7.10

Paul had in mind the saying otherwise recorded in Mark 10.9 par.

Matt. 19.6. Dungan's conclusions now lead us to take one further

step.

By demonstrating that Matthew's version of the incident shows

fewer signs of development and ad-rotation made in the interests

of Gentile readers, he has mode it clear that although he shares

the same tradition as Mark, Matthew is independent of him at this

point. This should help us to lose any 'prejudice' we might

have against Matthew - 'prejudice* brought about by the imperfect

logic: parallel verses from Matthew and Mark are closest to Paul;

Matthew's gospel was written later than and has built upon Mark's

gospelj therefore Mark must be closer to Paul.

1
p.128



In this particular case, wo have seen how the more original form

i3 foundin Matthew's gospel, which at this point is independent

of Mark.

The other important point that Dungan raises is that Matthew and

Paul have a similar understanding of the saying, which is not shared

by Mark. Since Matthew preserves an older form of the tradition

than Mark, and since he is closer to Paul in his understanding of

that tradition, is it completely without .justification to suppose

that Paul had in mind an account more like Matthew's than Mark's,

and 3D Matt. 19*6 is the closer synoptic parallel to 1 Cor.7*10?
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(ii) 1 Cor. ^.14«
c/ ^ c / /_ ***>(.

QO-riJS K.*I O K0(*iO$ *Q.6r-r ^01$ -TO

"In the same wy, the Lord commanded that those who proclaim the

gospel should get their living by the gospel."

Tho question of the support that a congregation should give

Christian preachers and teachers is one to which the early church

paid attention. In 1 Cor. 9 Paul insists that, as an apostle he

had a right to bed and board, and to be accompanied by a wife,

though he chose not to avail himself of this right (9.12; of.

1 ?hes3.2.9s 2 Thess. 3.3). Of course this could, and did,

lead to great abuse, so there had to be oertain restrictions

(2 Jn. lOf of. Didache 11.2ff.)

Because this matter was so live an issue in the Early Church,

some have come to see the mission discourses in the gospels —

Mark.6.6-13? Matt. 9.37 - 10.42; Luke 9*1-6; 10.1-20 -

f

as creations of the Early Church read back into the life of Jesus.'

Certainly there is no denying tho fact that the gospel writers

were greatly influenced by the needs of the primitive community

in their selection, arrangement, presentation and interpretation
3

of this gospel tradition ; but this is not the same as saying

1
Other churches also had this obligation brought to their attention

(3. John 8)•
2

R. Buitnarm, History of the Synoptic Tradition, pp«145P» "we have

a Church product here;" of. Theology of the Hew Testament, I. 0.86.
J

See, e.g. H. Conselmann, Tho Theology of St. Luke, p.82, and the
comm. Even so-oalled ♦conservative-evangelical* scholars acoept

this in principle - e.g. P. P. Bruce, Tradition Old and Hew, p.27

(on the excepting clause Matt. 5*32; 19*9)»
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that it did not have any historical "basis in the life of Jesus.

A Sits in Leben der Kirche does not necessarily preclude a Sits in

Leben Jesu.

Other scholars regard the basic historicity of these passages, or

at any rate the historicity of the Mission of the disciples, in a

very different light - T. W. Hanson remarks'1" "The mission of the

disciples is one of the best attested facts in the life of Jesus.''

So we assume that acne of the sayings in Matt. 10 and Luke 10 could

have come fron Jesus of Uanareth.

The precise relationship "between these four passages is complicated

but Jeremiao isolates what he calls an 'original instruction*

(Mark 6.8-11j Luke 10*4-11; Matt. 10.9-14)» which is the nucleus
2

of the material common to the four discourses* The language and

conceptions of this 'original instruction' show it to have a

Palestinian origin —

peace is personified - - Luke 10,5f; Matt. 10.13

shaking the dust off the feet Mark 6.11; Luke 10.11^
Jeremias goes even further and regards it as 'a piece of pro-

3aster tradition* because the proclamation with which the disciples

are entrusted shows a complete lock of christology.

Layings of Jesus, p.73.
2

Theolog/ of the Hew Testament I, p.231ff• He regards the

•logia version' (Luke and. Matthew) as the more original and cites

as one indication of this the personification of peace - Luke 10.5f»

Matt. 10.13.

3
cf. Hanson, op.cit., p»76; Strack-Billorbeck, I p.571.

M. Blaok, op.cit., p.216 thinks the Aramaic original has been

mistranslated in Matt. 10.10 and Mark 6»3f.
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This discussion of Jeremias is very helpful and in our view

convincing.

Clearly Paul is not quoting the saying precisely as it is found in

Luke or Matthew hut we think it likely that this saying is in his

mind all the sane; and in support we may cite among others —

Jereraias*"; 7hiteley2; Hanson"5; Bllis^; Creed^; Machen^;
*7 8

Barrett ; l^annon.

lost commentators simply make reference to

hut a few cito only one of the versions, namely

Luko 10.7 - Moffatt9; J. S. Stewart 10.

*
op.cit. p.232.

2
op.oit. p.211

3
op.cit. p.l8l

^ commenting on Luke 10.7.
5

commenting on Luke 10.7.

op.cit. p.147

7
commenting on 1 Cor.9.14*

op.cit. p.304

10
op.cit. p.288

11 commenting on 1 Cor.9.14
12

Paul's use of the Old Testament, p.29, n4«

13 ad loc.

The Mysticism of Paul the Apostle, pp320f.
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Matt.10.9f "a saying of this tenor". Usually, however, when a

preference for one or other of the versions is expressed no reasons

are given! Those xfho prefer Luke 10.7 could ooint to two factors:

(i) In 1 Tin. 5.18, Luke 10.7 is quoted as sorioture: "for the

scripture says, 'You shall not ntiszle an ox when it is treading

out the grain,* and, 'the labourer deserves his wages."*

Here Deuteronomy 25»4 and Luke 10.7 are clearly coordinate.1 The

only other reference to Deuteronomy 25*4 in the New Testament is

in 1 Cor.9»9» within four verses of the saying we are discussing.

Again, that it is the Lucan version of the saying that is quoted in

a work if not by Paul, by a member of his 'school', is surely

significant.
p(ii) Greed" makes an interesting observation about the resemblance

in language between

Luke 10.8: -r* sr^oiri( not found in
the Matthuean parallel)

and 1 Cor. 10.27: 17'<W -ro ipLp <.-r, m

We probably have here an editorial addition of Luke similar to

Mark 7cl9"\ designed to meet the problem of clean and unclean food

which was causing the Ghurch of his day so much trouble. Paul

faces this same problem in 1 Cor.10.27 and not only gives the same

advice but does so in almost the sane language. There may be no

S. K. Simpson, The Pastoral Spisties ad loc.thinks that Luke's

Gospel nay have been regarded as inspired Scripture at this early

date (he accepts Pauline authorship), but all we can say is that

a saying of Jesus is given scriptural authority.
^

ad loe.

^
So Cranfield ad loa; Wineham, ad loc.? Taylor ad loc.
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direct dependence b. '-ween these two verses but if there is then

Lube must be dependent on Paul.

So, idthin the Pauline corpus, the Lucan version of the saying is

quoted as Scripture alongside an Olcl Testament reference quoted

by Paul in the passage we are discussing; and secondly Luke makes

reference to a problem also discussed by Paul in the next chapter

of 1 Corinthians using almost the same language.

On the other hand, those who prefer Matt. 10.10 need not be silent.

(i) The Matthaean form is probably more original than

the Lucan ^ This would mean that it is more likely

to represent the form of the saying available to Paul,
o

(ii) Dodd'~ notes that Matthew concludes his account of the

instructions which Jesus gave the Twelve with the words, (ll.l)
Ore ow>5 Si -Toi$

So both Matthew and Paul regard this saying as a S/oCT,i
of Jesus to the church.

We may summarise the above by saying that Matthew appears to give

us a more original version of the saying and accords it a similar

status in the churoh as Paul, whereas Luke shows clear links vjith

Paul in the way in which the application of the saying developed.

*
So J. Joremias, Jerusalem in the Time of Jesus, p.113 n20. He

feels that this is"assured by rabbinic analogies as well as by the

freer Pauline rendering in 1 Cor. 9.14*'* We may add that in view

of Matthew*3 obvious liking for, the case for the

originality of "C^o <K i3 that much stronger.
2»___ r* I

j\(o \<StoO in More Hew Testament Studies, pp.l41f.
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If anything the version of Matthew, being more original, iff more

likely to have been the one known to Paul but this can only be

a very tentative suggestion#
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APPBffDHD HOTS

D. L. Dungan's treatment of the Mission Discourses in the Synoptic

Mospels1 is an important piece of forra-oritical research tsrhioh

challenges many strongly held assumptions of Mew Testament

scholarship.

He examines the interrelation of the synoptic accounts and comes

to the following conclusions:

A. Luke 10.1-12, his "so-oalled Q-blook", show3 clear signs of

editorial activity.

1. The number of seventy-two ties it up with Clentile missionary

activity, there being seventy-tv/o nations in the world according

to common reckoning.

2. Luke breaks up the pericope tc insert the saying about lambs

in the middle of wolves (v.3), in order to give his own inter¬

pretation of the regulations that follow (v.4)* Dimgan quotes,

with admiration, Conaelmann, "In Matt. 10.16 the emphasis is on

the threats to which the disciples are exposed ..... In Luke on

the other hand, the emphasis is on the protection which they vail

en.joy in the midst of danger. For whereas in Matthew, the meaning

appears in 10.16 itself, in Luke (the meaning of the lamb/wolf

saying comes out) in the directions which follow concerning equip¬

ment. Luke states their significance explicitly in 22.355 they

represent (Luke's view of) the absolute peacefulneso of the period
2

of Jesus."

op.cit. pp41-30.

The italics and brackets are Dungan's.
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3. The prohibition about door to door begging in v.7b is out of

place in a Palestinlan-Jexfish milieu but fitn a later condition

in the Church perfectly.

4» Similarly v.3b "eat whatever is set before you", reflects the

food problems that arose in the Gentile mission area. Matthew,

on the other hand has no regulations on this topic.

Dungan concludes that Luke 10.1—12 is an indenendently revised

form of Q.

B. Luke 3'1-5, his "so-called Markan block".

Dungan argues against the common view that Luke simply follows

Mark's account here by showing that where Luke 9 differs from

Luke 10 and Mark 6, he is in agreement with Matt. 10.

1. Luke 9.2 and Matt. 10.7 show the most important agreement

between thorn.

2. The mention of silver (money) and the staff in Luke 9*3 and

Matt. 10.9f is completely absent from Luke 10 and Mark 6.

He concludes, making reference to the comparative chart, found in

an appendix to his book, that "Luke 9.1-5 is a curious but thorough

conflation of Q material and Markan structure.""'"
C. Matt. 10.1-16, his "co-called conflation of Mark, Q and M".

He confines his discussion to w. 7-16 since the setting and the

insertion of the names of the twelve are secondary. He points

out how well these verses fit into the milieu of the ministry of

Jesus.

op.cit. p.51•
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1. v.8l> "could not bo a more authentic expression of typical

early-first-century Judaean sentiment regarding the matter of

payment for religious duty."1 In Pharisaic circles after 70 A.D.,

and in the early Church, opinion tended towards the direct

opposite of the view of thi3 saying.

2. v.9 "is perfectly expressive of an idea in Jesus* contemporaneous

2
Judaea, namely among the Bssenes."

3. w.11-15. According to his interpretation, the disciples,

going from village to village "will flush out into the open, as

it were, the concrete lineaments of the Final Decision regarding

the actual individuals they meet.On those who reject thera,

they are to pronounce God * s own eschatological judgment.

V.16, which may have been added by Matthew to make a transition

to the following instructions, conveys well both the sense of

crisis and the tremendous requirement now laid upon the disciples.

Dungan goes on to argue for the originality of Matthew's version

as against the other three, using the points made above and noting

how Mark's version (6.7-11) omits anything that might prove

difficult to understand in the Gentile mission area.

fhat then, he asks, was the character of the support to be accorded

to the disciples in the original account?

His answer is that this support

1. was basically nothing moro than a matter of kinsman-hospitality.

2. The journey was to be so brief - limited to Galilee, that Jesus

assures the disciples that the brethren will take care of thera.

on.cit. p.54*

op.cit. p.55*

ep.cit. n, 5?.
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So any notion of salary is completely excluded from the original

account•

Ao regards the attitude of the gospel editors to this issue, he

"believes that Matthew generally preserves intact the early tradition

(probably resting on actual events in the ministry of Jesus) which

he had received. Though in v.3b we have a Matthaoan insertion

limiting the scope of Jesus* saying, Luke, he thinks, goes further,

and makes Jesus, in 22.35f» repudiate the whole notion of support}

he makes Paul appear to do the same in Acts 20.33-35® Mark, on

the other hand, stands out against the other two in understanding

the instructions of Jesus as applying to the early Church.

The most important part of Dungan's disoussion, as far as wo are

concerned is his treatment of the workman saying, Matt. 10.10;
1

Luke 10.7® He seems to agree with the view that this saying is

the basis of Paul's command of the Lord in 1 Cor. 9.14. As regards

whioh version is closer to Paul Dungan's comment may be quoted in

full:2

"When Paul actually specifies what his authority consists in, he
*

seems to be referring precisely to the Matthean version. He says

that he has the authority (to be provided with something to) eat

and drink (9*4)® Furthermore, this specific idea of food appears

again in the priest-Levite analogy, which is the actual point at

which Paul introduces the command of the Lord in that peculiarly

subordinating manner. The whole point of that analog- is that

the priests and Leviten were entitled to get their food from the

Temple sacrifices. Putting this 'food* emphasis together with

op.cit. pp. 78f.
p

op.cit. p.79



the reliance upon the 'workman* image throughout the rest of his

argument, it is difficult to conclude otherwise than that Matthew's

version of the saying "the workman is worthy of his food", is the

saying Paul i3 assuming in 1 Cor. Though he qualifies this

conclusion with a couple of "big *ifs':- If Paul is presupposing

any saying now known from the synoptic material, and if it is the

workman saying as most think, then it would have to be Matthew's

not Luke's version." (italics his.)

Laying aside what we consider to be overcautious qualifying 'ifs*,

we think Dungan's argument is sound. The very tentative suggestion

that was put forward on p. 66 may now be reiterated with much more

confidence: Matthew's version of the workman saying is most likely

to be the one that Paul has in mind when he cites the command of

the Lord in 1 Cor. 9»14» though it had not, of course, at this

time been incorporated into Matthew's completed gospel.
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I THS5S ALOTUAITS 4.15.

-x VCA / > \ ' f ° ^ C /A
"^"Ou-fo JAIV €r* AO^VJ HCO^LOOj 9Tt YJ^V£I C, «l ^ uw> ✓Tfe$
J-

_ i / > K /* A /
e>l TTdr^i A fc' "" I Tljv' -fT3^? CWGPoCV T0^/ tC^p*0C //t^

^c^i^K.eV T£>^i K.o y*yj&(?Sr~C$
Clearly whether we are prepared to call thin verse a saying of

Jesus or not, will depend largely on our interpretation of the
> v 7 /

phrase 6V iC^^coo < So we survey the occurrence and
meaning of this phrase and the closely related ones -

"Thy word", "the word of God", 'the word of the Lord Jesus Christ".

a. The Synoptic Gospel3.

Matt. 15.6: the t/ord of God. The reference is to the fifth
commandment.

Mark 7*13: the word of God. As above.

Luke 5.1: the word of God. The reference is to the preaching
of Jesus.

Luke 8.11,21: the word of God. The reference is to the
preaching of the gospel.

Luke 21.61: the word of the Lord. The reference is to a

saying of Jesus.

b. The Acts of the Apostles.

These phrases occur twenty times in the Aots. In all but one of

these, the reference is to the preaching or content of the

apostolic kerygma. The exception is Aots 20.35; the words

of the Lord Jesus, and the reference is to the otherwise unrecorded

saying, "It is better to give than to receive." The only other

occurrence of "words" in this phrase is in 1 Tim.6.3.

From the passages quoted above vie see that these phrases are cited

mostly by Luke (25 times in his Gospel and Aots; and only once

in Matthew and once in Mark) and in all but two of his passages he

uses them to refer to the preaching of Jesus .and the early preachers,
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a sense it does not have in the other gospels.'*'

o. The Gospel and Epistles of Johnf the Revelation of John.

John 10.35: the word of God. The reference is to the Law or
possibly a direct word from God to the prophets.

John 17»14»17s Thy word. "Jesus committed unto them the 0

truth of his relation to God." (O.K. Barrett )

John 18.32: the \<rord of Jesus. The reference is to a saying
of Jesus.

1 John 2.14' the word of God. The referenoe is to Christ or
to the gospel.

the word of God - "purpose declared by God."
(Caird ad loo.)

the word of God - the reference is to the gospel or
the preaching of the gospel.

the word of God.- the reference is to the gospel.

the words of God. A referenoe to Old Testament
prophecies?

true words of God. The words given to John by the
angel.

the word of God. The name of the rider of the
white horse, of. John 8.55.

the word of God. Tho referenoe is to the gospel.

If we take tho Johannine evidence into consideration, it

could be argued that John 18.32 refers to the preaching of

Jesus, but we think it refers to his private teaching to the

disciples.

2
The Gospel according to St. John, ad loc.

Rev. 1.2:

Rev. 1.9:

Rev. 6.9:

Rev. 17.175

Rev. 19 <>95

Rev. 19.135

Rev. 20.4:
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d. The Pauline Epistles.

Hon. 9*6; the word of God. Sanday and Head1an^ give the meaning

as "the declared purpose of God." Other commentators render it -

2 3 4
"his foundation declaration, "his word of promise, tho Gospel.

1 Cor. 14.36: tho word of God. The reference is to the gospel
and its interpretation (perhaps given ecstatically?)

2 Cor. 2.17: the word of God. The roforence is to the gospel.

2 Cor. 4*2: tho word of God, As above.

Phil. 1.14: the word of God. As above.

Col. 1.25: the word of God. A3 above.

Col. 3.16: the word of Christ. As above, though Koffatt

translates, "The inspiration of Christ" suggesting, perhaps, some

5
sort of innor voice.

1 Thess. 1.8: the word of the Lord. As 2 Cor. 2.17*

1 Thess. 2.13: the word of God. As above.

2 flh.ess. 3.1: the word of the Lord. As above.

1 Those. 4.15: — the passage under discussion.

^
The Gnistlo to the Romans, ad loc.

2
P. J. Leenhardt, The Epistle to the Homans. ad loo.

^ C. K. Barrett, The Epistle to the Romans, ad loc.

^ K. Barth, A Shorter Commentary on Romans, ad loc.

E. P. Scott commenting on this passage in The Epistles of Paul

to the Cologn.ians, to Philemon and to the Ephesians, in the *Moffatt

Hew Testament Commentary* series views this translation possible

but thinks that a reference to the Christian message is more

likely.
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e. The Pastoral Epistles.

1 Tim. 4*5! the word of God. The reference is to grace before
meals.

1 Tim. 6.3: the sound words of our Lord Jesus Christ. This
appears to refer to recorded sayings of Jesus,
of Acts 20.35.

2 Tim, 2.9: the word of God. The reference is to the gospel.

Tit. 2.5; the word of God. As above.

f. The Rest of the New Testament.

ITeb. 4*12: the word of God. "God speaking to hi3 people both
in the old dispensation and in tho new."

Heb. 13«7s the word of God. The reference is to the gospel,

1 Pet. 1.23s the word of God. God's saving action through
the preaching of the gospel.

2 Pet. 3»5{ the word of God. God's word in creation, of. Gen.
1.2-6

The information collected above may be put in the form of a table,

as follows:

1
H. 'i. Montefiore, The Epistle to the Hebrews, ad loc.



Total

The Gospel

TheOld Testament
Jesusas

thecontent ofthe Gospel

Ga-"ings of Jesus

—

Others

TheSynopticGospels
7

4

2

1

TheActsoftheApostle3
20

19

1

TheGospelfindEpistles ofJohn,theRevelation
ofJohn

12

3

2

1

1

5

ThePauline."pisties (excluding1These.4.15)
10

S

1

ThePastoralEpistles
4

2

1

1

TheRestoftheRev/ Testament

4

3

1



Mo now turn to the four passages where there seems to be reference

to sayings of Jesus:

(i) Luke 22.61: "And Peter remembered the word of the Lord, how

he had said to him, 'Before the cock crows today, you will deny

me three times.'"

(ii) Aots 20.35' "remembering the words of the Lord Je3us, how

he said, 'It is more blessed to give than to receive.'"

(iii) John 18.32: "This waste fulfil the word which Jesus had

spoken to show by what death he was to die." Most commentators

think the reference here is to John 12.32f: "'and I, when I am

lifted up from the earth, will draw all men to myself.' He said

this to show by what death he was to die."

(iv) 1 Tim. 6.3f: "If anyone teaches otherwise and does not

agree with the sound words of our Lord Jesus Christ and the teach¬

ing which accords with godliness, he is puffed up with conceit."

Acts 20.35 whioh refers to a saying of Jesus, and 1 Tim. 6.3 which

refers to a number of sayings both have the plural "words".

This loaves John IO.32 as the only textually undisputed passage

in the Hew Testament whore a phrase incorporating in the

singular) introduces a saying of Jesus.

In Paul "the word of the Lord" occurs three times and all in the

Thessalonian correspondence: 1 Thess 1.8, 4»15t and 2 Thess. 3*1•

The reference in 1 Thess. 1.8 and 2 Thess. 3«1 along with 1 Thess.

2.13 ("the word of God") is to the gospel preached by Paul. Should

1 Thess. 4*15 ke taken in the same x-ray?

The Hew Testament in the Original Greek. The texb revised

by B. P. Las toott and P. J. A. ITort, London 1381.

c /

has fairly strong support
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Elsewhere in hi3 epistles, when Paul introduces a saying of Jesus

he uses a number of formulae:

this context.

So then, we may say that against taking 1 These. 4*15 as a reference

to a saying of Jesus are the following:

(i) All the other occurrences of the phrase in Paul, (one of which

is in the same epistle) refer to the preaching of the gospel.

(ii) There is only one textually undisputed passage in the New
/

Testament where Ao^oS singular refers to a saying of Jesus.
It is in Johnfs Ctospel and does not introduce a saying but refers

baok to one some six chapters earlier.

(iii) Whan a saying is quoted or referred to (apart from John 18.32)

the plural "words" is used.

(iv) Paul uses other phrases when quoting a saying of Jesus, though

the fact that he uses three different formulae for introducing

three different sayings takes away from the force of this objection.

(v) There is wide disagreement about what precisely constitutes

the saying that Paul is supposed to be quoting/Several suggestions

have been made about the content of the word of the Lord:

v.15; 16a, 16 without -tfg^yro\> 16-17, 15-17•
We feel the problem can be narrowed down to the question,

"Does w.lSf expand on the saying in v.15 or vice versa?"

J. Jereraias'*' follows Dibelius in noting the difference in style

an

/

Unlmown Sayings: of Jesus, pp.80ff.
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between v.1$ (epistolary) and v.l ' (apocalyptic). With the con¬

cluding words of v.17 as Pauline he is left with the saying in

w.l6-17a and v.15 is an "introductory summary" of Paul*

J. A. T. Robinson'" finds the saying in v.16 but doos not think it
2

is a genuine agraohon. 0. Cullnann finds the saying in v.l5 as

do Bicknell^, Morris^, Sadie"*, and Prame^•
It is difficult to decide which is the saying. On a straights

-forward reading of the text it would appear that v»15 is the

saying and v.16 is an application and expansion of it; but one

cannot be certain. This uncertainty is another factor that

woighs against this being a saying of the Lord. Por in all the

other places where Paulcpotes Jesus - 1 Cor. 7*10; 9«14; 11.23ff»
n

(see also Acts 20.35 and even John 18.32 ) - there is not such

uncertainty a3 to what he i3 quoting.

(vi) It is difficult to find a close parallel in the teaching of

Jesus recorded in the Gospels.

The following passages should bo noted:

Mark 13.26, par. Matt. 24»30f; "And then they will sec the son of

man coming in clouds with great power and glory."

Jesus and His Coming, p.25»

2
Salvation in History. pp»211ff.

^ ad loc.

^ ad loc.

5
ad loc.

^
ad loc.

t The repeated "to show by what death he was to die".

^John 12.33; 18.32) shows clearly that a reference to the saying

recorded in John 12.32 was intended.
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Lake 14»14s "And you Trill "be blessed, because they cannot repay

you. You will be repaid at the reourrection of the just."

Matt. 16.27" "Tor the Son of man is to cone with his angels in

thefftory of his Father, and then he Trill repay every man for what

he has done."

Mark 9*1: "Truly, I say to you, there are some standing here who

will not taste death before they see the kingdom of God come

with power."

John 6.44*- "No one can cone to no unless the Father who sent ne .

£

draws him; and I will raise him up at the last day."

None of these passages is sufficiently close to 1 Thess. 4*15~17

for us to see any direct quotation.

One further question deserves attention: In view of the links

between w.l6f and Jewish apocalyptic thought, is it likely that

the saying goes back to Jesus at all?

Jeremias1 grants that Jesus could never have uttered this saying

in the form we find in Paul for:

> C '
1. The introductory fornula oCu-roS O K°f '°S must be a Pauline

C (J. ^ «-> ^ f
substitution for an original D oto£ -rou ** iToo

> ^
2. The £V must be an explanatory addition.

C /N.

3. The of v.17 must bo the word of a christian not of

Chri3t. Nevertheless, he thinks the saying, in a slightly different

form, does go back to Jesus, though in support he can only point

to the common origin (Ban. 7*13) and imagery of Mark 13*2of, par.

Matt. 24»30f« He also thinks that Jesus may have shared Paul's

concern about what would happen to those already dead. He cites

4 Esra 5*42:

cp.cit. p.81.
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"I shall liken my judgment to a circle; just as for those who

are last there is no slowness, so for those viho are first there

is no haste."

In the first edition of his book he comments''': "This problem was

certainly in the air. And if we want to know why Jesus was partic¬

ularly concerned with it, the only answer I can see is that he

repeatedly prophesied martyrdom for some,at any rate, of his

disciples. (Hark 8.34» 10.39f; 13.12f; Matt.10.28; 24.9i

John 16.2)"
2

In the second edition , however, this confident as?:sertion is

omitted and the connection with martyrdom is clayed down. ~'o

doubt he has modified his nooition in response to the criticism of

3 4 5
Kumrael, Guy , and Glassoi-r, among others.

^
pp.66f.

^
p.82.

^ Promise and Fulfilment, p.52 n 107.

^ The TTew Test-ament "Doctrine of the Last Things, pn.i22f.

The Second Advent, p.171: "To find the true origin of the

Parousia Teaching of 1 and 2 Thossalonians we are not to go to the

teaching of Jesus, and then to Enoch, and then to Persian esohatology.

Rather, as the language suggests we are to go straight from these

passages in 1 and 2 Thesoalonions, as representing early church

teaching, to the Old Testament. The connecting link was the

conviction that Jesus was Lord." In an explanatory note to this

in the third edition, pn»176ff, he adds, "... I do not wish to

gxclude the point that some word of Jesus may have given the

original impulse." In a very recent article ♦The Second Advent -

25 years Later', Expository Time3, July 1971» pp.307-309, he repeats

this view.
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In thi3 matter, it is difficult to be dogmatic on either side#

The question of the Son of Han in the gospels is a vexed one, but

many scholars see the oschatological sayings of the Son of Han as

going back to Jesus himself. So, laying aside the question of

whether Jesus over identified himself x-dth the Son of Man, we can

grant the probability that he used familiar images from Jex-ash

apocalyptio in his teaching. the fact, then, that 1 Thess 4.l6f

uses such images leaves open the question under discussion —

the saying oould go back to Jesus"'", we have, howovor, given six

reasons why we think it does not.

If the words %.\J *0^.0*/ do not imply a quotation of a

saying of Jesus, what other interpretation can be put on them?

Various suggestions have been offered?

(i) Calvin suggested that these versos contain a saying uttered

by Jesus during the forty day period between his resurrection and

ascension.

(ii) It could bo an unrooorded saying similar to Acts 20.35. This
Q 3

view is held by Jeremias'", Denney ,who find3 it possible and

Leon Morrisf not improbable.

With each fresh look at the arguments of Glasson,we become less

sure of this statement.

2
op.cit. p.14> of Hew Testament Theology I, p.273»

^ ad loo.

^ ad loc.
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(iii) Some think it is a saying directly revealed by the risen

Christ, e.g. Eadie\ Schweitzer'", Hunter^, and Bultmann^" think

it possible, and J. B. Lightfoot , probable*
6

(iv) "The gospel as Paul had received it™ — W. L. Knox .

Hone of these suggestions is satisfactory*

(i) I know of no modern scholar who follows Calvin here.

(ii) It could be an agraphon, in which case, I think the saying

would be much more succinct. Bee also Masson's point below*

(iii) One of the most recent commentators on Tbessalonions,
1 Ci

D. 3. H. Whiteley refers to the arguments of C. Hasoonu that hero

wo have information directly revealed to Paul*

Masson notes that the future coming of the Lord was one of the

burning issues within the early Christian community. If such a

saying had come down from Jesus it is very difficult to understand

tjhy it was not incorporated into one of the gospels, especially

when a considerable portion of the recorded teaching of Jesus may

be termed apocalyntie* So it can hardly be an agraphon.

1
ad loc.

2
The Mystioi3m of Paul the Apostle, p.174*

^
Paul and his Predecessors, p«46»

^ theology of the Hew Testament, I, pp.l88f.
5

Hote3 on the Epistles of St* Paul, p.65*
g

St. Paul and the Church of the Gentiles, p•90 n.1.

7
Thesoalonians. in the Hew Clarendon Bible, ad loc.

3 v
Lea Don;; Eoitres de Saint Paul aux Thessaloniciens.
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This point is well made« As ifhitsley correctly notes, the needs

of early Christians while not leading the gospel writers to invent

saying3 of Jesus, must have influenced them greatly in their select¬

ion of the material to be incorporated into the gospels#

Masson goes on, and finds a close parallel in substance and language

between this passage and 1 Cor. 15*51f where, in a passage dealing

*ri.th the last day Paul makes reference to a "mystery". He thinks

that "the mystery" and "the word of the Lord" both refer to a

revelation Paul received from the risen Christ. ..his second point

carries much less force.

1 Cor. 15»51f reads: "Lol I tell you a mystery. We shall not

all sleep, but we shall be changed, in a moment, in the twinkling

of an eye, at the last trumpet. For the trumpet will sound, and

the dead will be raised imperishable, and we shall be changed."

Some assume that the term •mystery' refers to information of God

and his purposes which could not have been ascertained by any human
/

means but was revealed directly by God. Certainly

is used with terms for revelation:

o£-*TOK«<\un/'»S Horn. 1S£5; Eph. 3.3.

°lrroi{u\ wTTT6r»v l cor.2.10; Eph.3.5.

and yet we do not think that it always implies a direct revelation.

The mystery of God is revealed in the apostolic preaching:

1 Cor. 2.1; 1 Cor. 2.7? Col. 4.3;

£\Joiv^-feXi£t Eph. 3.8; (j)tfrrf<5'eti Eph. 3.9;

(jCol. 4.4. How, since Paul could communicate the mystery
by his own words, spoken and written, it is possible that the

mystery was communicated to him by similar human means. Bornkamrn*
is correct when he notes that in 1 Cor. 15«51f Paul does not tell

1 j 1
~yiA. ^lQ\/ y T.P.7.T. IV p.323» He have drawn heavily
from this article.
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us whence he derived this apostolic insight. He simply calls it

a mystery.

Secondly, Christ is the mystery of God (Col.2.2) and to preach

Christ crucified (l Cor. 1.23) is to preach the mystery4 of God

(l Cor.2.1) and to impart 'a secret and hidden wisdom' (l Cor. 2.7) —

tho mystery of God is revealed in Christ aid imported as he is

preached. How the facts of Christ's death and resurrection wore

known to Jews as well as to Christians hut the mystery was not

revealed to them - they had not experienced the indwelling of the

risen Saviour, the content of the mystery, "Christ in you" (Col.1.27).
2

This was something "beyond the calculation of the human mind.
/■

So it would appear that,in general,y»/v.u <fr o✓ refers not so
much to any direct means by which some information of God's purposes

is revealed, but rather to the fact that such information is beyond

the reach of human wisdom and even appears as'foolishness to it.

Others who supoort the direct revelation view do not subscribe to

Hassan's treatment of 'mystery'. But nowhere does Paul give us

infomation which he can be clearly shown to have gained in this

way. Indeed in 2 Cor. 12.4» he tells us that what was learnt by

direct ecstatic experience could not be communicated to another."^
A

Morris'"" suggests that Paul was "pondering a problem under the guid¬

ance of tho Iloly Spirit in accordance with his claim in 1 Cor. 2.16

to have the mind of Christ." We think it unlikely that Paul would

Other authorities read»©✓ here, this is preferred by
the R.S.V. and Aland, Hovun Testanentum Graeoe, 2p Auf.
?

Compare 1 Cor. l.lSff where Paul contrasts what can be known by
human wi^dort with the mystery of God which confounds all such wisdom.
^

We deal further with direct revelation in our discussion of GaLl.llf.

4 ad. loo.
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introduce a product of his own reasoning as a saying of the Lord.

This is not to deny that he saw himself guided by the Spirit and

having the mind of Christ. We .just do not think he would have

introduced it in this way, especially when we consider his great

care in differentiating sayings of Jesus from all else in 1 Cor»7.

(iv) Knox's view is inadequate on two counts -

a. It does not attempt to explain how the unusual Xo^t^i ko^> (o^J
is applied to the Gospel whioh Paul received.

b. He thinks would be more natural for a quotation than

as in Acts 11.16. This judgment presumably accepts the

Westcott and Ilort text of Luke 22.61 but oven so the evidence is

far too slender for any confident judgment to be made based solely
v / c A

on the occurrenoe of AO^&S and r«>»j^ <
If none of these views are satisfactory, what meaning are we to

attach to the phrase \j IC^ >OJ ?
We note from the list on p. 74that the phrase "the word of the

Lord" only occurs in two other places in Paul's writings and both

of them in the Theesaionian correspondence:

1 Thess 1.8: "Tor not only has the word of the Lord sounded forth

from you in Kaoodoni and Aohaia ..."

2. These. 3.1: "Finally, brethren, pray for us, that the word of

the Lord nay speed on and triumph, as it did among you."

It is olear, especially from the second passage that the phrase

refers to the preaching activity of Paul, and the content of that

preaching - the gospel. In 1 Thess. 2.13 Paul calls his message

the "word of God" which was received as suoh by the Thessalonians

and not as the word of men; that is, they recognised that the

content of his preaching had greater authority than any that Paul

could give it - it had the authority of the word of God. Paul
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reform to his recognition of the true authority of Ms preaching

in 2 Thess. 3*1 when he talks of the word of the Lord speeding on

and triumphing "as it did among you''.

In his present correspondence Paul is claiming the same authority

for the instructions about practical living which he had given

them when he was with them (2 Thess. 3*10) and which he repeats

to them now: 2 Thess. 3*6: "we ooramand you brethren, in the name

of our Lord Jesus Christ, that you keep away from any brother who

i3 living in idleness and not in accord with the tradition that

you received from us". So also 3*12.

It would seem reasonable that Paul considered his teaching about

the Parousia to have the same authority as the other teaching which

he had given them and was giving them again. So, in 1 Thess. 4*15»

Paul is claiming such authority for his teaching. So perhaps the

best translation of this verse is that of the 'Twentieth Century

Hew Testament:

"'This we tell you on the authority of the Lord.""

If the view above is correct, that 1 Thess. 4*15 docs not refer

to a saying of Jesus, then it may be omitted from any further

discussion.

Quoted in The Hey/Testament from Twenty-Six Translations.
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Conclusion*

At the end of our examination of the four words of the Lord we

may draw tho following conclusions:

1. There are not four, "but only three places where Paul appears

to "be quoting a saying of .Jesus* In 1 Thess 4»15 it is likely

that Paul is not quoting such "but rather referring to teaching

he had already given to the Thessalonians during his ministry in

their midst.

2. Paul's account of the Last Supper seems closest to the

account found in Luke.

3. In the other two passages, (l Cor. 7*10; 9»14) Paul's

quotations (if such they both "be) seem closer to sayings in

Matthew than in either of the other two gospels*



OTHER COMMANDS OP THE LORD
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i GOKH;TIIIAT;S 14.57

A / ^ ^

t> s . C^[u / > * > v /
>V Of1 <O^J i0 V 6&~t 6*/'To\+'j •

"If anyone thinks that he is a prophet or spiritual, he should

acknowledge that what I am writing to you is a command of the Lord."

Matthew records Jesus as citing Ex. 20.12 and 21.17 as commands

of &od j6.v-r«^<Lt Can it be said that in this passage Paul
has a specific saying or sayings in mind when he uses this phrase?

/
A number of manuscripts end the verse at icop,<w J if they be
accepted the question can not be put, for there is then no reference

to a 'commandment of the Lord'.

(a) The text quoted above is read by p.46, V', A, , C, H, I, M, etc.

(b) Some manuscripts r - L iral - }■:, L, Vg. and Syr.
) . f

(c) Some manuscripts omit evr«\^_ G, it.J T.
The (b) reading is clearly inferior, though accepted by the A.V.,

and may be 3et aside. Although (a) has the strongest basis in good

manuscripts, (c) has some prominent supporters, among theia C. K. Barrett

who comments "it is much more likely that the short text was made

more explicit by the addition of 'eotnmand(s)' than vice versa."

Robertson and Plumrner maintain reading (a) but note that (c) is
5 4-

"impressive". ; offatt" accepts (a) and notes that nowhere else

in the New Testament is the singular 'command' used in this connection.

For this reason, in his opinion, some manuscripts read the plural or

omit the phrase altogether,

1
Matt. 15.5f of. 19.17ff.

2 ad loc. cf, C. H. Dodd/'f:^(^><sro* p. 14S n Bruce ad loc.
®

ad loc

4 ad loc
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There can be little doubt that (a) has the best manuscript support.

While good arguments can be advanced in favour of (c), they are

not strong enough for it to be accepted without question, nor

to answer the question we asked above, by stating it should not

be posed!

In 1 Cor. 14 Paul is discussing some aspects of Christian worship -

in particular the relative merits of speaking in tongues and

prophesying. He encourages his readers to apply themselves to

prophecy rather than speaking in tongues, for it requires no

interpretation, edifies the whole church, and is an effective means

of evangelism. He gives some guidelines as to how different prophets

may participate in worship, instructs women to be silent in church,

and concludes by saying that any true prophet will know that his
cx ' . c. ^

comments - - are the command of the Lord.

C / I C y\
hat refers to the whole of the previous discussion

in chapter 14 and not just to one particular instruction in it

seems clear. Three points should be noted:

1. The whole drift of the chapter points to this interpretation.

2. It is very difficult to find any saying or sayings in the

passage that would constitute a clear cut £"-ro\such as we find,

for example, in Matt. 15.4f, 19.18f, Lark 10 6f, etc.; and Resoh

is hardly correct in finding an agraphon here . Virtually all the
2

commentators agree with C. K. Barrett, "Paul does not mean that

he is quoting the teaching Of Jesus, but that 'he too has the mind

of Christ' and has 'authority for building you up.'"

see Robertson and Plummer, ad loc
2 t

ad loc. So also Morris, Hodge, Robertson and Plummer, Bering,

Bruce, Williams (l ew Peake) Pickolaski (h.B.C.R,)L!offa11, and

E. Kasemann in 'Sentences of Holy Law in the Hew Testament*,

Hew Testament Questions of Today, (London) 19S9, pp. 66-81;

C. H. Dodd, op.cit. pp. 142f.
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Is he alluding generally to the teaching of Jesus? This is a

much more difficult question to answer - "by what criteria does

one establish general allusions? - But since nothing in the gospels

apoears to deal with the specific problems net in this passage, -

the ordering of glossolalia and proofcecy in worship - and since

the problems raised are more likely to have cone from a Gentile

environment - would Jewish-Christian women have needed reminding

to be silent in church? - we can, we feel, answer this question

in the negative.
/ ^ /

3. Paul calls on the spiritual man, iT^oo 5 iTvfev/viT< K.c>3^
to recognise that he is writing the command of the Lord. This is

surely significant. Earlier in this letter, when quoting a saying

of the Lord, Paul is content to state the saying (l Cor. 7*10? 9*14)

and leave it at that, no doubt because all can recognise that it

is a saying of the Lord. In 14*37, however, he imagines that some

nay not accept that what he is saying is a command of the Lord, but

the man of spiritual discernment will. "Some of the Corinthians

thought they had spiritual discernment. Let them show it by

recognising inspiration when they saw it."*
A closer parallel to this verse than 1 Cor. 7*10 would appear to

^ /

be 7*25 where Paul has no command, d-fn-ro^n f 0f the Lord, but
his opinion is trustworthy (no doubt because he h-as the Spirit

of God, 7.40). 14,37 is phrased as it is because it cornea in a

section dealing specifically with prophets and tongues-speakers.

E. Kasemann finds in this verse an example of what he calls
2 3•charismatic law1, a law in which God himself remains the agent

and which is "to be promulgated and executed by charismatic men."

Morris ad loc.

Kasemann op.cit. p.73»
> -v

<<^y/o6; > 1 Cor. 14.3.83 is a sort of Divina Passiva.
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The details of Kaserann's essay need not detain us, since our

concern is merely to see if Paul could be quoting some recorded

saying of Jesus, rather than making some declaration about the will

of God under the influence of the Spirit of God. Yet, he is surely
1

right in dismissing any antithesis between spirit and law.
He goes as far as to 3ay that in this verse "a real edict of the

Holy Spirit is being promulgated."" For our specific purpose,

however, his argument adds weight to the case for an inspired

utterance rather than a recorded saying. Indeed the case for

this view seems overwhelming. Paul then is saying "ray ruling on

this subject of spiritual gifts is not mine, but the Lord's} and

the man of the Spirit, the man with the gift of prophecy, will
5

show his quality by recognising this to be true."

1
op.cit. p.72

2
op# cite p#'75

g
Bruce ad loc. Since this is also the interpretation of the

shorter text, it adds weight to the case for accepting it as the

better reading.



POSSIBLE ALLUSIONS TO

SAYINGS OP JESUS
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Though we have found only three places where Paul expressly

quotes a saying of the Lord, we believe that on a number of

other occasions he alludes (consoiously or otherwise) to teaohing

of Jesus which is also recorded in the Synoptic Gospels. The
1 2

tables in Hunter and Davies clearly shot? that moot of theso

allusions occur in blooks in the ethical sections of some of the

epistles. As no two writers are in complete agreement as to the

extent and number of these allusions we shall not follow anyone's

particular list but rather a compilation, made up of suggestions

from various sources, noting in each case who considers it an

allusion.

Paul and his Predecessors, pp. 47ff»

Paul and Rabbinic Judaism, pp. 13-3ff.
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romaits 12-14.

Romans 12.1 narks the beginning of the second main section of the

letter, in which "Paul drains out the ethical indications of the

foregoing theological teachings",*' or to put it another way,

"the 'therefore* of v.l marks the transition from the defended

doctrines of .justification, 3anctification and election to applied
2

Christianity." ~

In the midst of this ethical teaching the following have been

considered allusions to sayings of Jesus:

Romans 12 -

(i) 12.14:3 i-re -HooS, w^©v^s4£o\o^erre k<\^<s^e.

*
T. W. Hanson (Peake) ad loc.

2
Davison and liartin (Df.B.C.R.) ad loc.

3 Considered as an allusion by: J. S. Stewart op.cit. p.239?

a. !'» Hunter, op.cit. p.47? w. D. Davies,op.cit. p.138? w. Sanday,

'Paul*, appendix to Dictionary of Christ and the Gospels, sd

J. Hastings, II p.838? P. Pannon, op.cit. p.304? ?. p. Furnish,

Theology and Ethios in Paul, p.53? h. it. Ridderbos, op.cit. p.50?

h. a. A. Kennedy, The Theology of the Epistles, p.144? h. Dodd,

Gospel and Law, p.43? A. Schweitzer, The Mysticism of Paul the

Anostle. p.173? Davison and Martin (it.B.C.R.) ad loc.; J. Denney,

*Roman.s', in The expositors Greek Testament, II ad loo.? 0. H. Dodd,

ad loc.; F. J. Loenhardt, ad loc.? C. B. B. Cranfield, A Commentary

on Romans 12-13 ad loc., cf. Bultmann op.cit. I. p.188; Sohoeps,

Paul, p»56; Ellis, Paul's U3e of the Old Testament, pp.85f?

J. Knox, Romans, I,b. ad loc.

^ See note i, next page.
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Affinities with Matthew 5*44*

a. Sense*

"Bless your persecutors, hle33 and do not curse."

"Love your enemies and pray for those x*ho persecute you."

b. Verbal similarities.

/
• i — common to both

and are similar in sense as are <i<o

Affinities with Luke 6.28.

a. Sense.

"Bless your persecutors, bless and do not curse."

"Bless those who curse you and pray for those who abuse you."

b. Verbal similarities.

&o\o^(?~rre, is common to both.

Latin ones as well; it is omitted by p.46, B and a few other

Greek manuscripts as well as Clement of Alexandria. It is best

explained as being influenced by Matthew 5*44*

1 ^ A /* /
It seems better to omit the after oi uo^c<o\/t^^ » though

it is read by>/*AD and most other Greek manuscripts and the Old
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Ho can agree with C. K. Barrett"" that "Paul quotes neither of

those verses, but it is probable that he ha3 behind his the

tradition of the Lord's words."

e ^ N •* ^ ) C C /
(ii) 12.17a \c±«.o>i «t>/ri k.x*.ov <v*ro «ioo v/re$.

This verse is clearly "not a citation of any synoptic word, but
2 3

a probable echo of Christ's teaching." Cranfield remarks that

"the close association of this verso and 1 Thess. 5*15t 1 Pet. 3.9,

suggests that we have here the fixed formulation of the catechetical

tradition."

Selwyn^' conveniently sets out comparative tables to show the

similarities between Romans 12, 1 These. 5 parts of 1 Peter,

to illustrate his thesis that underlying the passages is primitive

christian catechetical material. This injunction against returning

evil for evil, 1 Pet. 3.9» ho considered to rest"on the Verba Christi
<5

in the Lord's Prayer and the Sermon on the Mount.At some points

we are not prepared to go the whole way with Selwyn, he is perhaps

too ready to accept a vorbun Christi behind many sayings, yet in

ad loo.

2
Hunter op.cit. p.47* He compares Matt. 5«39ff? 1 Thess.5;

1 Peter 3»9»

J ad loc.

4 The First Bristle of St. Peter, p.408.
^ op.cit., p.189.
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1 2
this case we feel he is correct , though rather too specific®

(iii) 12.17b: ©oo/U6^©i b/uo-triQ^ "flwr****'
"The desire to earn the approbation of non-ohristians

reflects the mind of Jesuss Matt. 5*16 'Let your light so shine

before men that they may see your good works and give glory to

your Father who is in heaven'f" is the comment of 7. J. Leenhardt~\

Ho doubt Paul is "reflecting the mind of Jesus" but the evidenoe

is insufficient to posit an allusion to any of his sayings.

Besides, in the formulation of this passage Paul may well be borrow¬

ing from the Old Testamentk-

Proverbs 3*45 grpovooo v/ h otv/
/ \ ■> f ' £ V ' ^ /
(iv; 12.18: £t\ To vt*o\/

-> '

f*)
With this verse we may compare:

> f > *\\ \
Mark 9.50b : ^

/ c > '
Matthew 5.9: 1«?| q» &^n~i>/0-(JQl 01
Here again Paul's teaching is very close to his Masters, but we

cannot posit an allusion.

See also w. D. Davies, op.oit., p.133; J. S. Stevjart, op.cit.,

p.239* P. Fannon, op.cit. p.304i V. P. Furnish, op.cit., p.53?

cf. 0. H. Dodd, 'The Primitive Catechism and the Sayings of Jesus',

More TTew Testament Studies, pp.11-29.

2
It has yet to be proved that Paul was acquainted tri.th the Lord's

Prayer. see pp. 201ff.
^ ad loo.

^
see C. H. Dodd, ibid., p.28; C. S. B. Cranfield, ad loc.
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,> > * A. t > s s

(v) 12.20: fc*V -rr^<^ o 6^^®$ dow •tvrov'- £r°cv'
C t A / y ' /
oc\po{ TToT <VfW . ^

of Matt. 5*44J ' u-t^rt to'js e^O-p o^ JlSoj ~x^<^>co)^e^r(=>
C \ * c / c-v
yjffcp TU^ O i u) KLO>ArtO^ .

Romans 12.20 is a quotation of "roverbs 25*21 , and other Old

Testament and Jewish passages may "bo oited with similar sentiments.

Jesus, however, gave such Old Testament references much more explicit

application by taking them up in his teaching and living them out

in his life. We doubt, if any Christian in New Testament times

could have referred to Proverbs 25*21 without being very conscious

of his Lord's perfect living out of this verse and perhaps of his

teaching to "love your enemies." Nevertheless we must classify

this as an Old Testament quotation rather than as an allusion to

a saying of Jesus."*"
(vi) 12.21:vt/M jvn <o~> x.✓!<<< -pa .

o
This verse is regarded by A. M. Hunter >s "an epitome of Jesus'

teaching about 'non-resistance'," and by C. H. Nodd^ as "an

admirable summary of the teaching of the Sermon on the Mount" on

non-resistance. V. P. Furnish is in accord with our view when

he notes that^ "Paul's thought here is certainly in keeping with

the nonresistanoe theme (e.g. Matt. 5»39ff.), but this hardly

warrants listing the verse as an "allusion" to that teaching."

pace J. 3. Stewart, op.cit. 0.289.
2

op.cit., p.4T»
^ ad loc. cf. W. 7). Davies, op.oit., p.l3<3.
^

op.cit. p.5T» He cites the parallel in The Testaments of the
\ > (A v A A A /Twelve Patriarchs. Ben. 4«3: -ro ~rfot^ov
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t

Looking back over chapter 12 vre see clear evidence of the influence

of the Old Testament and Judaisms

a. The quotations from the Old Testament: 12.16-21•

b. Hie qiotation from Deuteronomy 32.35 *s from the Aramaic targura

and not the LXX: 12.19#

And in the earlier part of the chapter we have

c« The sacrificial language, and references to the mercies of

God and the two ages: 12.If.

d. The Semitic use of oi fTe^Vof : 12»5»

o. o 6* d fo-r^-rt : 12.8. Note the similarity
wibh Aboth 1.2 and lev Rabba 34?9s "When a man gives alms, he

should do it with a joyful heart."

In such a chanter Paul does not <pote his Lord but echoes some of

his teaching. In I Corinthians 9» when Paul quotes a saying of

Josus, he does it after arguing from the basis of parallels from

the Old Testament and Jewish religious practice. So we may say
*

that, at the least, vre need not be surprised that Paul seems to

have passages from the teaching of Jo3us in mind in Romans 12.

Elsewhere, in a similar context, he has explicitly quoted a saying

of Jesus.

The partioioles in Rom. 12.9-13 have no finite verb. C. K. Barre bt*"
thinks that this is a reflection of rabbinic usage where participles

express rules and oodes; he refers to D. Daub©'a note 'Participle

and Imperative in I Peter* at the end of Selwyn's commentary on

2
that book. The material in w.9-13 then goes back to a Semitic

rid loo.

^
op.cit., pp. 467-433
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source. The abrupt change of construction at ver1-- IA indicates,

he thinks, that Paul draws from another source, which he considers

to be the gospel tradition. This is an interesting observation

but one that has yet to be substantiated.

Romans 13 -

We have .just noted how Barrett held that a Semitic source lay

behind Ron. 12.9-13? 0. Michel"'' argues with much mere force and

evidence that Rom.13.1-7 is an independent excursus based on

and incorporating a Jewish-Hellenistic original.

Hia argument may be summarised as follows:

(i) There is a lack of connection with the immediate context.

Cii) It interrupts the continuity between 12.21 and 13.3.

(iii) There are incongruities between this passage and the context.—

a. It is in the stylo of Jowiab-IIellenistio vasdom teaching.

b. There is no eschatologioal reserve concerning the state,
cf« 12.2.

c. It is altogether non-christological.

d. ^.e idea of the use of force by the state is in sharp contrast
to that of love, which is the theme of Rom* 12.9-21; 13.8—10.

2
Cranfielt » upon whose summary the above is based, makes the

following points in reply:

(i) One need not expect a close logical connection between

13«l-7 and 12.9-21, the different items are only loosely linked

and various connections of thought have been suggested.

(ii) A verbal link does exist between 13.1—7 and what follows:

A
0. ftiichel, Per Brief an die Rflmer pp.257» 230f.

Cranfield, ad loc., cites the 2nd edition, Qdttingen, 1957«
2

ad loc.
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(iii) Since the state serves the good of men, to help in main¬

taining it could "be regarded as helping one,s neighbour.

(iv) The passage show3 a christian understanding.

This issue need not detain us, though it is interesting that

Cranfield virtually concedes the oaso: "While it is true that the

words Paul uses here could have been used by a Rabbi or a philos¬

opher, it by no means follows that, as used here, they have only

the sense which they could have for a Rabbi or a philosopher."

(italics his.) Ho seems to be saying that if Paul is using a

Jewiah Hellenistic source he uses it in a christian manner. With

this conclusion wo are much happier, than with his arguments above,

whatever the original souroe of theso verses Paul puts a distinct¬

ively christian stamp on them at the end, 13*72
/ . i ' n ^ , v / .% \ , ( ^ | ^ ^ S
(vii) «\*Tooot& -rrc^tv -jvj Tu> To* fyooo-J «po^os/ to

S\ v. /■. ",SL/" Nx/^ I v Nx ^
T€rN©£ -TO -rfcXoJ ( -ru> -TcW <py£o</ To* (pc^ov J-Ty, T^V-r^y/ TljS Tl^W
cf. Matt. 22.21: otv -r\ K<«rlpt titoj ^vTo tw 0"<A>.

Mark 12.17: i*vio-r^ -A -r<A ^oV tw .

/ v / / / ^ \ (X -> ** '"V
Lulce 20*25:-To"rt ~n>o t1^ C7ewc

It would appear that he was consciously alluding to the saying of

the Lord quoted above for the following reasons:

(i) Both deal idth the payment of taxes.

Mark, followed by Matthew, tells us that Jesus was questioned about
l a.

the payment of © icwjv/tfoj . Luke tidies up Mark's account a little,
S

and replaces the unusual Latin loanword with the common ft°^oi •

(ii) oLtTz>&o-rL. is common to all, and both Luke and Paul have
N y | . / ^ -»

(iii) "Tka Oq>&i)<cLf aad -Too ••• are similar in idea.
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The following regard this as an allusion:-

0. !T. Bodd1; J. S. Stewart2; ¥. B. Dsvies3; A. M• Hunter^4
c 6 7 p

?. Pannon5; B. M# Stanley ; J. Jerenias ; E^nd ¥• P. Furnish

considers it a possibility#

As regards the form of the saying -

both Matthew and Luke place -ri K«LitftP9l after ct-tro^oTfe like
A.

Paul but unlike Mark, and Luke replaces jcpvCoS of Matthew and

Mark with (pOpoS # So we nay say that, if anything# Paul's
■version is nearest to that of Luke, (although the differences in

the synoptic accounts nay be of little significance) since both,
. f

by reducing by po^o&i ? give the 3aying a more general
9

application . If Michel's view on the source of Romans 13 is

correct then we have another example of the way P&Ul | when using

a Jewish souroe or appealing to the Old Testament concludes with

a reference to a saying of Jesus# of# 1 Cor. 9*14«10

ad loo.; Gospel and Law# p.48.
O

op.cit. p#239#
3

op#cit. p.138.
^ op#cit. p#47«
5̂

op.cit. p.304.

^
'Pauline Allusions to the Sayings of Jesus', Catholic Biblical.

Quarterly 23, 1961, p.33.
n

Theology of the Wew Testament I, p.228.
^

op.cit. p.53#
Q

C. H. Bodd, ad loc;, is tempted to see in Romans 13*2 a reminis~

oence of the saying recorded in B?att. 26#52 where Jesus tells a

disoiple to replace his sword, "for all who take the sword will

perish by the 3word." Most scholars, however, resist this temptation!
®

see above p. 101.
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(viii) 13*3-10: '♦Owe to no-oxio anything, except to love one another;

for he who loves his neighbour has fulfilled the law. The command¬

ments, ♦You shall not commit adultery, You shall not kill, You

shall not steal, You shall not covet,* and any other commandment,

are summed up in this sentence, *You shall love your neighbour

as yourself.1 Love doss no wrong to a neighbour, therefore love

is the fulfilling of the law."

Paul here quotes two Old Testament passages - Beut. 5*17-19 and

Lev. 19.13. These passages also figure in the teaching of Jesus,

though it must be noted that in Ron. 13.8-10 Paul does not mention

love to God, only love for the neighbour.

Lev. 19*18 is quoted in the following passages in the Hew Testament:

(i) Matt. 5*43; "You have heard that it was said, 'You shall

love your neighbour and hate your enemy.*"

(ii) Mark 12.31 and the parallel, Matt. 22.39*

(iii) Matt. 19.19? but it is absent from the parallels: Mark
10.19; Luke 18.20.

(iv) Luke 10.27*

(v) Mark 12.33.

(vi) Galatians 5*14*

(vii) James 2.8.

(i) In Matt. 5*43 Jesus i3 not really quoting the passage, but

rather an interpretation of it - 'you shall love your neighbour and

hate your enemy*. Wo may safely pass 011 to

(ii) Mark 12.31; par. Matt. 22;39*

In reply to the scribe's question as to which is the first command-

men Jesus (w.29f) quotes the opening of the Shema (Peut. 6.4)'•

"Hear, 0 Israel, the Lord our God is one God; and you shall love

the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your sou: and
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with all your mind and with all your strength.w He adds a second

corrrnandment —

> / v / C /
Lev. 19,18: -rr (TfirtS To*' -trX vj<f(,o^ (Too <5"6-.it/-rDs/_
Mark relates how the scribe cora:,sanded the answer of Jesus and

expressed his agreement vdth it#
/

In Matt. 22.34ff the questioner is a lawyer (\'0/u.nCcS ) who is
's* > ' x

raore hostile (TTfcrtpciJ«t.o-roO f v.35)» his agreement with
Jesus (Mark 12#32f) is omitted*

(iv) The Lucan version (Luke 10.27) seems to he independent of

that found in Mark. As Cranfield^" points out, the only significant

oommon feature is the combination of Deut. 6.5 and Lev.19.18.

He finds the differences more significant:

a. the context.

b. the initial inquiry ("What must I do to inherit eternal life?"'
Luke 10.25 of. Luke 18.18; and the parallels Mark 10.17?
Matt. 19.16.

c. in Luke, it is the lawyer, not Jesus, who brings the two Old
Testament texts together.

d. In Matthew and Mark the texts are given as the summary of the
law, but in Luke they just provide a 'lead-in* to the parable
that follows.

2
Craufield would agree with T. i. Manson that Luke 10.2f>ff refers

to an entirely different incident. Others prefer to see the

scribe's agreement in Mark to reflect the more original situation,

found in Luke, where he links the two Old Testament texts together.

At any rate in Hark and Luke both Jesus and the lawyer/aoribe are

in agreement on the matter. This is not surprising 3ince similar

summaries of the law are found in contemporary Jewish literature:

The Gospel according to 3t. Mark, p.376.
2

op.cit. pp.259f.
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e.g. in the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs;

''Keep therefore ray children the law of God.t

And got singleness, and walk in guilelessnesa•

Hot playing the busybody with the business of your neighbour.

But love the Lord and your neighbour,

Have compassion on the poor and the weak."

(isaaohar 5-1£•)

"Love the Lord through all your life,

And one another with a true heart."

(Test. Ban. 5.3)1 '

or the famous saying of Eabbi Hillel (c.25 B.C.)
" hat you yourself hate, do not do to your fellow; this is the

whole lav;, the rest is commentary: go and learn."

On the basis of these and other parallels in contemporary literature

some think that Paul is depend-ent not on a saying of Jesus in

Rom. 13.4-10 but 3imply reflecting common Jewish ethical teaching.

To establish further links between r'aul and Jesus v;e turn to

(iii) Mark 10.17-22; Luke 18.13-23; Matt. 19.16-22,

passages relating the conversation between Jesus and the, so-called,

"Rich Young Ruler."

He asks "Hhat must I do to inherit eternal life?" and Jesus replies

both quoted by Hanson, ibid,

sec below.
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\ i ^ v '
by quoting the commandments: j $ y ^ /^l
k\e\jj^£ ^ yjs&ko^J.^-rj^ >J ^ /</t7 k.'rro&r<*^i , "T"'

V ' / v V 1 /
<o>l <soJ iCAi i>jv ^M,i|-TSr^«< ^

Marie 10.191
In Paul,s list of the commandments in Ron. 13*9

> / > / >\./'i > ^ <21. ^
00 i^6-V<T6<I s ( (?x/ {pove*'<f£iS ) o*J K.Afc^ferj ( <?<->£ fe-rnT/t^vj (ffcx^

we note that:

a. he omits the fifth commandment,

b. he omits the ninth commandment, 00 <jr fcv
> .> '

but he includes the tenth^ 0w>k fern
>

c. he uses Oo + the Future Indicative, like Matthew and the
/

LXX. Mr ok and Luke have + the Aorist Subjunctive, as does

James 2.11,

So far, we may say that

in form, he is closest to Matthew, see c., but
v ) /

in content, to Mark (assuming that yA.^ is the cor¬
rect reading and refers to the tenth commandment, neither Matt. I9.I8

nor Luke 18.20have this phrase.)

The link with Matthew becomes clearer when we note that only Mabbhew

records Jesus going on to add after the fifth commandment,
/ v\/ ( ^

iC-4*' -f<?v «soo (j-& to*/ This is the only

other place in the Hew Testament where Lev. 19*18 is quoted with

part of the Decalogue. There can be little doubt that this is an

2
insertion and expansion of Matthew's.

For the two textual problems:

/x V , ' ^ /
(i) some rass placeyW^ <pov<5?<**^£ after yUstj yU.°« >^ev«s ^

(ii) some rass omit vyf
See the commentaries.

2
The version of the incident in Mark is conspicuous for its

vividness of detail, omitted by Matthew and Luke.
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Was Matthew dependant on Paul at this point? Is it .just a coin¬

cidence? Do thoy "both go back to a common source?

Direct dependence on the part of Uatthew is extremely unlikely.

It can hardly bo a coincidence, especially whoa we note that in

the preceding verse (l3»7) Paul appears to be consciously eohoing

the saying of Jesus recorded in Matt. 22.21, which is a more 18

verses from Matt. 22.3S where Dev. 19.18 is quoted'. This can

hardly be accidental.

Again, Paul sees Lev. 19#18 as the summary of the whole law:

13«9, "THO Xo^vO -TOCTwO oivu.
cf Ilatfc. 22.40s &>J -r±(j-r±is Su«<n/ b\s>3

C / / s c /9 01 vr |Po <p V|T"^ ( •
Whereas the Marcan parallel reads:

/ / f\. > vN > >f
Mark 12.31: /-t-cfc .5 -reovaoV .

and Luke 10.27 omits the sentence altogether.
2 ' ■> 1 v A>

Bertram regards the and tefc ^ *1 o^-r-M as "exact
parallels, which have the same fact in viex^."

So Paul and Matthew both show a development from the more original

Marcan understanding of Lev. 19.18 according to which lovo of one's

neighbour along with love of one's God are the two greatest command¬

ments, but for Paul and Matthew, love of one's neighbour is the
> / > < c > / , .

summary of the whole law - tay|(Ron.13.10).
In this perhaps they are closer to Hillel (quoted above) than to

Jesus!!

See above.

2 K-A ly T.D.M.T.JII. op.920i»
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O - / > c >■ v ' V /

V T^/O/tA'OS 6 V 6-vi A®^eJ -tTfe-Tr^V||» i^T"<*-i

the 'Golden Rule*.1
VJo oonclude, then, that Paul and Matthew "both go back to a common

source or stream of tradition concerning Jesus* attitude to the

Law at this point*

necessarily represent an instance of Paul's dependence on Jesus*"

lie notes:

the double command of leva of God and love of neighbour is

reduced to bhe single command to love the neighbour* -Jhile the

material difference between the two summaries is not significant

he sees the formal difference as "a grave difficulty" to those who

would see an allusion to a saying of Jesus here.

Secondly he refers to the rahbinio parallels to Lev. 19.13 citing

from the Sifra Kedoshira; "'And thou shalt lovo thy neighbour as

thyself* - R* Akiba (2nd Cent. A.D.) says: "Phis is a comprehensive

rule in the Porah.*"

It is certainly true that we cannot grove that this is an allusion

but we consider it likely to be one:

a. Phe teaching of Jesus in the synoptic parallels is regarded

by many (most?) scholars as fairly authentic, and we may quote

r» 'J. Hanson, Peaching of Jesus, pp.303f thinks that Hark''

version shows that Jesus gave absolute priority to the two command¬

ments whereas in Matthew it is only relative priority, but we are

afraid we cannot see this.

2
op.cit., p*57«
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12 3
Bultmann , Bornkamra and Conzelraann "to that effect I

h. The common tradition behind Matthew and Paul pushes their

interpretation back nearer to the earthly ministry of Jesus.

c. The saying is found in the context of several other allusions,^
so that some tradition of Jesus1 sayings was in Paul's mind at thi3

point.

d. Scholars from many different 'schools' believe this to bo an

5
allusion.

Je3uo and the Hord, p.49.
2

Jesus of ITazaroth, pp.99f»

^
op.cit., p.223.

^ C. H. Dodd, aoman3 p.208 writes; "'Jo have noted reminiscences

of the sayings of Jesus in the xfhole section Rora. 12.9 - 13.10,

and it is evident that Paul had not only yielded to the inspiration

of Jesus, but had given careful study to the tradition of his

teaching and based his own ethics on a profound understanding of it."
5

As well as the ones we would expect - J. S. Stewart, cp»cit.,p.290;

W. D. Davies, op.cit;, p.138; A. M. Hunter, op.cit.,p.47?

P. Fannon, op.cit., p.304; A. W. Argyle, 'M and the Pauline

Epistles', Expository Times. LXXXI, II, August 1970, p.341» we

may also cite - H. Conzelraann, ibid.; H. A. A. Kennedy, The Theology

of the Eoistles, p.144; H. IT. Ridderbos, Paul and Jesus, pp.50f;
' / 1

A. Schweitzer, op.cit., p.173, W. Qutbrod, y T.D. M.T..
IV, p.1071; R. Bultmann, Theology of the Hew Testament I, p.l88,

thinks it a possible allusion, and cf. H. J. Schoeps op.cit., p.56,

n2.
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Romans 14*

Paul proceeds from a general discussion of love of one's neighbour

to give a specific example of how that guiding principle may be

put into practice. The point at is3ue was probably the sano as

at Corinth (cf. 1 Cor.8) - how should one behave to a brother with

whom one disagrees over the question of eating meat? He makes

a plea for understanding and tolerance of the other point of view -

14.10 "Why do you pass judgment on your brother? Or you, 'why do

you despise your brother ?"

1 2
J. 3. Stewart and A. M. Hunter think that Paul's teaching in

w.3, 4, 10 and 13 goes back to the saying of Jesus recorded in

Matt. ?.l; 'Judge not, that you be not judged." W. D. Davies^
thinks this is true of v.10, at any rate. But V. P. furnish^
points to significant rabbinic parallels - e.g. R. Hillel "Do not

judge your neighbour until you have gotten into his oondition."

These verses could go back to Matt. 7»1» but, on the other hand,

they r ht simply be the product of ■aul's 'sanctified common

sense*. This matter must bo left open.

In 14.13ff, however, he gives evidence of a closer relationship

with the teaching of his Master.

( i.1 ) 14.14! if&HeiSu,*, (cv^lu) J.*j 60O 6Tl i>Co i«/W <>,
. ^

cf. Matt. I5.H' "Hot what goes into the mouth defiles (

1
ibid.

2
ibid.

^ ibid.

^
op.cit., p.57f. He refers to other parallels collected by

Str.—Billerbeck I pp.441ff*
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/ -A, .
a nan, but what comes out of the mouth, this defiles {KotsJot )

a man."

Marie 7»15* "There is nothing outside a man which by going into

him can defile() him; but the things which come out

of a man are what defile him ( -fJ. «cot\zoov-re<. ),
1 2

Some commentators e.g. P. P. Bruce ; T. W. Manaon'; P. Davidson

and H. P. Martin^; P. J. Leenhardt^; C. H. Dodd^; think that

Paul is following the teaching of Jesus recorded in these two
6

passages.

ad loo.

2
in Peake, ad loo.

3
in Ef.B.C.R., ad loo.

^ ad loc.

5 ad loc.; of. Gospel and Law, p.49*

6 Others who take the 3ame view are — J. 3. Stewart, ibid.;

A. M. Hunter, ibid.; W. D. Davies, ibid.; P. Pannon, ibid.;

J. Jeremias, Theology of the Hew Testament, I, pp.149»210;

N. Perrin, op.cit., p.245» D. M. Stanley,op.cit., p.27; cf

0. P. D. fioule, The Phenomenon of the New Testament, p.22 n2;

A. Schweitzer, op.cit., p.173«

C. H. Dodd,"X^idVop , p.144 thinks that Paul's use of
the double form ±n the phrase

suggests that he is referring to the historical Jesus here;

though he grants that it could simply mean, "I am convinced in vir¬

tue of my union with Christ as a member of his bod;/."

This suggestion is interesting but not convincing.

Jeremias, Unknotm Sayings of Jesu3t p.l4» is another who thinks it

probable that the phrase "I know and am persuaded in the Lord Jesus"

is meant to indicate the quotation of a dominical saying. And if

so he thinks Mark 7«15 is the saying alluded to.
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Can this be substantiated? We believe soi

a# There are good grounds for believing that this teaching goes

back to Je3us. 7. Taylor"*" notes that

1* The principle that uncleanness comes from within was uncommon

in contemporary Judaism.

2. The form of the sayings is that of Semitic antithetic

parallelism.

3. The parabolic mode of expression is one calculated to provoke

2
thought and, we believe, characteristic of the teaching of Jesus.

He concludes that the saying in Mark 7.15 is "unquestionably genuine."

Nov;, wo .grant that secondary features can bo found in these passages

e.g. v.20 cf. Mark 7*19^ but this does not mean that it is completely

secondary. Matt. 15«10-20 is dependent on Mark 7»14-23 and since

Mark 7*lSf is so obviously the explicit application of the more

^e?ieral saying, 7•15*, (it is probable that originally this did not

have anything to do vrith good3,)to the situation of the early church,
4

the authenticity of the more general saying stands out more clearly.

op.oit., p.342. of.Cranfiold op.cit., p.240, "of its --enuincness

there can bo no doubt."

2
of. J. Jerenias Theology of the Hew Testament I, 29ff•

^ In our view Hark 7.19 seems so tailor-made for the situation

confronting Paul, that we probably have a oaso where the church

is specifically applying the principle laid dovm by Jesus. Matt.

lp.20 is a Matthaean addition to the Marcan version.
^ cf. E. K ".sonarm •The New Testament Canon and the Unity of the

Church* p.101, in C3say3 on New Testament Themes.
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b. Since this teaching on the "interioriaation" of sin was not

common in contemporary Judaism (see a.l above) that it is upon

Jesus that Paul is dependent becomes more probable.

c. The number and diversity of the scholars who hold this to be

an allusion adds weighb to our argument. That J. 3. Stewart,

A. M. Hunter, and W. D. Bavies consider it such is not really

surprising; but what IT. Perrin allows through his net"'" must be

a very strong contender as- an authentic saying of Jesus.

As regards the form of the saying, Paul's use of <SoV

seems to place him nearer the version of Matthew than of Mark.

14.135 oooro -TO

"flO ^ d"K».
Both <fiand <nc<v£*^0^ are biblical rather than

2
olassioal Greek words.

The verb is found in the Synoptic Gospels as follows:

a. Mark 4*17? par.Matthew 13.21 - the interpretation of the
Parable of the Sower. Luke 8.13 roads e&^iVrrfVT*!

Mark 6.3; par.Matthew 13«57» "and they took offence at him."
Omitted by Luke.

Mark 9»42ff» par. Matthew l8.6ff and Luke 17.2 (in a shortened
form).

Mark 14*27 & 29? par.Matthew 26.31,33. Luke 22.33 redrafts,

b in Q.

Luke 7*23; par. Matthew 11.6.

op.cit. p.245»

1
<fiC.W , in this sense,is unknown to profane

Greek," C. II. Dodd, X t p.145 nl; of. Arndt and

Gingrich S.V.; Liddell and Scott, S.V.; R. IT. Flew, Jesus and his

Church, p.67.
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c in M,

Matthew 5»29f*

Matthew 15-12.

Matthew 17.27 •

Matthew 24*10.

The noun is absent from Mark "but found in:

Matthew 13.41, the interpretation of the Parable of the Tares
(only found in Matthew.)

Matthew 16.23, a Matthaean insertion into Mark 3.33.

Matthew 13.7, an expansion and application of Mark 9.42.

Luke 17.1 the parallel passage to Matthew 18*7.

So, in the gospels the verb and noun occur in some passages which

show clear sign3 of the interpretative application of the Early

Church:- e.g. in Matthew's expansion of the Markan material:

Matthew 15-12; 16.23; 13.7.

They were particularly appropriate to the life of the Early Church;

indeed D. E. Ninehara may well be right in his comment^" that "by

Mark's time Christians were applying it ( )

almost as a technical term to those who, when confronted by Christ,

found something in him which prevented them from going on to full

Christian faith and discipleship."

Did Jesus use the expression? Me think there are good grounds for

an answer in the affirmative *

a. It is found in three different strata of the gospels.

b. The Q version looks authentic - Luke 7.23; par. Matt.11.6:

The answer which Jesus .gives to the disci pies of John: Luke 7»22f,

Matt. ll»4ff, shows clear signs of going back to a Semitic original,

^
St. Mark, p.166.
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1
T. W. Manson notes that it is phrased in poetic form:

"the blind receive their 3ight, the lame walk,

lepers are cleansed and the deaf hear,

the dead are raised up, the poor have good news
preached to them,

and blessed is he who take3 no offence at me."

2
R. H. Puller sees these verses as "the product of a mind which

has soaked itself in the message of Isaiah as a whole, a

circumstance which gives the saving a high claim to authen¬

ticity."

'J. 0. Kttrarael^ <Hves further reasons for believing it authentic -

1. The designation of the Messiah as "he who comes" is not a

customary designation in the Early Churoh, nor is it a contemporary

Joxvish one.^
2. The Baptist does not appear as a witness, but as an uncertain

questioner. This contradicts the tendency of the Early Church to

make hin such a witness.

The Sayings of Jesu3, p.67* He refers to C. P. Burnoy, The

Poetry of our Lord, p.117•

2
The Hission and Achievement of Jesus, p.36.

^
Promise and Pulfilmont, p.l09ff.

^ "There is no authority for 'the Coming One* as a designation

of the Messiah," ibid. Kttmnol does not however think that it was

completely absent from later Jewish usage. 0. Cullmann conjectures

in. The Christology of the New Testament, p.36, that the coming one*

,vn n was a technical term to designate the esohatological
r -

prophet. So presumably he envisages a more 'widespread use than
ip/ . ,

Kttnmel. cf. J. Schneider, art. £< ic-r> T.D.TI.T. II, p.670.
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3» The answer of Jesus is unusually veiled.

Ho concludes1 "the story in its essentials represents an old

reliable tradition."

To Sura Up.

We have seen how the idea of a stumbling block and onaro

ycnc<w£u)w^o ) found in the teaching of Jesus, since

it was particularly appropriate to the life of the Early Church,

was taken up and developed by the early Christian writers, most

notably Matthew and Paul; and how wo have an example of this in

Horn. 14.14 where Paul appoars to allude to the 3aying of Jesus

recorded in Mark 7*15 and Matt. 15.11.

This connection between Paul and Matthew becomes olearer when we

note that Rom. 14.13f and Matt. 15»llf havo in common, not only

the idea of a stumbling block {d\<,o^ \/ j 6<rvc.<x-v&0> • )
but also the apnlication of this idea to unclean foods (

more likely, however, to be an indication of the awareness of both

writers that the matter of clean and unclean meats was causing many

of their contemporaries 'to stumble*.

a. 2
and ) This oould indicate a oomnon source. It is

op.cit., p.lll.
2

cf. F. Hauck, art.' to^os <-r\ ' T.D.IT.T. Ill, pp.7971 809
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Compare:

Matt. 6.31? ''Therefore do not "be anxious saying 'What shall

we oat?* or 'What shall we drink?' or 'hat shall wo wear?'"

Matt. 5.6: "Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for

righteousness."

Matt. 5*9! "Blessed are the peacemakers."

Matt. 5.10: "Blessed are those who are persecuted for right¬

eousness* sake, for theirs is the kingdom of Heaven."

Matt. 5»12: "Ee.joice and be glad, for your reward is great

in heaven."

The phrase "kingdom of God" is not frequent in Paul's writings.*1
On the other hand, teaching on the Kingdom of God formed the core

of the preaching of Jesus. "Of this there can be no doubt and
2

today no scholar does in fact doubt it."

It can hardly bo said that Paul is here quoting any of these verses,

and yet tie similarity in thought and expression, if the two passages

wore completely unrelated, would be remarkable. So we think that

here there is further evidence of Paul being dependent on, but not

quoting, the teaching of Jo3us.^

*
It is found at Rom. 14.17, 1 Cor. 4.20; 6.9f? 15*50; Gal. 5*21;

Col. 4*11? 2 Thess. 1.5; cf. 1 Cor. 15*24? Bph. 5*5? Col. 1.13?
1 These. 2.12.

2
II. Perrin op.cit., p.54*

^ So A. K« Hunter, op.cit., p.43? Sunday and Headlam, op.cit., p.331.
Both quQte ''newlihg, The Witness of the dpi3ties. p.312, "the Apostles
description of the Kingdom of God (Rom. 14.17) reads like a brief

summary of its description in the sar,@ ""efmen on the Mount? the
righteousness, peace and ,-joy which formed the contents of the king¬
dom in the Apostle's conception are found side by side in the
Saviour's Beatitudes."

cf. A. W. Argyle, op.cit. p.341? F. F. Bruce, ad loc.
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1 THESSALOKIAKS

12 3
A, 3 • Hunter, ' W, B. Davies, a/id P. Fonnon all give li3ts of

possible allusions to the sayings of Jesus in 1 Thessalonians 4

and 5. The passages mentioned by them are -

(i) 1 Thess. 4,8. fa oo^ Ook t.u'Q?lotto*/
iQ&TiPt ^XXi -roJ ^grov.

c y / C/A,>yv^/ yc
of. Luke 1G.1-. ; O <<iCoo>c*>o ^ o

-

o ktf eyue:
-ro*> "^-tro <Jrtn\ -l .

att. 10.40s o &YO;itfc/»f J/*-H feXvfc ifcyeT^i <C/-\ ©
ivC ' , C/ v 6 -'A
®A,6- Tb/ ^-TTOr^riX <C^T ^

* V > V. i ^ /> /• j/
John 15. GO; <*/«*■}

^ <? X ^ a./^xv «-o*/
/

, > >. i /7/ C. <.x / / N
"Ttx/oS W 6/a- tj/isO <=Lc.^ \4y++ ^ O Cfc
X'^y X*/&n TW TTt/yt*,b

Apart fro.a tire three above, other scholars who find an allusion
5

here ares A, W. AtqtIo USd D. ! • Stanley.

The reasons given for linking this verse with Luke 10.13^ are the

1
iAul and his Pre&ooessora, p.49

2
. aul and fabbimo Judaiaas p.109

s
'The Influence of Tradition: St. Paul', p.506. Fannon's list

is tire same as Hunter's except that he adds 1 Thess. 5.21 to it.
4 £1 Parallels between the Pauline Epistles and % • expository Times#

pp• 310*320•

5
OpeClte p#50

0
Of the three passages frost the Gospels quoted above Luke 10.10

is clearly the closest to 1 Thess. 4.8 for

(i) they agree in expressing the saying negatively ('rejects')
whereas the others express it positively ('receives')

(ii) ^.0 /

6^TSul is found in both.
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use of ^ both and their similarity in thought, but

these have been c lied into question by V. P. Furnish,

lie overstates his case when he says thai the two passa oo are

quite different in context and meaning* Paul has been giving

Ms readers instructions »-i v,2» and since

these have not been of his own caking but come from Cod j <£< i too <00
-> «■ x y Q.a "* <3. "*

><boro ^0 evr.0 vv. 2 f, to reject them is not
to reject a nan, but God. am surely this is how Jesus saw lbs

rejection of his own teaching in the preaching of the disciples -

Luke 10.1G, liatt. IG.dG^. Ai3 regards Ms use of tiiia

is the only place in Paul's writings where it has the 3...use of

rejeoting a person. Elsewhere he uses it of nullifying a will

(Gal. 5.15 , or confounding- the wisdom of the wise (l Cor. 1.19).
s

In classical Greek it does not seem to be used in this sense,

vis. - of rejeoting a person.

TMs personal use of the verb, then, in this verse and Lite 10,16

could be regarded as a strong link, between them* furnish thinks

otherwise* lie refers'* td the suggestion of Mbe-los that o ot&drTtoJ
is a familiar parenetic expression employed in concluding -warnings.

op.cit. p.58
2

cf. hark 9.57 j John 15.20. It looks as if Luke 10*16 and

Matt 10.40 , and perhaps iiark 9,57 are all variants of the same

saying whose jeetio form (1 climactic parallelism* » Burosy) points

to an original in Arasaie, of. Hanson, Sayings of Jesus. pp.77f*

«'» Nell, ad loc. and L. I orris ad loc. think that idle thought of

1 Thess. 4.8 and Luke 10.16 is the same or similar.

°
See Liddell and Scott

4
op.cit. p.58 n92
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Luke 10.16 could then be a recasting of . att. 10.40 and Paul, in

1 Thess, 4 is 3imply reflecting a parenetic style and not alluding

to a saying of Jesus.1
The arguments for and against will be assessed differently by the

scholars. The matter may be decided by their view of how far, if

at all, the teaching of Jesus underlies this passage.

(ii) 4.9b-. «.to • ifrft 6tS
v ^ > \v ' V ,

'To SAX *J .
62>

Hunter thinks this sentence "catches the essential spirit of
3

Jesus' teaching." Davies includes it in his list of allusions

but does not comment nor give a parallel from the gospels. "This

4
hardly qualified as evidence" is the apt observation of Furnish.

5
Fannon compares it with John 15.54:

"A new commandment I give you that you love one another?

That Jesus taught his disciples to love one another, and gave them

the supreme example of such love is generally agreed in scholarly
0

circles. Again, there can be no doubt that Paul's statement here

and the teaching of Jesus recorded in John 15.54 are in complete

accord, but this does not necessarily prove that Paxil is quoting

Jesus. This could be done, if it were shown that 9e°S'<

1
A. S. C. Leaney, on Luke 10.16, regards Matt. 10.40 aa another

version of Luke 10.16 but ha describes the latter as "this no

doubt well remembered saying of the Lord."
2

op.cit. p.49
s

qp.cit. p.159
4

op.cit. p.58
5

op.cit. p.505
Q

See for example, E. Eultmann, Jesus and the Word, pp.82ff;

G-. Borhkama, Jesua of Kazareth, pp.lOSff.
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meant "taught by Jesus" through his earthly sayings.

The co mentators, however, consider that this hapax legomenon is

more likely to refer to the indwelling Holy Spirit mentioned in

the previous verse. The comment of lieil"'' is typical: "This is

not a reference to any instruction the Thessalonians might have

had on this subject (cf. 4.2), or to any passage of Scripture, or

to any words of Jesus, but to the presence of the Holy Spirit

within them." And we may compare 1 Cor. 2.13 in this context.

So this passage should be omitted from any list of possible

allusions.

s> v v « >'c O c ' „ /

c \ ' >l v cr y 11
U»s & w K.T-, oi/TUJS 6-p^bToU .

C v f (-1 "i c
cf. Luke 12.39: Toono <*e to*" K.ert J on 6i V]6&\ o

_> c / / a C V / >' 1 ) yOlt^o ^ -uDfol o K.AfWT, o^K

<£/ op Voi.i T"0^ OlK.O'/ o(.UT«u .

> ^ Cx ' , > "<
: l t. 24.43: eu&is/o en <s> o

* c f 1 V ^ C * I )) /
-TT/Pi^ O KA^Tf-r^ j> "J

v 3 A •>/ r ' <2vA v J / j •>
K.^-1 0'J<A. *<V £?loI<5fcV "TVy>/ ©I olJTO\>.
The expression 'the Day of the Lord* first appears in the

prophecy of Amos, though it w. s probably already an established
2

idea. It was the traditional Jewish expression for the day

when God would intervene in history to vindicate his people and

destroy their enemies; though Amos also sees it as ushering in

the vindication of God's justice and judgement coming on the sin3
S

of his people.

^
ad loc. cf. J. B. Lightfoot, botes on Epistles of St. Paul, p.59

2 » c / t
See G. von Had , v^£rp4. T.D.L'.T. II p.944

g
cf. Amos 5.18; Isa. 2,12; Esek. 15.5; Joel 1.15; 2.11; 5.14;

/'eph. 1.14; Mai. 4.5
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Later there was much apocalyptic speculation about the day."'"
In the New Testament Paul identifies the Bay of the Lord with the

Parousia, and the 'Day of the Lord (Jesus)' and the 'Day of Christ*
2

become interchangeable terms.

The picture of the thief is not unknown in the Old Testament

either: Jer. 49.9b: "If thieves came by night would they not

destroy only enough for themselves?"

Job 24.14: "The murderer ... in the night he is us a thief."

Joel 2.9: "They leap upon the city ... they enter through the

windows like a thief."

What is not found in the Old Testament is the comparison of the

Day of the Lord to a thief in the night. Since the symbol of a

thief is '"foreign to the eschatological imagery of late Jewish

literature'we may assume that this comparison goes back to the

teaching of Jesus, and possibly to the saying recorded in Luke 12.59
4 5

and f»att. 24.45. This view has wide support. Adeney comments:

"It is likely that Paul had repeated the tradition of Christ's

words to the Thessalonians, so that this gave him reason for

saying, 'yourselves know perfectly.'" This appears very possible.

hiteley, on the other hand, raises the question whether this

1
cf. 2 Escras 4,51-5.15; 7.59-42

2
cf. 1 Cor. 5.5; 2 Cor. 1.14 with Phil. 1.10; 2.16

5
Jeremias, The Parables of Jesu3. p.50

4 1 v / v '
cf. Ii. Preisker, art. KXfc-n-rio

, T.D.h.T. Ill, 755;
Frame, ad loc.; J. B. Lightfoot op.cit., p.71; 1. Neil, ad loc.j

L. Gaston, No Stone on Another^ p.525
5

ad loc.; see also P. F. Bruce, II.B.C.E.; ad loc.

ad loc.
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simile was applied to the P&ronsia by Christ or by the Evangelists,

though he makes no attempt to give an answer. Clearly the two

pictures had become joined by the time of Paul's ministry among

the Thessalonians and this very early date weighs against the
1

combination being the work of the gospel writers.

Since Jeremias consider^ tne only possible explanation of the
c r t

anarthrous is that it is a semiticiss, Paul

could be quoting direct from the Aramaic,

The interpretation of Jeremias is that the Parable of the Thief

in the Eight was told by Jesus to be a cry to the people to

prepare for the oncoming eschatological catastrophe. This,

he thinks, the early church reapplied to its members (Luke 12.22:

cf. Matt 24.S). So the parable becomes

"a summons to the leaders of the church, in view of the delayed

perousia, not to sleep, and the burglar, by means of christological
2

allegorizing, becomes a figure of the Son of i an."

while the Gospels apply the figure of the thief to the Son of Kan

cf. Rev. 5.S; 16,155 Paul and 2 Pet. 5.10 apply the figure to the

Lay of the Lord. It seems likely that Jesus foresaw the coming

eschatological catastrophe^' as the coming of the Day of the Lord.

The parable is found in two versions in -he Gospel of Thomas,
4

neither compares the thief to the Son of Man.

The same two pictures are joined in 2 Pet. 5.10, which may be

dependant. 6n this passage.

2
ibid, cf. Dodd, Parables of the Kingdom pp. 124 ff,

5
be have already notod the secondary application of the parable

in Luke 12 and Matt. 24.

4
Thomas 21b; "but you must keep watch against the world, and

Thomas 105.
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It is true that the saying in Luke 12.59; par. Matt. 24.42 falls

into the category of the Son of Man sayings that ost scholars

see as authentic to Jesus, nair-ely those about the future coming

of an apocalyptic figure, but, our impression is that this view

is losing some of its popularity today.^
So we conclude that in 1 Thess. 5.2 we have an allusion to a

2
saying of Jesus.

cs ./
. > / V > I \ ' > i /C

(iv) 5.5 * X^^ivCW *C»u oLst&l'*- )TOTt *<.i
> a. * i ' Q\ c< (_ y > >

otwroiS vj
> / V) V > , t '

g
Lightfoot comments :w "The dissimilarity which this verse presents

to the ordinary style of St. Paul is striking. We seem suddenly

to havo stumbled on a passage out of the Hebrew prophets."
4

Frame lists the following unusual features:
> f

a- - 'security'

b. <<

o.

> i /
d. £<p i <rT*L>s >C\

e. u}c& t >J

f. the impersonal use of Xc^oocT^-

See, for example, E. Schweizer, 'The Son of Man again', New

Testament Studies, 9.256ff., cited by T. F, G-lasson, "The Second

Advent' - 25 Years Later,' Expository Times, 82, p.508.
2 Others, not already mentioned who take this view include

J. S. Stewart, op.cit. p.289; A.M. Hunter, op.cit. pp.49 and 126f;

W. D. Davies, ibid.; P. Faimon, ibid., A. W. Argyle, 'M and the

Pauline Epistles', Expository times 81, p.541; D. M. Stanley,

op.cit. p.52; V, P. Furnish op.cit. pp,55f.
g

op.cit p.72
^

ad loc.
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a.

This appeal's to be the only place where the word is used in the
1

sense of "security" in Paul, though cf. Luke 11.21.

b.

This noun occurs in only two other passages in the New Testament,

both in the writings of Luke - Luke 1.4; Acts 5.25. The sense

of "safety" here differs from that of "firmness" or "certainty"

of the Luean passages.

c. oti ^ vj £(<>S
This word is rare in Biblical Greek; Luke 21.54 is the only place

where it is found in the hew Testament.

, > a
Take heed to yourselves lest ... that day come upon C6if<<r-r*, )

r

you suddenly like a snare, for it will come upon all who dwell

upon the face of the whole earth."

As well as the occurrence of ©t« (frv'l&iot there are other similarities
uetween these two passages:

> -a y /
1, €rrr i <5"r^ and
2, "that day" and "the Bay of the Lord" of the previous verse.

d /
, "like a snare" is used in the Psalms with the

2
suddenness of the destruction being emphasised. So that the

meaning is very little different from that of K-Vferrryj± in
1 Thess. 5.2.

L. I-orris0 comments on , "this is not the only place

wherein aul agrees with Lura in statements where that evangelist

differs from the others. It indicates a connection such as we should

expect between raul arid his iiie.A," Doubtless, he too readily

1 ' y / 1
cf. W» Foerster^art e*p^>Aj > T-P*fi.T. II, p.411.

2
cf. Ps. 17(18)5; 54(55)7; 65(64)5.

°
ad loo.
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assumes that Paul's travelling companion wrote the Gospel and Acts.
> /

d. £-<£> i<f-r<A-rd. i

Another uncommon hew Testament word, found in Pauline literature

only here and in 2 Tim. 4.2,6, but frequent in the Lucan writings,

found seven times in the Gospel and eleven times in Acts.

e. ✓

This is found elsewhere at Marie 15.8, par. Matt. 24,8} Acts 2.24.

Faul is enph&sising the sudde? less rather than the pain of the

occasion, so he is not dependent on these other passages, and

his usage may go back to Isa. 15.8. L. Gaston,"1" however, thinks

it is a remnant of a "fuller parable" of Jesus.
/

f. The impersonal use of .

This is not a common usage.

These six unusual features suggest four alternatives to Frame.

Either Paul
\

a. is citing from a Jev/ish apocalypse or

b. from an agraphon or

c. is writing under the influence of a Jewish apocalypse or of

d. a saying of the Lord as in v.2.

In the light of v.2 he thinks a. i3 unlikely, and the close simil¬

arities with Luke 21.54 suggest d. that he is alluding to a

2 5
saying of the Lord. J. A, T, Robinson is rather more cautious

and while he imagines a common tradition behind Luke 21.54 and

1 Thess, 5.5, he does not state that this tradition is dependent

on the teaching of Jesus.

op.cit. p.59.
2

He i3 follouli j Lightfoct who thinks it likely that "the

sentence is a direct quotation of our Lord's words." (op.cit. p.72).
5

opseit.* p,125 nSs
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Frame is too ready to dismiss a. All we can say is that behind

Luke 21.54 and 1 Thess. 5.5 there lies common teaching from the

Old Testament. Tlio question whether this teaching came to them

via the ministry of Jesus must be left open.

/ s / Xc-V CVI ' > V c \ C f
(v, 5,5 : -fr^v/TdrS jioi (j>wrv$ Gtfre <■" ^/^b^s

c c v - o ^ ' . '
cf. Luke 1G.8: oi <Jioi Too TpuTou

C V V / S "* I ^r
O-Jftp ^ToO^ <J tOO$ ~fO*9 <D <-»> 1 oj .

Jolm 12,56; \Jiqi ^)ouTq$ .

Eph, 5.8; -re*vU <j>^T»i -~PT~fci ' t •

2
T, W. Manson in 1937 could find no exact Rabbinic parallels

to the expressions "sons of light" and "sons of the day, but

the situation lias been completely changed by the discovery of
5

the literature of the Community at Qumran. So Jerendas can

say in 1965, "The expression 'children of light' has now been

abundantly confirmed by the Qumran taxt3, and its Palestinian

character established." cf. 1 Qs 1.9-11; 5,15-4.26,

Theparallels in the Dead Sea Scrolls establish the Semitic

backgrouiid and Palestinian origin of these expressions, but

of course they do not establish Pauline dependenee on Jesus

at this point, though there is no a priori reason why Jesus
4

should not have used such expressions. P. G. Selwyn notes

how the Tilii Lucis' is an element in the primitive christian

*
'c, V. P. I urnish, op.cit. p.59; D. '. H, Shiteley ad loc.;

J. . . Bailey, '1 and 2 Thessalonians*, the Interpreters Bible,

ad loc.; though these do not necessarily accept the link with

Luke 21.54.

2
The Sayings of Jesus, p.292, The additional notes were added

in 194-8,

5
The Parables of Jesus p.46 n84.

*
The First Epistle of St, Peter, pp.575-582.
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1
catechetical tradition. "It is obvious," he writes, "that verba

Christ! underlie, and are being interpreted in the teaching

and phraseology of these parallels especially in the case of

1 Thess. 5."

He lists the parallels between 1 Thess. 5 and the gospels as follows:

1 Thess. 5.1-9 Verba Christi

v»2. hark 15.52} Luke 12.59; Matt. 24,45

v.5. Luke 21.54; lark 13.8; Matt. 24.19} cf. Jn« 16.21f.

v.4. Matt. 3.14; 5.16

v.5, Luke 16,8; 11.55f; John 8.12; 12.56

v.6. Luke 21.56

v.7. Mark 15.53; 13.35-37; Matt. 25.15

v.8, Luke 21.54; Matt. 24.48-50; cf. Luke 12.45

There can be little doubt that 1 Thes3. 5 reflects the catechetical

2
teaching of the early Church and that such teaching is found in

other parts of the Lew Testament e.g. in 1 Peter, in Rom. 15.11-14

(where the time before the Parousia is described as orrs/oi , cf
/r

and <^>5 }. The question which interests us is concerned v/ith the

relationship between this catechetical tradition and the sayings

of Jesus.

In the table above Selwyn too easily assumes that the logia Jesu

influenced the catechetical tradition, and he is in danger of

destroying his case by overstating it. He seems to pick out

1
op.cit. p.379.

2
of. 4.1. See Selwyn, op.cit., pp.565-466. The book that opened

up this whole topic vr s The Primitive Christian Catechis: by

P. Carrington. The main points of Selwyn and Carrington are

summarised by G. B. Caird, The Apostolic Am* pp.llOf.
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common words and phrases, and on the basis of these build up his

case. He does not ask whether the sayings in the gospels may be

confidently assigned to Jesus or may be creations of the gospel

writers; and even if they do go back to Jesus he would still have

to show direct dependence, for it is possible that Paxil is not

dependent on Jesus but simply shares with him common Jewish

teaching, nevertheless Selwyn's case may not be completely discarded

and we are confident we have found at least one allusion to the

teaching of Jesus in these verses."

The relationship etween the catechetical tradition and the teaching
2

of Jesus is complex and obscure,' and it goes beyond the scope

of this present study. But by way of general comment, we feel

it more likely that in a sitxiation of impending persecution

sayings of Jesus which dealt with wakefxilness and watchfulness xvould

be highlighted and perhaps, at the same time, taken out of context

and reapplied to the contemporary situation, rather than that

such injunctions were created by the early Church and then read
g

back into the gospel accounts of Jesus' teaching.

Returning to 1 Thess. 5.5 - Luke 16,8b is probably an additional
4

interpretation of the early Church on to the parable of Jesxis* so

that Paxil can hardly be alluding to the saying recorded there.

I.'or is the evidence sufficient to assert that he is alluding to

see above, on 1 Thess 5.2.
2

C. H. Doddj 'The Primitive Catechism and the Sayings of Jesus',

.' ore New Testament Studies, p. 11 believes that the first

Christians remembered sayings of Jesus which served as a basis

for the developing tradition which ultimately entered into the

gospels. This seems to him a "reasonable assumption" though one

which can be neither proven nor disproved.
5

cf. Jeremias, The Parables of Jesus, pp.51f.
4

cf. Jeremias, op.cit., pp.108, 45ff.
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some other saying. The Qumran literature may have shown that

Jesus could or perhaps did use such expressions as "the children

of light" in his preaching, hut on the other, it has equally well

established another source from which Paul could have borrowed

these expressions quite independently of Jesus.

^vi} 5.6; oC.|Q«i ©t;\/
> \ \v % / ,
•CXx A ,

A. M. Hunter1 thinks that this verse is "not unlike Matt. 24.42",
.-"V 'j c/ > /

which runs: /ovivp/jeirfc 0_r' #u<t D<fc7L-re
c ' (_ ' . c *-

o tco^io$ o'
This observation is sound enough, but general similarity is

2
insufficient ground upon which to base an allusion. V. P. Furnish

points to "admonitions to watchfulness and sobriety ... frequent

in Oriental-Hellenistic Gnosis and other literature of the day."

It i3 our view, however, that Paul drew on a source much nearer

home.

When we examine the three verbs in 1 Thess. 5.6 we find that they

are not often used by him;

- is found only in this section (l Thess. 5.G-10)
5

of Paul*8 letters .

(
- is infrequently found in Paul. The only other

1
op.cit. p.49. Others who think this i3 an allusion are:

J. S. Stewart, op.cit. p.290j W. D, Pavies, op.cit, p.159,

P. Farrnon op.cit. p.505.
2

op.cit, p.59.
s

cf. Eph. 5.14. Even if we regard Paul as the author of

Bphesians, this usage is not necessarily his own, since he is

clearly quoting from the fragment of a hymn.
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occurrences apart from this passage and 5»10 being 1 Cor. 16.15;

Col. 4,2.1

^oo - occurs at 5.8 and in four other places in the Iiew

Testament, 2 Tim. 4.5; 1 Peter 1.15; 4.7; 5.8.

So it looks as if these terms are not Paul's own but 'borrowed*.

On the other hand, exhortations to watch or be wakeful are

frequently found on the lips of Jesus. J Prom this, however,

it does not necessarily follow that Paul is borrowing from

Jesus; these sorre terms are also found elsewhere in the Hew
5

Testament, and in passages where we have good reason to believe

we find evidence of the catechetical teaohing of the early
4

church, e.g. 1 Peter 5,8. E. G. Selwyn take3 Carrington's

view that the primitive catechetical material contained a

•Vigilate* section, and in general he seems to be on the right

lines.

g
Other commentators think that 1 Peter 5.8 provides a reference

to the words spoken to Peter by his Lord and recorded in the

"*■
We refer to our discussion of Col. 4,2 on i46ff.

J
See Matt. 24.42; 25.15; Mark 15.55; 14.58; Luke 12.57.

5
"Watchfulness and sobriety ... were plainly a recurrent

motif of primitive teaching." J.N.D. Kelly, The Epistles of

Peter and of Jude, p.209
4

op.cit. pp.588f, 459-458.
5

For example, I). H. Wheaton, N.B.C.R. ad loe.; J. Moffatt,

The General Epistles, ad loc. A. M, Hunter, Interpreters Bible,

ad loc. probably shares their view though he does not say so in

so many words.
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Peter the command to watch must have had poignant associations -

see lark 15.57; 14.54, 53." This raises again the question of

the relationship between the sayings of Jesus and the primitive

catechetical tradition. To our remarks on page 130 we would add

that there seem to be good grounds, assuming Petrine authorship

of 1 Peter, for seeing the exhortation to Peter in Gethsemane,

Mark 14.57f, as the basis of the saying in 1 Peter 5.8. Taylor
2

comments, ' "The obvious parenstic motif in no way compromises

the tradition; on the contrary, it was only because the facts

were known that this example could be cited." If this is so

then we have a link between one saying of Jesus and one section

of the catechetical tradition. Yet it still has to be shown

that Paul knew that this saying went back to Jesus, he may

just have been repeating a common strand of early Christian

parenesis.

So whether Paul is explicitly alluding to a saying of Jesus in

1 Thess. 5.6 must bo left an open question.
> c ' ' N > '

- ^ - —

This verse "contains the primitive Christian triad possibly based

In his commentary on '1 Peter* in Peake's commentary on the

Bible rev. ed. ad loc. See also his commentary on 1 Peter in

the Torch Series. This view is largely dependent on the

acceptance of the Petrine authorship of the epistle.
2

op.cit. ad loc.; cf. A. E. J. Rawlinson, The Gospel according

to St. Mark, p.211. Por the contrary view see R. Eultmann, history

of the Synoptic Tradition p.285.
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1

on an agraphon of Jesus" comments A. M« Hunter, but other "bases

have also been suggested for it.

R, Reitzenstein suggested that it was derived from a fourfold
2

gnostic formula - knowledge, love, hope and faith. R. Bultmann
5

and more recently, G> Bornkanas have taken a similar position.
4 5

H. Conzelmarm and A. Schweitzer , on the other hand, have

rejected Reitsonstein's view; Schweitzer seems to say that Paul

"thought of this trinity for himself," Conzelmann suggests that

it may have developed from the two conjunctions itt<s~rj eV vriS
/

/ y ^ 6
and "tJ'tf. E. Stauffer notes that the triad

seems to be a formula but does not comment on its origin. But

the only person I find who comes near to Hunter*s view on the
7

matter is R« St. J. Parry quoting J. Weiss.
g

While we consider a gnostic origin of the triad very unlikely,

1
Hunter, ibid.; he is followed by P. Farrnon, ibid, though,

perhaps significantly, not by W. D, Davies, op.cit. For other

occurrences of the triad see 1 Theas. 1.5, 1 Cor. 15.15,

Gal. 5.5f, Col. 1.4f.
2

art. ' ' , T.D.K.T. II p.552.
g

* The More Excellent Way', Early Christian Experience, pp.l86f;

and cf. the literature cited on page 192 n41.
4

An Outline of the Theology of the Hew Testament, p.185.
5

The Mysticism of Paul the Apostle, p.505
6 i > / i

>
7

1 Corinthians, p.147.
g

cf. C. K. Barrett, The First Bpi3tie to the Corinthians, pp.510f.

art.
% T.D.K.T., I, p.51.
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there appears to be little evidence that would link it with a

saying of Jesus.^
> 7 > C XV.

(viii) 5.13: £v 6&OTot±
> f > > u / V

cf, Mark 9.50: fc-« p ^-XXv|Xoi^
V / ^ /T\ / > /

Rom, 12.18: ~*Tj-«atvJv/ <*\rt7^v>rn^)^ 6*.^wjV6V
This is one of Furnish's "eight convincing parallels to the

2
Synoptic Gospels"" whose wording is "impressively close" to that

3 4
of Mark 9.50. And to the usual trio of Hunter, Davies and

5
Fannon who agree, and find an echo of the Lord's words here we

may also add the name of ¥», Tieil. J Ho doubt these men are

influenced by the fact that the only occurrence of eijO
in the gospels i3 in this passage, but we must look at the wider

context of Mark 9.50*

We find that Mark 9.42-50 is a very interesting passage indeed.

A number of originally independent sayings appe .r to have been grouped
7

wxth the help of catchwords. This is clearly shown by Taylor(

*
Hunter, op.cit. p.55 makes the most of this scanty evidence,

though he does present a good oase for the triad being pre-Pauline,

pp.55f.
2

op. cit., p. 54. The others are Rom. 12.14, 17} 13.7} 14.13, 14;

1 Thess. 5.2, 15.
5

op.cit., p.49.
4

op.cit,, p. 159.
g

op.cit., p.505.

ad loc.

7
op. cit. pp.408ff. He comments, "Distaste for such artificial

methods of compilation is more than compensated for by the knowledge

we gain of catechetical practices in the pre-Cfospel period."
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The compiler seems to hare built upon poetic forms used by

Jesus"1" to draw up this list of sayings for use with catechumens.
2 5

In v.50, two or perhaps three1 in«. ependent sayings have been

joined. It is likely that 50b ha3 been added to "round off the

whole section by bringing it back at the end to the subject with
.

^ 4 > r
which it started (w.55f;." So the case is strong for

6V oi£ being em editorial conclusion to this collection

of sayings, in which case Paul can hardly be alluding to a saying

of Jesus. Unless, of course, the saying is authentic, but taken

from its original context," if it was preserved in one, and

inserted here by the corr iler. This is possible but can neither

be proved nor disproved.

1 Thess. 5.15, then, provides us with yet another link between

Paul and the catechetical tradition of the early Church, and

perhaps, also between him and the sayings of Jesus.

1
cf. Jereoias, hew Testament Theology, I, pp.20ff; for the

Aramaic basis of this passage see M. Black, op.cit. pp,170f.
o

r. E. Nineham ad loc.

5
C. E. B. Cranfield ad loc.

4
D. E. Einehara, ibid.; see also our discussion of Col. 4.6a pp.l53ff.

5
This seems to be the view of Cronfield, ibid.
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v ^ ^ f V > * | /> A
(ix) 5.15: O^-iTe ^a,*j -r,£ iOtfoV <^*-r, mvcoo -r,vi enfoOi-o

-» "* N. ** </\ v c A, V
of. Matt, 5,44: o^^fToLTt -To^y e,yxr^oo£ lOt-i

^C\<-V ,» ^ C A.

svcy-^ tu)j d<^o((ovrw*-'
Luke 6.28: et>\ o^e^-ry to o% ^ ^.evo^s , ly, a et^fe

X ■* ._. / C A.
17Z? p« tvjn/ €jTT^ i> (s. <<£ ON/TO*' 'JJLa.J-^
om, 12.14: feoXo^fe-i'Tfe t"<3i/5 <S< to Ko*T*.S ^ o^fc^Tfr
vcl-i ///l^l k<e*-T*«'-^

/ V v>v /-»> y /■ /
Rom, 12.17&: 6fcV' t^otico*/ cw-n ic^vloj <sc-rro «r« ovtct£

1 Peter 5.9: o<.-tro&<^ov/TtrJ id-tido*^ »wn ic^bcoj.

This passage is so close to Rom, 12.17a that separate discussion

is hardly necessary and we refer to our comment on this latter
1

passage. Cronfield's cot rent that "the close association of

this verse (Rom. 12.17a) and 1 These. 5.15, 1 Pet. 5.9, suggests

that we have here the fixed formulation of the catechetical

tradition" is most apt. Has a saying of Jesus, then, "been
2

incorporated into the catechetical tradition? Hunter, '
5

Levies, Fannon, Furnish, offatt, Selwyn, Bruce, Lightf'oot5

would answer in tire affirmative, or at least see this saying as

an echo of a saying of Jesus. J. N. D. Kelly thinks that the
4

common tradition behind both Paul and Peter evident at this

point "drc7 its inspirations from Christ himself." he consider

that this judgement of these scholars is valid.

^
P Corruentary on Romans 12 - 15, p. 54. This is also quoted on p.

2
In Paul and his Predecessors, pp.47 and 49, he compares it with

Matt. 5.59ff, but in his exegesis of *1 Peter* in the Interpreter's
♦

Bible vol. 12, p. 125 he thinks it is an echo of the saying

recorded in Luke G.27f.

5
Davies, op.cit. p.159; Fannon op.cit. p.505; Furnish, op.cit.

p.54; Moffatt, The General Epistles, p.156; Selwyn, op.cit. p.189;

Bruce, ad loc.; Lightfoot, op.cit. p.80.

op.cit., p.157.
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(x) 5.16: -rWi-oT-fe fe-Tfc

Davie s"^ compares with this verse
/ ) / * c ' s /

Luke 6.25: |v ^vce-t^ t»1 ^^^Y'r7<r
' .A ^ ' v * ' £- <v

and Luke 10.20.' )/<<• a e-Tz. «c <9~r' *■
> / >' -» > a '

^ _r°1^ 0

But he gives no reasons, and we do not consider 5.16 an allusion.
" <rv^ / >■ v % x(xi) 5.21f: "fT-cvz-r«t dfc ion.<"« K.«*X ■

> s \ >/C ~ > ' Jb.
cLico Tf^w-*y$ a«oi/j -rrov^^»ow» ^iTE^drotx&.

Hunter, in the appendix to Ms Paul and is Predecessors entitled

'After Twenty Years', is convinced that 1 Thess. 5.21f quotes

an agraphon of Jesus:
c /

Show yourselves tried (aoKik.»< ) ®oney changer's:

Rejecting much,

But retaining the good £fo Jrc&^o<s-cy$^
This agraphon is discussed by Jeremias Unknown Sayings of Jesus,

pp.lOOff, He notes that it was extremely popular in the early

Church and its first line is quoted more often than any other

extra canonical dominical saying. The "Early Christian Writers

invariably quote the Pauline saying in 1 Thess. 5.21f as a

2 *> c
comment on our logion" and they take $ in the sense of

"sort of money" = Latin 'species'. Jerenvias thinks that the

correct translation must be "avoid every kind of evil." So he

is not so sure about the link with 1 Thess. 5. 2. On the other

1

2

S

ibid,

ibid.

TMs is also the view of ¥, Neil, ad loc
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side Fannon1 follows Hunter, and, more significantly, so does
2 5 4

B, Rigaux, M„ R. James and J. B. Lightfoot".

He think that the opinion of the Fathers is not to he lightly set

aside and Hunter may well be right.

To summarise our conclusions -

1 Thess. 5.2 and 5.15 seem to us to be fairly definite allusions

to sayings of Jesus.

1 These. 4.9b is almost certainly not an allusion.

1 Thess. 5,8, 16 are probably not ones.

This leaves 1 Thess. 4.8; 5.5; 5.5; 5.6; 5.15 and 5.21 as "possibles".
5

Our findings are in general agreement with E. G. Selwyn who

thinks primitive catechetical material underlies this passage. -

We may cite as evidence how 5.5 corresponds to the 'Fiiii Lucis'

section of the catechetical tradition, 5.6 to the 'Vigilate', and

how 5.15 seems closely related to the catechetical material in

Mark 9.42-50.

The difficult question that keeps recurring and to which no sure

answer can be given, concerns the relationship of the sayings

of Jesus to this tradition. - Are we to imagine with Selwyn and

1
op. cit. p.505.

2
According to D. E. H. Whiteley, ad loc.

5
He comments that 1 Thess. 5.21f is "really a comment on this

saying and shows its meaning." The Apocryphal hew Testament.

p.55, quoted by L. Morris, ad loc.
4

op.cit. p,85 when he quotes a number of passages from the

Fathers in this connection.

5
see above p. 130.
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Hunter that saying# of Jesus formed the "basis, or at least

constituted a part, of this tradition, and so when Paul reminds

the Thessaloniaas of former teaching in 5.2 he means "you

remember the teaching of Jesus that I gave you at this point,"'1'
or are we to be much more cautious and explain the clear

similarities between this passage and portions of the Synoptic

Gospels only in terras of common Jewish apocalyptic and ethical

teaching?

One cannot be dogmatic about this, but the presence of what

seem to us to be clear allusions to sayings of Jesus leads us

to favour the former rather than the latter view - it is most

likely that sayings of Jesus and the catechetical tradition had

some direct relationship. It is then possible, of course, that

when Paul alludes to a saying of Jesus he is conscious of doing

nothing more than reflecting the catechetical teaching of the

Church. Against this, however, is the fact that in 1 Cor. 7.10

and 9,14 he does specifically acknowledge that it is the Lord

that he is quoting. So it is more likely that he knew to what

or rather to whoa he was referring in 1 Thess. 4 and -3, In

which case Hunter*s interpretation of 1 Thess. 5.2 may well be
> n ^

correct, and the unusual and very strong /o^>S could

lend support to this view.

1
see Hunter, pp.cit. pp,126f
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COLOSSI/US

Having given lists of allusions in Romans 12-14 and 1 Thess. 4 and 5
1 2 5

Davies, unlike Hunter" and Fannon, goes on to list eight more

4
from Colossians 5 mid 4, These latter Furnish" does not discuss

for he limits himself to letters of "undisputable authenticity."

At 5.5 the Epistle to the Colossians changes from being primarily

doctrinal to being primarily ethical. Underlying the ethical

part of the epistle many scholars" have seen traces of the

common catechetical tradition of the early Church, possibly of

an early baptismal code. So then this is the same sort of passage

as 1 Thess. 4 and 5 and Romans 12-14 and presents us with the

same sort of problems.
.

, ^ V \ > 4 ^ lA,
(i) 5.5: V£«<^u><svrt ooj -r« ^e-ra t^s .

cf. Matt. 5.29f: "If your eye causes you to sin, pluck it out

and throw it away, it is better that you lose one of your members

than that your whole body be thrown
g

into Gehenna."

Mark 9.45: "And if your hand causes you to sin cut it off; it is

better for you to enter life maimed, than with two hands to go

to Gehenna, ^ to the unquenchable fire."

1
op.cit pp.!59f.

2
op.cit. p.50

5
qp.cit. p.505

4
op.oit. pp.11 and 56f.

5
See the works of P. Carrington, and E. &, Selwyn already referred

to, and also C. P. D. Moule, The Epistles to the Colossians and

Philemon, ad loc.; P. P. Bruce, Commentary on the Epistle to the

Colossians. ad loc.; J. H. Houlden, P .ul's Letters from Prison, ad loc.
6

R.S.V. margin.
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and similarly Matt, 18,8f.

At first sight it appears that there could be some relationship

between Paul and the gospel accounts for:

1, the sense is approximately the same,

2. the imagery is similar,

5. yU-6r\oS is coranon to Matt, 5,29 and Col. 5,5,
but on closer examination this seems less likely.

-rx> 05 is a common Pauline word, Matt. 5.29 is its only

occurrence in the gospels and is a passage going back to Matthew's

special source. It is most unlikely that Paul's U3e of the word

is dependent upon this passage. Indeed, if there is any dependence

it is much more likely that Matthew is following Paul, than

vice versa.

Again, Paul is not "expressing himself in quits the same way as

2 v
Jesus intends" in the gospel passage we have quoted, "fj y*.&\tj
-T«c 6tr« tfHj "Your limbs which are on the earth" is an odd
phrase, probably it refers back to 5.2: hTu. «lvw» Tfe.^
^ V. y ^ ^

<sfftT7 1^5 ^*7$ c* 13 • Moule suggests that it might
4

mean, "your limbs as put to earthly purposes." Bruce explains

it as "an extension of the ordinary use of members." Here

bodily members that have been used as instruments of sin are

viewed as comprehending the various kinds of sin that were

committed by their means. At any rate, Paul has moved some

1 ' 1
see by J. Horst, T.D.H.T., 4. 555-568

2
P. F. Bruce, ad loc.

5
ad loc,

4
ibid.
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distance from the straljrc forward 1Literal sense of

which is found elsewhere in his writings e.g. 1 Cor. 12,26, and

in the saying in Matt. 5.29.

There is no other sign here that Paxil knew the gospel passages.

The use of Gehenna is confined to the Synoptic Gospels and

Jas. 5.6. This is hardly surprising since it would he unintelligible

to Gentile Christians.

»CrroKjotr-ruJ (Mark 9.45) is found once in Paul, at Gal. 5.12,

referring to emasculation.

otCtisO (Matt. 5.50) is found in Rom. 11.22ff, of lopping

off branches, and figuratively in 2 Cor. 11.12, A.V., "to cut

off oocasion," R.S.V., "to undermine the claim."
/

Instead of either of these verbs Paul uses \/£r, in a

1
figurative sense that is unique in the Lew Testament.

So the evidence for holding that Paul was alluding to a saying of
2

Jesus is very thin.J On the other hand it seems likely that he

is reproducing a piece of the catechetical tradition, - see the

tables in Selwyn, op.oit., pp.570, 595.

We may note two additional features that point in this direction -

1. The stereotyped list of vices found in this verse is "one of

the surest pointers to the catechetical material," in the opinion

1 i / »
cf. R, Bultmann, art. v/£"<yoo* T.p.R.T. 4, 894.

2
This evidence is sufficient for C, Gray, The Epistles of

St. Paul to the Coloasians and /hllemon, ad loe., to link

Col. 5.5 with Matt. 5.29.
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1

2. One of the gospel parallels Mark 9.45 falls within a section
2

of Mark's Gospel which was formulated for catechetical purposes♦

Go we have in Col♦ 5.5 an instance where Paul is almost certainly

reflecting the catechetical teaching of the early Church and

just possibly alluding to a saying of Jesus.

(ii) 5.12; "Put on then, as God's chosen ones, holy and beloved,
v ' > XV.

compassion, <f•*!"> OiKft o ^ kindness, humbleness
of mind, meekness.™

5
Eavies cites Luke 6.58 as the passage to which Paul is alluding,

presumably this is a misprint for 6.56;
> '

"Be merciful, Oi KTi/j^.o v&5 , even as your Father is
> X > /

merciful
, OiKri^w>/ e&ri>/ ."

In Gol, 5.12 Paul is using terms from the Old Testament, - chosen,

holy, beloved - to describe the christians in the hew Testament

church; adjectives once applied to the Old Israel are now

4.
transferred to the Kew Israel.-"

> f
Secondly, the OifCft^wO group of words is common in Jewish

5
literature.

'The Primitive Catechism and the sayings of Jesus', pp. 24f.

For a discussion of the origin of these lists, see J. Horst,

op.cit. p.565; W. L. Inox, op.cit., p.155 nl; and the commentaries,
g

see our discussion on p.p I36f.
s

op.oit. p.159.
4

cf. Lightfoot ad loc.
5 ' ^ ^ v *

cf. R. Bultmann, art D' Kt^u5 jg-r> T.D.K.g. 5, pp.159-161.
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These two factors greatly lessen the significance of the
> a p /

similarity between Oik.(Col. 5.12) and ori<.Xip/tcu>/
X 2(L >oke 6.56) and Bruce is almost alone in thinking that Paul

is echoing Jesus at this point. The other thing to be noted

is that this verb probably reflects the 'put on'(induentes)
5

section of the catechetical tradition.

So we conclude that

1. the similarity between Col. 5.12 and Luke 6.56 may be explained

by reference to the common Old Testament background of both

passages.

2, Col. S.12 reflects the catechetical interest of the early

Church.

(iii) S.1S: "Forgiving eaoh ether; as the Lord has forgiven you,

so you also must forgive."

This passage is discussed in 'Did Paul know the Lord's Prayer',

PP 203ff where we conclude that there is no clear evidence that

he did.
A -N /\ /A

(iv) 4.2: -tT-rTpo^-Ksf^rer^feriTfc j
2 > A. p > /
6V £\/ i (T-ri<\

of. Mark 14.57f (par. Matt.26.4-0f): "And lie came and found them

In the Mew Testament, this group of words is found as follows:
:> *

O ikti^u>o - ",uk© 6.56} Jas. 5,11

2

5

£>i- Rom. 9.15 (a quotation of Ex, 55.19)
n /

oinTipM,oj - Ron. 12.1; 2 Cor 1.5; Phil 2,1; Col. 5.12;1/
Eeb. 10.28

ad loc.

of. S, G-, Selwyn op.cit, pp.SS7f
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sleeping, and he said to Peter, 'Simon, are you asleep? Could

you not watch one hour? ¥/atch and pray (

*TTj« o<S"dv )1 that you may not enter into temptation."
We refer to our discussion of 1 Thess. 5.6, pp.l32ff.

Clearly this is another passage that displays the catechetical
2

interest of the early Church. '

Other scholars, in addition to those listed on p. 133 , who tliink

this piece of catechetical teaching may or does go hack to the
g

saying of Jesus in Gethseraane, include

J. H. Kouldenj4 C. F. D. Lloule;J L. B, Radford}0 D. Guthrie

C. H. Doddj^ 3, Lovestam;0 A. M. Hunter.'*'0

Luke 22.46 reads ctVpCd-TeL>/T£<
2

In addition to the literature listed on pp. 133f cf.

F. F. Bruce, ad loc.
S

Mark 14.57f; Matt. 26.40f.
^

ad loc.

5
ad loc. "Possibly it C ^ p 1<^°f J contains also a

vivid flash of reminiscence of the literal sleep which St. Peter

had heard about in the story of the Passion (Matt. 26.40f, etc.)

or the Transfiguration (Luke 9,52),"
6

The Epistle to the Colossians and the Mpistle to Philemon,,

(Westminister Commentaries). ad loc.
7

Colossiana (N.B.C.R.) ad loc.
8

•The Primitive Catechism and the Sayings of Jesus', pp.21f.
9

Spiritual Wakefulness in the Hew Testament. Lund, 1963 cited

by E, E. Ellis, Lukes p.179.
10

Galatians to Colossiana. p.141
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We find oursalves in agreement with thesa.

This lea%re.s the question as to whether Paul knew he was alluding

to a saying of the Lord. Two factors make this more than

possible.

1. Ke does specifically quote the Lord (l Cor, 7,10; 9,14), so

he must have known some of his sayings.

2. The Passion narrative was the part of the gospels that

most interested the early Church (note the disproportionately

large section of the Synoptic Gospels that it occupies) and for

that reason may well have been known to Paul,"*"
„ v. ✓ -\7 ~

(v) 4.5: -Hp v<rr^pit»>i A(j»i<rt®vi

Mark 4 10-12 has long exercised scholars, and many have grave

doubts as to whether it can be a genuine saying of Jesus. The

following points have been made In support of such doubts:-

1. The motive for its creation is clear - to lessen the acute

problem caused by the fact that by and large Jesus* contemporaries
2

refused to respond to his teaching.

cf. Mark 4.11:

*
Peritaps Peter related the incidents in Gethsemane to Paul

during his fortnight*s visit to Jerusalem, Gal. 1,18.

2
of. C. H. Dodd, The Parables of the Kingdom, p.15.
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2, These verses show clear evidence of Pauline influence.1

5, The use of is evidence of the Hellenistic

influence of the Gentile christian consnunities.

4. The question "why teach in parablea?" would not have arisen

in the incident referred to in hark 4. "They were the normal

vehicles of teaching.M

On the other hand, the following points have been made in reply: -

1. While it is no doubt true that the first Christians had

difficulty in understanding why Jesus had been rejected "by the

Jews, this should not be exaggerated. We suspect that this

problem would only liavo become really acute if they, in what

they saw as a continuation of the ministry of Jesus, had met

unqualified success. In point of fact, the response to their

preaching was not dissimilar to that which greeted the preaching

of Jesus.

2. The quotation from Isaiah 6.9f is not from the Hebrew nor

from the LXX, rather, it would appear to be from the accepted

version of the synagogues agreeing with the Aramaic Targum of

Isaiah. This is strong evidence for a Palestinian origin of the
2

sayxng.

^
D. E, Hineham St. mark, p.l'S refers to Romans 9-11 for a

full working out of the theme of some being saved and some not.

Dodd, op.eit., pp,14f lists seven words from Mark 4 11-20

"which are not proper to the rest of the Synoptic record. All seven

are characteristic of the vocabulary of Paul." They are -

iov , eft -vrpoCxKi^j j ^

2
First noticed by T. W. Hanson, The Teaching of Jesus, p.77.
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c y<
5. Oi 6jw) is a phrase which has pab„i:dc parallels -

in Rabbinic literature '' those who are

without" can mean "those who do not accept the halakah of the

Scribes.""

Again the setting of the saying would appear to be Palestinian.
/

4. In contemporary Hellenistic religious literature

was a very canon word laden with all the associations of the

very popular Mystery Religions. But, on the other hand, it is

not completely absent from the LXX and Rabbinic literature.

Although the word itself lias been borrowed the associations need

not have been, as seems indeed to have been the case.

ia a rare expression in the Hew Testament which

betrays no relation to the mystery cults, Where there seem to

be connections (e.g. in sacramental passages) the terra is not usedj
I i

where it is used, there are no such connections."'"

5, The objection that the question "Why teach in parables?"

would not have arisen loses much of its force if the setting

is secondary and the saying was originally In a different context,

of. J. Behm, ^ T«D»h»f., 2, pp«575f.
2 i ' »

G. Borrikamra, T.D.H.T., 4, p.824. cf. also

R» E. Brown, 'The Semitic Background of the New Testament

Kysterion®, Biblloa, 40 p.37, "we believe it no exaggeration to

say that, considering the variety and currency of the concept of

divine mysteries in Jewish thought, Paul and the Mew Testament

writers could have written everything they did about mysterion

if there had never been pagan mystery religions, 'Mystery* was

part of the native theological equipment of the Jews who eaiae to

Christ.", cf. id. part 1 liblica, 59, pp.426-446} L. B. Radford,

qp.cit. p.205, C. P. R. Moule, op.cit. pp.BOff.
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6. M, Black"*" believes that the differences between the Markan

and the Katthaean versions of the saying and the fact that

Matthew seems to be dependent on a scarce other than Mark "is

evidence that the question occurred in a genuine Word of Jesus."

7. The strongest reason for the saying being authentic is the

very obvious embarrassment it caused the first Christians (cf.

the attempts of Lute and Matthew to tone it down). In our view,

it is i-.os t unlikely that a saying would have been created by the

early Church which itself caused more problems than those it was

designed to solve.

So we may be confident that this saying or the substenee of it,
2

possibly in a different context, goes back to Jesus himself,

la Paul here alluding to this saying?

The use of is inconclusive. Paxil uses it in

other contexts, and Mark 4-.11 and the parallels are the only

occurrences of the term in the Gospels.0 What requires closer

op.cit. pp.211-210, Bomkamra op.cit. p.018, on the other hand,

thinks the differences between the versions of Mark and Matthew

"of little consequence." We cannot share the confidence of Black

on this point, though his treatment of this passage does clearly

bring out the Aramaic 5 sub stratum4 of this passage, as does

J. Jeremias, The Parables of Jesus. pp.lSff.
O

Even the conservative C. E« ; .Cran'tLeld, ad loe. accepts

Mark 4- 1-34 as composite.
5

It is found in the apocryphal saying of Jesus quoted in

2 Clement 12 2 and 4, where the me. ni g seems close to that of

2 Cor. 4.16.
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C

examination, however, is the phrase qi uo
* / c A. j'r

It is found in Mark 4,11: dsc£ivoi£ oe Tv«i but it is
> s . r

softened in the parallel passages to 6ate»ffr«j oe (Matt, 15*11)

and "T^(Ltu-o 8,10).

The other occurrences in the lew Testament arej

Acts 26.11: 6^^
✓* <" N. /

1 Cor. 5.12f: /M^*' ""^ws ^
2 Cor, 4,16: -O ol^Q-gr^fcrTtvJ

^ y

Col. 4,5: =V <Top/c< iT2r(® i Tf^T-eiT-er -tfpoi wvoj e^j <o
\ ") / ^ ^

1 Thess. 4.12s /vl -iT2rp, ar^-T^Tt: n/m»5 -jT^J to^ 6
and of. 1 Tim. 3.7: o^i

£ Vr >' <zvc? <=^ u? o<_»/ c^j'kO -rr^) is a Pauline coinage corresponding to

"the body", "the nortal flesh* and may be omitted from our

discussion, as may Acts 26.11.

In the other three references it is clear that Paul uses this

phrase to describe those outside the fellowship of the Church.

In Mark 4.11 it refers either to those outside the house, or to

those outside the disciples' number, and the latter is more likely
C_

So, we may say that in all these oases Oi ^5^ refers to

those who are not following Jesus, and bids naturally is a

specific Christian use of the expression. Its antecedents are

most likely those Rabbinic passages where those without are the

people who do not accept the lialakah of the Scribes. Mark 4.11

may then be an intermediate link between the Rabbinic literature
c >\

and Paul's letters, where ©t 6>*0 Beam "those who do not

i -nrr •
Of. Arndt and Gingrich, 6:510 I .

2Cited by Behrn, op.cit. 'op.5T5f• The Jews used the related

91 for non-Jews, of. Jos. 'int. I5» 316 and of.

I Tim. 3.7.
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accept the teaeldng of Jesus." The usage at Jesus may well

have been the bridge between the Rabbinic and the Christian uses

of the tersa.

On the other hand, the early Chris. Cians may have simply borrowed

directly frou the Rabbinic literatures This is supported by tlie

use of Tr&piirvL-rt** in Col. 4.5 and 1 These* 4*12 since this
verb is used to translate the root il in the LXX* and so the

connection with the halakah is very closw.

To sum up: The similarities between Col. 4.5 and ark 4.11 are

significant but hardly close enough for one to see an allusion.

The use of Ot in Col. 4.5 and Mark 4.11 provides another

link between the two passages, but the connection of it with

TTfcp'-rrfX-Tbri✓ la both Col. 4,5 and 1 Thess. 4.12 points to
direct borrowing from Rabbinic literature rather than from a

saying of Jesus.

The picture of salt is not used in the hew Testament outside

the passages quoted above, though this in itself does not prove

dependence, since this picture was quite coramon in. the ancient

A.

4 ' v «
cf. G. Bertramj -fTVftvO Krr* , T.D.H.T. 5, p.942

cf. 1 . auck^ 1 T.r. »T., 1 pp.228f.
5

op.cit. p.l6G.
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"Salt, if it becomes putrid, wherewith shall it he salted?"

He comments "We appe r to have to do with a well known saying,

perhaps even a popular proverb. But the words in the Talmud do

not help us to account for the language or variants of the

Gospel saying".

The three evangelists place the parable in different contexts, and

give it slightly different applications;

Matthew places it after the eatitudes, at the beginning of the

Sermon on the Mount. The disciples, as salt, are to exert a

purifying and preserving influence in the world.

Luke places it after a series of sayings which stress the cost¬

liness of following Jesus, concluding with the words 14.55

"So, therefore, whoever of you does not renounce all that he has

cannot be say disciple." The savourless salt, then, is the

disciple not prepared to pay the full cost of discipleship.

In Mark, the parable is found at the end of a number of

independent sayings grouped according to catchwords.^ It would

appear that to lose one's saltness (9.50a) is to allow a member

(eye, foot, hand) to cause one to sin w 45ff, The second part

of v. 50 has a different application. "Have salt in yourselves

and be at peace with one another." In v. 50 the disciples are

salt, in v, 50b they have salt. Terse 50b is either another

originally independent salt saying, or a comment of the compiler

of this passage of sayings.

In his application of the picture Maui agrees with Mark 9.50b,

his readers are to have salt, as against Mark 3.5Gaj Luke 14.54;

and Matt. 5.15 when the disciples are salt. In Mark 9.50b it

See the commentaries, and our discussion of 1 Thess. 5.15, pp. 136f.
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refers to relations within the group of disciples (cf. 9.55, the

dispute among the disciples)j in Col. 4.0a it is used of illations

with outsiders. It could well "be that this transition from being

salt to having salt reflects the application by the early Church

of the teaching of J sua, since "those who are the salt of the

earth, may reasonably be expected to have some savour about their
l

language."

Classical parallels have been quoted where salty speech is 'clever',

'witty*, 'flippant* (of, sales Attiei), but elsewhere in the

Epistles Paul finds such speech unattractive, and in the Pastoral
5

Epistles "profane and vain babblings" are condemned. He has

"more to do than advise his readers tluit they should cultivate a

witty turn in their conversation . . . the salt is not literary

allusion or epigram, but the spirit of the gospel."

So the expression must be seen against the background of the Old

Testament and Rabbinic literature - o.g. Job 6.8, LXX "Shall

bread be eaten without salt, is iiiere any taste in meaningless

words?" - and saean giving flavour and point to Christian conversation

as well as exhibiting the spirit of the gospel.

That the Synoptic Parable of the Salt goes back at least to the

Aramaic speaking community is shown by ti±e fact that the variants

1
P. P. Bruce, ad loc.

2
cf. J. B. Lighfcfoot ad loc.

5
1 Tim. 6.20; 2 Tim. 2.16| (A.Y.

4
E. F. Scott, ad loc.} for the contrary view see A. M. hunter, ad loc.

5
of. Jeremiaa The Parables of Jesus, p. 168} Black op.cit., p.166.
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There do not sees, however, to be parallels in either Rabbinic

or pagan literature to describing people as salt5 this could well

reflects the application of this saying in the early Church, a

development also evident in Mark 9.50b.

Sayings about the assistance of the Holy Spirit to answer others

appear in several forms in the gospels:

Mark 15.11: "And when they bring you to trial and deliver you up,

do not be anxious beforehand what you are to say; but say whatever

is given you in that hour, for it is not you who speak but the

Holy Spirit."

Matt. 10.191*; "bhen they deliver you tip do not 'be anxious how you

are to apeak or what you are to say; for what you are to say will

be given you in that hour, for it is not you who apeak but the

Spirit of your Father speaking through, you."

Luke 12.11f: "And when tiiey bring you before the synagogues and

the rulers and she authorities, do not be anxious how or wliat

you are to answer or what you are to say; for the Holy Spirit will

teach you in that very hour what you ought to say."

Luke 21.14f: "Settle it therefore in your minds, not to meditate

beforehand hew to answer; for I will give you a mouth and wisdom,

which none of your adversaries will be able to withstand or

contradict."

John 14.26: "But the counselor, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father

will send in my name, he will teach you all things, and bring to

your remembrance all that I have said to you."

1
go back to Jesus himself. In which case, Paul's usage in Col. 4*6a

ef, C. H. Podd, *The Primitive Catechism and the Sayings of

Jesus', p.26, comments, "the Bildwort about savourless stilt,

certainly belongs to the central tradition of Sayings of the Lord."
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Most scholars think that both the Marcan/Matthaean and the Luean

versions go back to an Aramaic original, though there is disagree¬

ment as to which is the sore original and whether the reference

to the Holy Spirit lias been added by the Church. C. K, Barrett1
thinks that the reference to the Holy Spirit is a post-Caster

addition, so lie considers Luke 21.15 to lie the most primitive

form of the saying. In Ids view, the other forms reflect

interpretation and application by the Church in the face of

persecution. K© does not doubt however that Jesus promised

divine assistance to his followers when put on trial before

human authorities. "The tradition to this effect is so well

2
attested that it is hardly possible to doubt its authenticity.

On the other hand, Cranfleld*^ and Vincent Taylor consider

Mark 15.11 the more original, and Schweiser" would trace it

back in substance to Jesus himself.

While the case for the priority of Luke 21.14? is strong, the verses

do exhibit sens seconder;- features, e.g. the saying lias 'been

given more point by using o4rro\ instead of the more

general V-i-Xtvo

1
The IIol.v Spirit and the Gospel Tradition, pp.lSQff.

2
ibid.

°
ad loo.

ad loc,

5 l-rrv^<^ V S.L.H.T. 5, p.402. W. C. Kucmel, Promise and
Fulfilment. p.99 n4C thicks that the oldest form, (Luke 2X.14f)

may be tr .cod back to Jesus.
6 > V '

alaro A is a favourite word of Luke, eight of

its ten occurrences in the Hew Testament are in Luke/Acts.
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However one decides this matter, there is more general agreement

that a saying of Jesus proved so appropriate to the persecuted

church that it found its way into more than one strand of the

New Testament witness. The version of the saying found in Paul

may well rex'lect the earliest form fori

1. There is no reference to the Holy Spirit, (assuming that such

a reference indicates the editorial activity of the Church)5

2, "ivTOkCp lacks the specific application of oirfo\ •..
5. There is no reference to persecution (assuming again tliat

such a reference would indicate secondary features in the saying).

Col. 4.6b refers to the witness in life and speech of the
c

believer to those outside the fellowship of the Church( 01 v.5).

Gf. 1 Pet. 5.15 which seems to envisage a similar situation, thou#i
*

v f 1
the use of a may indicate a more formal self-defence.

We conclude that Col. 4.6b is probably an. echo of the saying of

Jesus about divine assistance under verbal examination, and is

nearest in form to the version recorded in Luke 21.14f.

(viii) 4.12: -truv-rcTfc otvt-o vi^otrctbro e*' TS-i^
c cCs/v ' / * '

<•(, > ivJ <TTV*7»jTt -re\eiO( .
2

W. D, Davies" places this in a list of verses that reveal

"Knowledge of the words and spirit of Jesus" and compares with it

Luke 21.56: J~i tvj (jfioZ tVj
Luke 15.24: i ^

Matt. 5.43:

See the comruentaid.es.

2
op.oitw pp.X59f
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Let us look at these verses in the inverse order:

1, The link with Matt. 5.48 is presumably the occurrence of
/

-r£-\6aeS there, Matt. 19.21, the reply of Jesus to the Rich

Young Ruler, is the only other place in the G-ospels whore it is

foundj in this case Matthew seeus to have redrafted the reply of

Jesus for the parallel passages read:
Cf c ~v

Mark 10.21: <r<=r u<Tfcp€n -
c/ \ ' _

Luke 13.22: fen <^V <TDn AeiVfr .

So Matt. IS.21 is secondary in its wording, and. Matt. 5.48 may
t:A_ * / 1

be also for the parallel, Luke 6.56, reads:

One would, therefore be very adventurous to suggest that Paxil's
/

use of -T&Xda ©£ in Col. 4.12 or indeed anywhere else in his
epistles is dependent on the usage of Jesus as recorded in

Matt, 5.48.2
> /v

2. The link with Luke 15.24 is provided by ,

which is the only occurrence of the verb in the Gospels, though
/ 1 /./? > /> / > /j> > '
log ig found at Luke 22,44, V15 1

5
are more common in Paul's letters, however, and are already found

at 1.29 and 2.1 in this epistle. So the common occurrence of

1
It is possible that Matt, 5.4-3 and Lhk® 6.56 were originally

completely independent sayings, c£ T. W. Manson, Tite Savin-s of

Jesus p.551 A. W. Argyle, 'M and the Pauline Epistles',

l-apoaitoyy Times 81, p.542.

A. Vi, Argyle, ibid., does suggest soncne connection between them.
5 > V

l £ O,KAA is found at - 1 Cor. 9.25 ; Col. 1.29; 4.12;

cf. 1 Tim. 4.10J 6.12; 2 Tim, 4.7.
> /

ia found at - Phil. 1.50; Col. 2.1; 1 Thess. 2.2;

cf. 1 Tim. 6.12; 2 Tim. 4.7; and tftiv at Rom. 15.50.

See Moulton and Geden for the complete list.
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> /sp
<j(^wv in Col. 4.12 and Luke 15.24 may not be

very significant.

What to us, appears more important, is the association of
> ' \ v
°^tO VKt ]<Si t, O^A,\ with prayer -

Luke 22.44fji Kom. 15.50; Col. 4.12. To "wrestle in prayer" is

a very vivid and unusual phrase arid a rather cursory glance at

the contemporary literature has not revealed any other occurrences

2
of it apart from the above. If this is an accurate assessment

g
of the situation, then those scholars"" who think that this verse

may contain a reminiscence of Christ's agony in G-ethsemane could

well be right.

But we can come to no confident judgement of this matter since

two assumptions have been made which may well be ill founded,

namely those concerning the textual integrity of Luke 22.45f, and

the absense of the ; hrase "wrestling in prayer" or the like from

contemporary literature,

5. The other verse which Davies compares with Col. 4,12 is

Luke 21.56, which speaks of "standing before the Son of Man."

■*"
We are assuming that Luke 22.45f is a genuine piece of the

gospel tradition. For the details of the discussion, see the

coraaentaries.

2
Lightfoot, ad loc., cites Justin hpology 2, 15s
v > / v ' > y /

t£«u w£"

This is of course later and perhaps dependent on the present
l> ' v »

Passages, of. x'« Stauffer, b.L.. l p.-.x59f.
L. B. Radford, ad loc. thinks the phrase is an echo of Jacob's

wrestling with the angel of the Lord, Gen. 52.24, but there the

verb used is oU id and there is no mention of prayer.

s
So J. B. Lightfoot ad loc,; C. F. D. Moule ad loc.; D. Guthrie

ad loc.
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The whole verse reads: "But watch at all times, praying that

you may have strength to escape all these things that will take

place, and to stand oefore the Son of Man."

The command to "watch" reminds us of 1 Thess. 5,6. Selwyn in
1

a table shows similarities between Luke 21,54-50 and 1 Thess, 5,1-8.

In this he is supported by J, A, T, Robinson, who gives Ms own

tablej and the two Mansons.3 In our discussion,4 we noted
the strong influence of the catechesis of the Church in both

these passages, and we have also pointed out that suoh influence
5

is not absent from Co., 5 and 4. We conclude, then, that

in Col, 4,12 does not point to any dependence of

this verse on Luke 21.56, (Pavies does not claim it doesI) nor

g
to any knowledge of the teacMng of Jesus in any direct sense0

op, cit. pp.576-578, reproduced in part above p.130. We

should also note Selwyn*s other table, op,cit, pp.442-449.
2

op#eit„ pi#114.
5

T. W» kanson. The Sayings of Jesus, pp,554f j W, Hanson, Luke p,256.
4

pp,127ff.
0

pp,142ff.
6

Some scholars see Luke 21.56 as a secondary creation e.g.
It

Kumrtel op.cit., p.45 n65; Robinson op.cit, pp.80f, but note

also his remarks on p. 114. Bulttaann, Synoptic ..'radition, p,119

thinks that the terminology of Luke 21.54-56 is so close to Paul's

"that one could hazard a guess that Luke was here using a

fragment from some lost epistle written by _aul or one of Ma

disciples." Few scholars would go quite so far as this. For a

more conservative view cf, W, Manson, ibid.
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(which Davies seems to think that it does), but both passages

show the catechetical concern of the early Church.1
To summarize our findings:

Of the eight passages examined sir show clear sign of reflecting

the catechetical interests of the early Church (the exceptions

are 5.15 and 4,6b)»

Two were found to be probable allusions (4.2, 6b), two were

possible allusions (5,5; 4.6a) and four were probably not allusions.

The gospel parallels to the allusions are:

5.5 - Matt. 5»29f cf. lark 9.45

4.2 - Mark 14.57f; par. Matt. 26.40f

4.6a - Mark 9.50

4.6b - Luke 21.14f; cf hark 15.11; Matt. 10.19f; Luke 12.1if;

John 14.26

The other noteworthy gospel parallel was

4.12 - Luke 21.56

1
cf. E. &. Selwyn, op.eit., p.443 and pp.459ff.
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0TB3K POSSIBLE ALLUSI0H3

Apart from the throe main blocks of Pauline material which we have

already examined some other alleged allusions require discussion:

In don. 2 Paul addresses the Jews, in poseeseion of the Law, who

were condemning the Gentiles. He argues that it is not possession

but obedience to the Law which is the important thing (v.13)*

In w«17ff we have a glimpse of how they saw their relationship

with the Gentiles —

"Since wo rely upon the Law and know the will of God tie

suroly are a guide to the blind, a light to those in dar'moss,

a corrector of the foolish, a teacher of children."

"Then," aaya Paul, "practice what you preach. You preach

against stealing, adultery, idolatry, are you not guilty of all

these? 1fy breaking tho Law you are in the come position as

the Gentiles *" (w. 21-23, of. 2.1).

The Scribes and Pharisees whom Jesus addresses in fiat's. 15 took

an almost identical view of themselves as did these Jews to whom

Paul speaks in Bom. 2:

They possessed the Law and the tradition of the Fathers (15*3)•

They rebuked those whom they thought broke this law (15*2)•

They saw themselves as leaders of tho people whom •chey thought

;toro blind (15.14).

But note how Jesus saw then:

professing to keep the Law they broke it, w»3 and 6f»

they led the blind but being in the cars© condition they were

blind themselves, v.!4«

they did not practice what 'ahoy preaohed (of. Matt. 23.3)•
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So we note that the similarities between Matt. 15 and Ron. 2 con¬

cern, not only the way the Pharisees and the Jews see themselves,

but also the way Jesus and Paul see then.

How we turn to the verbal similarities between Rom. 2.19 and

Matt. 15-14.

-TV<|>X©.S occurs frequently in the gospels but only here in Paul.

occurs three times in Matt, in each case with the

ad.jective Tu^oi f once in Acts and here in Paul.*
(Luke 6.39? Matt. 15«14) occurs once in John's Gospel,

2
in Acts, and in the Revelation. It is absent from Paul.

That both<o^>\©£ and only occur here in the whole of
Paul's writings strengthens the case for a connection between this

passage and Matt. 15.14- Some commentators see this as simply

due to the quotation of the same saying (which they consider proverb-
1

ial) in these two passages. Against that view however Michaelis

can find no parallels to a leader of the blind - if this saying is

proverbial, it is otherwise unknown — and he ooncludes that the

picture in Rom. 2.19 "surely owes its origin to the .judgment of

Jesus wiiioh Paul must have known.

1
Matt. 15-14? 23-16? 23-24; Acts 1,16?

2
John 16.13? Acts 3.31? Rev. 7-17.

^ of. G. K. Bodd, ad loo.; Sanday and Headlam, ad loc.; J. Knox,

Exegesis of 'Romans', I.B. ad loo.

T.D.H.T. 1 pp.99f- This is also the view of

G. R. Cragg, Exposition of 'Romans', 1.3. 9 ad loc; J. S. Stewart,

op.cit., p.290; A. W. Argyle, *M and the Pauline Epistles',
Expository Times, 8l.p.341j cf. ibid., 'Parallels between the Paul¬
ine Epistles and Q', Expository Tines, 60, p.320, where he makes
much of the links between Romans and Luke 6.27-49- We consider
Matt. 15-14 placed in a similar context to be the nearer parallel.
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(ii) Ran, 8,15* " but you have received the spirit of son-

ship, Whore we cry, ♦Abba, Father 11

The Aramaic ♦Abba* occurs in two other Hew Testament passages -

Hark 14.36 and Gal. 4*6. Ue care not attempting to show that Rom.

8,15 is an allusion to any passage in the Gospels, we simply refer

to our discussion of the Lord'3 Prayer1 to establish that when Paul

uses tiie word we have an echo of the ipsi3sima vox of Jesus.

(iii) Rom. 16,19s etvAj to

>&.',> ' > v. /
> ov$ ^ to ic

' ^ a / c c >f 1 N
of. Katt.10.l6 oyj (p^o* uO£ pi 0 <^6*5

) / c c /
•4 |9.Ltoi iO^ **-1 *TTfc"^> ,

We note:

> /

1. The common U3e of the rare ac^^ioi , which is only found
else whore in the New Testament at Phil. 2.15*

2. The similarity in form, with two contrasting clauses in each

3aying.
/ , / .

3. The similarity in sense between cnxjfo^ and Px?o^< Api
2

Both words occur predominantly in Matthew and Paul.

4. S is equivalent to

0. Michel^ considers it likely that Paul is here in touch with a

tradition going back to Jesus. Support for this view is found in

J. S. Stewart, op.cit* p.290; A. H. Hunter, Paul and his Predecessors,

p.50; A. W. Argyle, *M and the Pauline Epistles,' Expository Times,

pp. 201ff.
? / '

<TOa>o& is found twice in Matthew, once in Luke, four times in
Romans, ten times in 1 Oor., and once in Cphesions and James.

^(00^/iyu\j&£ is found seven times in Matthew, twice in Luke, twice in
Romans and 1 Cor., and onoo in 2 Cor.

^ cited by F. J. Leenhardt ad loc.

i
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81 p.Ml.
a g

Schoopo ; and J« Knox.

(iv) Gal.5.14;

Thxioo passages from the Synoptic Gospels must be examined in dis¬

cussion of this verse, the feature comoa to than and Gal. 5*14

bains the quotation from Lev. 19*13 to provide a summary of the

these passages* -in a disoussiox about the greatest commandment in

the law, lout. 6.5 and Lev. 19.13 are quoted together.

The Lucaa version differs from the Mareas and the Katthaaan both

in the introductory question and also in the 0.7. quotations being

put into the mouth of the lawyer.

In Mark, after quoting the two 0.7. passages .Teeus soys, "There

is no other commandment greater than these*(Hark 12.31) • These

are the two most important commandments in the haw and the differ¬

ence between them and all the root in quantitative.

ad loo.

2
ad loc.

3
Theology of the Hew Testament I# p.133.

^ op.cit., p#56.
J ad loo.

6
'■"or a discussion of the relationship between these passages see

on Ren. 13.3-10, pp. 105ff.
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In Matthew, however, the conclusion of Jesus is rather different,

""On these two commandments depend all the law and the prophets,"

Matt. 22.40). This is a development from Mark - no longer are

they simply the two most important commandments, now the difference

is qualitative, they are of a different order from all the other

commandments. As objects are dependent upon ;he nail upon tfhich

they hang, and fall if the nail gives way} "So the details of

moral conduct, or the individual requirements of the law, are depend¬

ent on the lav? of love.""u

More precise elaboration of the relationship between the lav; and

love presents difficult problems, but it seems clear that what Paul

3ays of the relationship between them in Rom. 13.3-10 and Oal.5«14

is of the same order as Matt.22*40 — in some sense the Lav; is
' 3

dependent upon the law of love for it is fulfilled by it.

1oor~cL( ^ and L^'rc^i ^ are exact material

H&
parallels v/hich have the same fact in view"

1 i/i
0. Bertram, K^fg^cLs/y/u^i » T.D.:i.T. Ill p.920.

2
cf R. Bultraann 'Jesus and Paul* in Existence and Faith,

London 1961 p.224. "In this respect also l^aul is in complete

accord with Jesus: the real demand of the law is love, in which

all the other commandments are summed up (0al.5»14» Rom.13.8-10)

cf. Schoeas op.cit., pp»208f.
3 Matt. 22.40

4 Rom. 13.9.

5 Gal. 5.14.

^
Bertram, ibid., pp.920f.
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3o Paul and Matthew^" gqg the relationship between the Law and the

love of one's neighbour in substantially tho same way; is the

connection between them any stronger than this?
2 3

HIsowhere we have quoted passages in the O.T. and Jewish literature

where love of one's neighbour is stressed, but in these passage

and in Jewish thought generally the neighbour one is exhorted to

love was always one's fellow Jew. Jesus, however, taught that

one's neighbour was anyone whom God put in one's way, irrespective

of his race or religion. cf. Luke 10.29-37? Matt. 5«43ff* It

is in this unrestricted sense of the word that Paul uses it; - in
^ tf w \ » /

Rora.13.3 Paul uses tc** instead of -ro^ rrX^cio%/ and
5

Barrett comments"^ - "Love for the neighbour can too easily be mis¬

interpreted as 'love for the like minded man who is congenial to

ne,* love is not Christian love if it cannot include love the the

man who differs from me in every way." Cole , therefore, i3

incorrect in explaining Paul's similarity to Jesus on this as being

based on a common Jowish source of which they both approve, for

Paul is surely dependent on Jesus in his wider apnlication of the

term 'neighbour*.

Matt. 22.40 is clearly editorial comment.

2
on Rom. 13.8-10; pp. 107, 110.

3
cf. Burton, Galatians, p.296.

4 "
It is possible to construe as an adjective qualifying

, and translate 'for he who loves fulfils the other law*

but the more usual translation is to be preferred. cf. Cranfield

ad.loc.

5
Romans ad loc.

^
Galatians ad loc.
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Bid ho know of tho incident that lies behind the three synontic

passages quoted above?
1 2

Adanoy and Sandors think that if ho had known of this incident

he would have quoted Bout* 6*4f as wall. Though Weney grants

that though he may have heard a general report of our Lord's words

on tho subjeot® nevertheless "ho does not soon to bo in possession

of an exact aocount of thorn.Assuming that tho double quotation

of Beat. S»4? and Lev. 19*13 goes back to Jo3?is - and it is at

latest pro- Harcan - do©3 the fact that Paul only qnoteo Lev* 19*13

raakc his knowledge of this inoident less likely?
A

Blighr answers this question in the negative* He thinks that
/

Paul uses her® in the reatriotod sense of 'tho law of the

second table* i.e. commandments 5-10 of Bxod. 20. He gives two

reasons for this view -

(i) in Rom. 13*3-10 Paul quotes only the laws of tho second table,

(ii) when other Jews, e.g. Rabbi Hi11elgive a short epigrammatic

summary of the law, they sinmly summarise 'the rule of moral conduct.*

We would not be as quick as he to discard the view that in both

Oal. 5*14 and Rora. 13*3-10 since Paul is speaking only to believers

ho can assume tho first commandment, that thoy love Ood with their

ifhole being, and so ho puts all the emphasis on tho second -which

thoy must keep to fulfil tho whole law*

galatiana, ad loc*

•Oalatiana* (Peaks), ad loc.

ad loc.

^
0-alatiano, ad loc. Ho sees the problem in a slightly different

way - via. Jesus sums up the law in two preoents but Paul sums up

the whole law in one preoept.

** quoted on Horn. 13.3, p. 1°7»
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In the following verso, (Gal. 5*15) ho rebukes his readers for not

displaying this love to one another. He describes their behaviour

in terns of wild beasts mauling eaoh other to the death - they

bite ( &«t»<Vfcv&) and devour ( i<s^re ) each other. This

illustration is not common in Paul - nowhere else is u''vw found

in the 'Tow Testament, and the only other occurrence of K. IfO

in Paul is 2 Cor. 11.20. We nay presume that he was addressing

himself to a very serious situation. Ghat more appropriate pass¬

age to quote than Lev. 19.13 which his Lord had used in a summary

of the whole Law?

When addressing a situation as serious as this Paul is not one to

give any detail but that whioh has immediate relevance to his argu¬

ment - his discussion of his relationship with the Apostles at Jeru¬

salem in Gal. 1 & 2 provides us with a very good example of this.

The content of his disoussion there is governed by his concern to

refute the two charges of his Galatian opponents, vis. that he was

an inferior apostle to the others, and that he preached an incomplete

gospel - and information whioh has no direct bearing on this he

leaves out,1 presumably because he felt it would lessen the impact

of his argument.

Similarly, in Gal. 5*15» he leaves out the quotation of Deut. 6

as not being immediately relevant to the problem he is facing.

The verses that follow clearly show that he does not view love of

the neighbour as being complete in itself. He describes proper

conduct in accordance with the vail of God as a 'walking in the

Smirit'(w.l6,25) and the fruit of the Spirit' (w.22f). This

cf. our discussion of Gal. 1 & 2, pp»9ff.
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provides a proper balance for v.1% The It fa of love is not some—

thin,? which wo can manage ourselves, it is the outworking of oar

God—given Spirit til thin# So to Mia wo nunt look, as well as to

our neighbour.

So we conclude that Paul io following his Master's teaching in

seeing1 love as the fulfilment of the Law.*

(v) Gal. 5.21i
7 f

oS -r* Toi «Cw-rs Qhoo gj

The expression 'kingdom of God* is lot veer/ coraraor in Paul, occur¬

ring (along with the expressions, kingdom of Christ, kingdom of his
\ 2

son, etc.) only eleven times in his writings. He talks of inher¬

iting the kingdom in 1 Cor. 6.9?, 15*5°« Iu the gospels, on the
3

other hand, references to the kingdom are much more common,

fe tuxvi to the two passages in 1 Cor. quoted above which talk of

inheriting the kingdom*

1 Cor. 15*50; "Flesh and blood oannot inherit the kingdom of God."

C. K. Barrett refers to the interpretation of the vorce by J* Jero-

5mias^ when ho concludes that the meaning of the verse is that

of. Argyle on.oit. p*341 "surely we detect an echo of this saying

of Jesus (?\att.22*40) in aul's words (Horn.13.10, Gal *514)" Apart

from the literature citod on iou 13*8-10, cf. also H* IT. ddderbos

on Gal.5*14J '• fondriksen on Gal. 5*14*
2

I0m.i4.i7J 1 Cor. 4.20; 6.9,10; 15.24,50; Gal.5.21; Col.1.13,

4.11? 1 i'hesQ.2.12# 2 These*1*5* of. :Jph*5*5; 2 ;lm*4*i; 4*13*

55 times in f'att., 13 times in Mark, 45 tines in Luke and 4 times

in John.

11 ad. loo.

Hew 'Asstanent "Studies, 2, 151-159*
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''neither the living nor the dead can take part in the kingdom of

led - ;■>£s they are." ?he inheritance will be realised at "tho

Last bay."

1 Cer. 5»9f provides a closer parallel to Gal. 5*21;

^ ©i/K. oiJijLr'fr «T< «i£itcoi 06*>o OJ ? o v'iff ^ iV
In both passages ho makes roferenoe to teaching which they had

already received - Oal 5*21: n£*ro* »t*i

1 Cor. d»9* Vj ©*><. tft&rrfe- oT/
Secondly in both he gives a list of viooi which disqualify* ono from

entry into the kingdom«-

1 Cor, 6.9f. •lal>5>19ff«

-fTO^Vo,
6rc &jo\ (j>\

/

■*T,0<-L("P«

/
/

WOl s/ olX'
UJ-X^l* Ol

^ A

^ofeVoK o i-rUi
/

rr-rcii

•»r\eo K.-TV i

\® ito <

cJ

" 0^V6 K
9 _ /

^'4 Ia> X o\ J.T, /<*

oLK.€rtoVA+.

I' CI
\

^Xoi
•* cx -A»

d.,3« d7ei -xii

<di^o<T"TExicri O6J
<_ /

/

rovoi(f>Qc

A,

kroj/*ov
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Doubtless these lists were framed with the particular situation

at Corinth and Galatia in mind, but there are features common to

both of them.

Turning to the Synoptic Gospels, we find that as regards teaching

on the kingdom, Paul is nearest to Matthew's Gospel, for the

foilowing roasons:-
» f V (_ f O A.

1. Matt. 25«34Ka^^on/^a"T^n/ ^yToyhy
fi-L*''Xfc-/o<V ilTT KoC/tvO^.
This is the only occurrence of the expression 'inherit the kingdom*

in the Gospels, found in the midst of a parable exclusive to Matthew.

2. In this parable of the Last Judgment,, 'att. 25.31~4o,we have

a list of the virtues and vices which determined who gained the

inheritance and who did not. Though the list bears little relation

to Paul's lists in 1 Cor.6.9f and Gal. 5*20, yot the fact that

Matthew gives a list is surely significant.

3. The third point of contact between this parable and Paul is

^ /
that Matthew describes those who inherit the kingdom as the feiKatiOi

(25.37) and Paul describes those who shall not inherit the kingdom
?/c / s

as the <*.o«k,oi (1 Cor.6.9)*

4* finally, we turn to another parable, though one found in the

three gospels, the Parable of the Wicked Husbandmen, Mark.12.1-12?

Matt.21.33-445 Luke 20.9-13.

All three versions show evidence of the church's christologioal

colouring of this parable of Jesus'*', but Matthew alone explicitly

states that the inheritance is the kingdom of God.

cf» Jeremias, The Parables of Jesus. pp.73ff*
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21.43* "Therefore T tell you, the Icingdom of God trill be "taken

away from you and given to a nation producing the fruits of it."

This presents a development on the Jewish thoughto? the day for

"Judaism did not speak of inheriting the kingdom of (Jed, and the

Rich Young Ruler did so only when, like the Rabbis, he asked

♦"hat shall I do to inherit eternal life? (Mark 10.17 and parr.)."*
It is unlikely that this verse is a creation of Matthew*s.

Jerenias^ notes "The interpretation of &\o, as dentiles (only in

Matt. 21.43) is earlier than Matthew, since vj Too Q"6ov
(only four tines in Matthew) is not one of his characteristic

expressions; his own usage is <\.cn< -nw (3? tines)."

Tho seeds of this interpretation may go back to Jesus himself —

Mien Jesus in his earthly lowliness describes himscl? ~s icu

, the concept of the kingdom of God and of the

inheritance is freed from all earthly limitations and qualifications.

Tho kingdom or inheritance is the new world in which God reigns
3

alone and supreme."

For Matthew tho parable "has become an exact outline of the story

of redemption from the covenant at Sinai ..... to the founding of

the Gentile churoh (21.43)

This would appear to be the theme of Gal. 3 & 4 whore Paul argues

that the promises God made to Abraham through a covenant now rightly

belong to his spiritual descendants, i.e. those Jews and Gentiles

who have faith as he had, these are the sons of Abraham and his

heirs ( iC\v^^>o\J(y^0i ).

1
tf. Foerster, ' «.-rX* , T.^VT.T. IIT p.?B2.

2
op.ext., p.77 n.6.

3
.Foerster, ibid.

^ Jeremias, op.oit., p.77*
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So tie oeo that not only is Matthew tho only gospel writer who

speaks of inheriting the kingdom* hut also Ms understanding of

the inheritance of tho kingdom as extending to Gentiles who have

faith,is in close accord, with Paul*3♦

We conclude that since there are these common features, in both

expression and understanding, between Paul and Matthew, they are

very probably dependeat on a connon tradition and to that extent

we may assert that here vie have a Pauline allusion to the teaching

of Jesus#

(vi) Phil. 4.6:Jv/ -srVLN/r, i6oC< "i>|

"To*/ ^CroV
. 4 /* "■ . r. C A. ' L/

of. Matt, j.25Jl//K ^c^rfe' ^ y JK^J a"t
^ -X f /\ / / /

Luke 12.22: /Kep^\/<-r& <*) YJ\*) "r* r*^7r6 •
1 2 3

A number of commentators, e.g. Houlden , Toulkos , Martin , simply

compare Matt. 6.25ff with this verseSome are prepared to be

more specific about the relationship between these two passages -

£

Boasley-Murray thinks "Matt. 6.25ff may be in Paul*3 mind;"
6

Bears holds that Phil. 4.6ff echoes the Sermon on the Mount;

7
II. G. 0. Herklots finds this "almost a quotation from the Sermon

8
on the Mount"; and J. H. Michael0 thinks that Paul is echoing

op.cit., ad loc.
p

*Philippians *, "T.B.G.2.. ad loc.
J Tho Mnistle of Paul to the Philimjgas, ad loc.
A n

Lake 12.22 hardly gets a mention by the commentators.

^ 'Philippians*, (Poako) ad. loc.
g

The Bpistle to the Philippians, ad loc.

7 The Mtistlo of St. Paul to the Philippians, ad loc.
8

The Epistle to the Philippians. ad loc.
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the teaching of his Master, recorded in Matt. 6.25ff« Herklots*'
2

refers to a statement "by Anderson Scott that this teaching was

so far from "being an ethical commonplace that he could find no

parallel to it among the ancient writers except here, in Paul.

It is cur view that the teaching of Jesus which has been recorded

in the Sermon on the Mount was in Paul's mind at this point.

* >' *• / u *f a\
(vii) 1 Cor. 13.2: e^o tatty -n^ -tntr* i~kTts 0^^ t

cf. Matt. 17*20: "if you have faith as a grain of mustard seed

you will say to this mountain bJ&ey 6Ker> ^ <f£t*/
Mark 11.23: "Whoever says to this mountain 'Be taken up

■) t _

(oyc/^Tt ) and cast into the sea, * and does not doubt in his heart,
but believes what he says will come to pass, it will be done for

him • "

Matt. 21.21: "If you have faith and never doubt, you vdll

not only do what has been done to the fig tree, but even if you

say to this mountain, 'Be taken up and cast into the sea1, it will

be done."

J. S. Stewart"^ thinks Paul is reproducing Jesus' imagery as found
a 5

in Matt. 17*20. Hunter'' and Fannon^ think the allusion is to

Mark 11.23 and the parallel Matt. 21.21, Bruce^ thinks Paul is

alluding to either Mark 11.23 or to Matt.17.20, par. Luke 17*6.

1
ibid.

2
Living Issues in the How Testament, n,22•

3

op.cit., p.289
A

op.cit., p.50.
5

op.cit., p.305.
6

1 & 2 Corinthians, ad loc.
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1
Those who take a negative view on thin natter, e.g. Barrett , and

Robertson & Plumer , note that "to uproot* fountains "is a proverb¬

ial expression found in rabbinic literature,^ whioh Hunter grants,

"Doubtless ♦removing mountains* was a current cliche among the

Rabbis for doing the impossible,but ho continues, "Paul's

connection of it with ♦faith* suggests that he knew the Lord's

saving (Hark 11.23=> Matt. 21.21)."

This in of significance, for outside the four passages quoted above

we have no other references (independent of thera) where 'faith*
' 5and *removing mountains' are connected. Bering comments, "Quant

v /
a la -iTi^nS * transportan t lea raontagneo * il est impossible de ne

pas pensor a la parole rapportee par Marc 11.23 (et Matt. 21.21) * Corame
/

cette locution ne so trouve ni dans l'A.T. ni dans la littorature

juive apocryphe ou talraudique, on poijb admottre que Paul ait on

connaissance de cette parole du Christ, par la voie de la tradition

orale."

Re think we may be reasonably sure that we have an allusion here.

As regards the particular gospel strand to which Paul seems closest,

i t is interesting to note that loin vocabulary shows similarities

with Luke - m.i is found throe times in Luke/Acts, in Col.1.13,

ad loc.

^
ad loc.

^ 3track—Billorbeck i.759 quotes a case where *mountain remover*

denotes a rabbi who can remove difficulties of interpretation (cited

by Oranfield, on Mark 11.23.)
^ ibid.

^ ad loc. cf. Parry ad loc.; Williams (Peake) ad loc. "Again Paul

reveals that he knew a collection of the ipsiasima verba of Jesus."

Others who find an allusion hero include Pindlay B.G.T.ad loc.;

MclTeile on Matt.17.20, and C.T. Craig, Exegesis of 1 Corinthians.1.3.
ad loc.
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and the present passage, and nowhere els© in the Few Testament —

may go further and say that since Matt.17.20 seems to be the

nearest in form to 1 Cor. 13*2, Paul is closest to the M strand

of gospel tradition.

Professor J. S. Stewart in his book on Pauline Theology, A Man in

Christ, pp»273ff discusses Paul's knowledge of the life and teach¬

ing of the historic Jesus. He suggests some other allusions:

(viii) 1 Cor. 12.3«

"When Paul ... declares to the Corinthians, *ITo man can spy that

Josus is the Lord, but by the Holy Qhost,' ho is virtually repro¬

ducing the great words of the Master to Peter. 'flesh and blood
2

hath not -revealed it unto thee but My Father which is in heaven."

This view had been put forth earlier by *tf. Sanday in the Appendix

to A Dictionary of Christ and the Goopole vol, II, p.833,3 but we

have come across no later writer who lends this suggestion any

support.

(ix) 2 Cor. 10.1.
„ v ^

"I Paul, myself entreat :

Paul is ''thus stressing the vory qualities enshrined in our Lord's

The Lucan parallel to Matt. 17.20, Luke 17.0 refers not to a

mountain but to a fig tree and may well be an independent saying,

of. Hanson, Sayings of Jesus, po.l40f.

A '
e-TT» TOO

own words"

-

ibid., p.277

^ edited by James Has tings, Edinburgh, 1903.
4 ibid. p.28?.
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We feel it more likely that he is pointing to the life of Jesus,

rather than to his teaching at this point as indeed Stewart grant3,

but it is quite conceivable (and the balance of probability lies

with this view), that Paul knew of these personal qualities of the

life of Jesus quite independent cf the saying of Matt. 11.29*

For that re .ison this cannot be considered a sure allusion*

(x) 1 Gor. 10.21j

"You cannot drink the cup of the Lord and the cup of demons".
2

Stewart" thinks this points back to Matt. 6.24, "Ho man can sorve

two masters ..... You cannot serve Qod .and mammon." This is

fanoiful.

In a footnote on the same page' Professor Stew-art gives * farther

illustrations' of Paul*3 knowledge of the teaohing of Jesus.

Romans 2.19? Romans 16.19 <and 1 '"hess. which we have already

discussed, and in addition:

(xi) 1 Cor. 1.22:

"For Jews demand signs and Greeks seek wisdom."

He compares this with Mark 8.11f: "The Pharisees came and began

to argue with him, seeking from him a sign from heaven to test him.

And he sighed deeply in his spirit and said "Why does this gener¬

ation seek a sign? Truly, I say to you, no sign shall be given

to this generation."^

cf. F. F. Bruce, ad loc. "This provides incidental confirmation

of the Gospel portrayal of Jesus?" and Flummer, ad loc.
2

ibid., p.277

3 ibid., p.237
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The similarity "between these passages i3 not close enough for an

allusion to "be posited at this point.

(xii) 1 Cor. 7«7*

"I wish that all vjero as I myself am. But each has his own

special gift from Cod, one of one kind and one of another."

He compares this with Matt. 19.12, "B'or there are eunuchs who have

been so fron birth, and there are eunuchs who have been made eunuchs

by men, and there aro eunuchs who have made themselves eunuchs for

the sake of the kingdom of heaven. He who is able to receive this,

lot bin receive it."

The similarity hero i3 quite slight.

(xiii) 2 Cor. 5*10'

"For we all must appear before the .judgment seat of Christ, so that

each one may receive good or evil, according to what he has done in

the body."

The gospel passage quoted is Matt. 25*31 - "When the Son of Man

conies in his glory, and all the angels with him, then he will sit

on his glorious throne."

We offer the same comment here as on number (xii)

(xiv) Phil. 3.8s

'•Indeed I count everything a3 loss booause of the surpassing worth

of knowing Christ Jesus ray Lord. For his sake I have suffered

the loss of all things, and count them as refuse, in order that

I may gain Christ."

He compares Matt.l6.26i "For what will it profit a nan, if he gains

the whole world and forfeits his life?"

ITo other commentator 3eos the connection between these verses as

particularly noteworthy, nor do vie.
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(xv) 1 Tliess. 2.15s

"(the Jev?s) who hilled both the Lord Jesus arid the prophets."

He compares Matt. 23»31s "Thus you witness against yourselves,

that you are sons of those who murdered the prophets."

^TTOiCr&iv/i/\) (l Thosa. 2.15) is only found in three (or four)''"
other passages in Paul "but is quite common in the four gospels and

especially Matthew (thirteen times including two in chapter 23) hut

in Matt. 23*31 is the verb used.

The idea of the Jews murdering the prophots is too common a one

for an allusion to ho posited with any confidence.
2

A. W« Argyle in the article referred to above examines parallels

between the teaching of Paul and the teaching of Jesus found in

the M material in Matthew's gospel. Ho cites some of the passages

we have already discussed and would add to our list;

(xvl) 1 Cor.11.1s

"3e imitators of me as I am of Christ."

He comments''That much of aul' s authority even when he does not

explicitly claim the authority of Jesus, was in line with the Lord's

teaohing as ho understood it seems to be involved in his claim to

be imitating Jesus."

If this verse is taken as an introduction to what follows, the

reference to traditions which Paul had delivered to the Corinthians

might add. a little support to Argyle's view.

1

2

3

depending on one's view of Sph. 2.16.

*M and the Pauline Epistles', Expository Times, 81, pe.340-342.

op.cit. p.341*
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There seems no doubt, however, that 1 Cor. 11.1 should be taken

as the conclusion to Paul*s discussion in chapter 10.^" As

2
C. K. Barrett notes, "our chapter division is unfortunate" •

In chapter 10 Paul encourages the Corinthians to follow his example

in the matter of food offered to idols by (v.32) avoiding to give

offence and seeking to please all men. In setting this example

for them to follow he claims to be following the example of Christ.

There seems to be no reference to his teaching. So we must dis¬

agree" with Argyle.

(xvii) Rom. 3*31 i

"Do we then overthrow the law by this faith? % no means 1 On the

contrary, we uphold the law." and

(xviii) Rora. 10.4:

"For Christ is the end of the law, that every one who has faith

may be .justified."

Argyle compares both these passages with Matt. 5*17» '"Think not

that I am come to abolish the law and the prophets; I have corao

not to abolish them but to fulfil them." He considers he has

found a "striking parallel".

That uatthew of the three gospel writers is closest to Paul on the

relationship of Christ and the Law is very interesting, but there

is no evidence that Paul is dependent on the saying lying behind

this passage.^

1 Cor. 11*16 seems to be the conolusion to 1 Cor.11.2—15*

2
ad.loo. The Phillips, H.B.3. and T.B.V. take 1 Cor.11.1

with what precedes rather than what follows.

^
Perhaps this view of the relationship between Christ and the ■

Law did not find expression in a dominical saying until aftfer the

time of Paul's waiting the Spistle to the Romans.
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(xix) 2 Co.r. l.lSf:

"As surely as God is faithful, our word to you has not "been Yes

and No. For the Son of God, Je3us Christ, whom wo preach among

you, Silvanus and Timothy and I, was not Yes and IToj hut in hira

it is always Yes."

He compares Matt. 5*37, "Let -what you say he simply Yes or No."

tie find this an interesting rather than a ♦striking* parallel#

What Paul is claiming for his preaching, is in accord with the

injunction of Jesus in Matt. 5*37, although James 5*12 seems to

be a closer parallel to this injunction, but \-io do think it possible

that here we nay have an allusion to the teaching of Jesus.

These three passages are the only ones in the New Testament to

have "Yes* .nd 'Ho' together. A1 though hiddenand Scott cite other

examples of this from classical literature, wo feel that there may

be some link between these three passages and since presumably Paul

and James are independent of one another, Paul may bo alluding to

the saying of the Lord recorded in Matt. 5*37*

(xx) 1 Cor. 15«52s

* Tor the trumpet will sound and the dead will be raised

imperishable, and vie shall be changed,"

With this he compares Matt. 24*31, 'and he will send out Ms angels

with a loud trumpet call ♦....."

That ".atthew is the only gospel writer to picture a trumpet in his

account of che Last Pay is an interesting fact, but not one strong
2

enough to hang direct; dependence from it.

".... but let your yes be yes and your no be no, that you nay

not fall under condemnation."

0
For other links between Paul and Matthew in the matter of

eschatology see C. H. Dodd 'Matthew and Paul', Now Testament

Studies, pp.54ff.
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(xxi) Col, 3.1fs

"If you then hive "been raised with Christ, seek the things that

are above, where Christ is, seated at the right hand of Cod. Set

your minds on things that arc above, not on things that are or.

earth."

He compares Matt. 6.20: "but lay up for yourselves treasures in

heaven, where neither moth nor rust consumes and where thieves do

not break in and steal."

At most the relationship between these two is very tenuous.

(xxii) 1 Cor. 4*55

"Therefore do not pronounce judgment before the time, before the

Lord comes."

He compares Matt.7«l» "fudge not that you bo not judged."

Tiiis parallel does not constitute an allusion.

W. Sanday saw "coincidences of exprossion so striking as almost

to amount to quotation" also in 1 Cor. 4.12f and 6.5.

Furthermore, F. H. Chase in The Lord's Prayer in the Early Church

pp.l9ff» adds several more similarities he-tween the Synoptic Gospels
2

and the Pauline Epistles. Alfred Resell in his exhaustive survey

finds 1035 parallels to the Synoptic Gospels from the Pauline

Epistles and 107 parallels to the Agrapha . (He also finds in

Acts 61 parallels to the Synoptics and three to the Agrapha).

op.oit.

2
"Per Paulinisnu3 una die Logia -Jesu by D. Alfred Resoh in Texts

und Untersuchungen XII

3
For these figures, we are indebted to W. D. Bavies, Paul and

Rabbinic Judaism p.137.
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An examination of all these parallels is "beyond the scope of this

study (perhaps of any studyl), and vie think wo may olose the list

at this point#

MOTE. Duncan, op.cit., p#80 nt suggests that

This is an interesting suggestion "but, in our opinion, indicates

no more than a similar view (of Matthew and Paul) on the matter

of payment to aoostles.

CONCLUSION.

Of the passages examined in this chanter, in the following cases

the evidence seemed to "be insufficient to warrant an allusion:

1 Cor. 12.3; 2 Cor. 10.1; 1 Cor. 10.21; 1 Cor. 1.22; 1 Cor. 7*7?

2 Cor, 5.10; Phil. 3.3; 1 Thoss. 2.15? 1 Cor. 15.52; Col. 3.If;

1 Cor. 4.5; Rom. 3.31* Rom. 10.4; 1 Cor. 4.12; 1 Cor. 6.5.

lie looked at the claim of Argyle that 1 Cor. 11.1 had indireot

reference to allusions to the teaching of Jesus and found it unlikely.

This left seven passages where we felt we had discovered the pre¬

sence of an allusion.

In one case it tsas impossible to decide which of the gospel parallels

was nearer to Paul:-

Phil. 4*6: Matt. 6.25 a^d Luke 12.22

In two oases the relevant gospel passage was without parallel in

the other two synoptic gospels

Rom. 16.19: Matt. 10,16

2 Cor. I.l3f: Matt. 5.37

is an allusion to

Matt. 10.3:aore



It is surely significant that both these passages are from

St. Matthew's gospel.

In the remaining four cases although passages from more than one

gospel were quoted, in each case a passage from Matthew is rele¬

vant, and this is the passage that may "be preferred:

Horn. 2.19s Matt. 15.14 of. Luke 6.39

Gal. 5.14: Matt. 22.40 of. Mark 12.28-34; Luke 10.25-28.

Gal. 5.21: Matt 25-34 of. Matt. 21.33-44?
Mark 12.1-12; Luke 20.9-18.

1 Cor. 13.2: Matt. 17.20 of. Mark 11.23.

""heso passages from Matthew may be classified as follows:

one is from a parable exclusive to Matthew — Matt. 25«34«

two are from the Sermon on the Mount - Matt. 5«37? 6.25*

one is a Matthaean redaction of a Markan passage - Matt. 22.40.

three appear to be Matthew's additions to passages from Mark -

Matt. 10.16 to Mark 6.11.

Matt. 15.14 to Mark 7-17 (from Q? of. Luke 6.39)*

Matt. 17.20 to Mark 9.29 of. Mark 11.23? Matt. 21.21.
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TUB LAI/ OP CHRIST

In Gal. 6.2 we read, "Sear one another*s burdens, and so you will

The question that concerns us is this - Does Paul's conception of

the Law of Christ imply any knowledge of the words of Jesus? 'Then

we look for verbal links with the lynoptic Tradition, little of immediate

relevance is discovered:

the Hew Testament and only once in the Gospels. It has various

meanings -

( i) Moral injunctions or the discipline that they impose -

Rev. 2.24f« "But to the rest of you in Thyatira, x*ho do not hold

this teaching, who have not learned what some oall the deep things

of Satan, to you, I say, I do not lay upon you any other burden;

only hold fast what you have, until I come."

Acts 15*28. "For it has seemed good to the Holy Spirit and to us

to lay upon you no greater burden than these necessary things:
2

that you abstain

(ii) An "eternal weight of glory." 2 Cor. 4*17•

(iii) Referring to Apostolic Rights, 1 These. 2.7•

(iv) Manual labour. Matt. 20.12: "(We) who have borne the

burden of the day and the scorching heat." This is the only

1
"And so fulfil." - R.S.V.

p
H. A1ford, The Greek Testament IV, 1875» ad loo., thinks that

Rev. 2.24 is an allusion to the Apostolic Decree,cited by L. Morris

on Retf. 2.24» "but this is unlikely.

'load', 'burden" ocours five times elsewhere in
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occurrence of the noun in the gospels and the only other passage

in the ITew Testament where it is used with the verb

Another example of Matthew being the gospel writer nearest to Paul

in his vocabulary.

(v) In Gal. 6.2 the reference seems to be to "moral lapses, temp-
1

tations, and guilt."

uo , 'bear,' "'carry*, 'endure*. It is found in a

similar context - Rom. 15.1f, "we who are strong ought to bear the

failings of the weak and not to please ourselves; let eaoh of U3
~

\ J
please his neighbour (-Ti/o tr\*jdi e\/ ) for his good, to edify him" -
which concludes a passage dealing with the "weaker brother" (Rom.14).

In Gal. 5 and 6 the main theme is of concern for one another (5«15»26),

of bearing the others burdens (6.2) and of talcing care not to fall (6.5).
> \ '
oL\t+. trA>i/»otO

t 'fill up completely'. le have already noted
V / > x /

the parallel use of -irXvj^ow in Gal. 5*14« In Matt. 13.14<^-vu.irA'«j^OLO
i3 used of the fulfilment of the words of the prophets. This is the

2
only occurrence of the word outside Paul and shows another verbal

link between Paul and Matthew's Gospel.

It is arguable that since it is used of the fulfilment of prophetic

utterances in Matt. 13*14i it could be used of the fulfilling of

dthical injunctions which oould underlie Gal. 6.2.

The only significant point to .arise from all this concerns the use

of /^oin Ron. 14f.^ In that passage a number of echoes

1
G."3chrenk,( ' ) T.P.If.T. i, p.555*

2
It is also used in 1 Cor. 14*16; 16.17; Phil. 2.30; 1 Thess.2.16.

^
Colo, on Gal. 6.2 wonders whether Paul does not here remember how

Jesus in John 19*17 is pictured as his cross on the way

to Golgotha. This view would require much more substantiation to be

acceptable.
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of the teaching of Jesus are to be found. This leads us to raise

again the question we posed at the outset; To what is Paul referring

when ho talks of the law of Christ*? Could it be to some teaching

of Jesus remembered by the Christian community and later preserved in

the canonical gospels?

C. H. Dodd attempts to answer this question in an important article

entitled * c:\a/ ojuo^ ^
Dodd examines 1 Cor. 9 where Paul *s concern is to demonstrate the

flexibility of his evangelistic approach to Jox*s and Gentiles,

v.22 "I have beoome all things to all men, that 1 might by all means

save some."

Paul states (i) "to the Jews I became as a Jew in ordor to van Jews,"
/ ^ c x f \

that is, "to those under the lax<? (-Toi$ Jtco ) I became as

one under the lax* that I might win those under the lax*." (v.20)

His approach to the Gentiles, however, was rather different:

(ii) "to those outside the lax* ( -fb«s ) I became as one

outside the law .... that I might viin those outside the lax?." (v.21)

But Paul is well aware that to put the matter this way is to invite

misunderstanding - if for reasons of evangelistic expediency it is

possible for the apostle to be at one moment "under the law", that

is, to submit to all the requirements of the Torah, and at the next,

to be outside the law, that is, to be unaware of, or at least to

ignore the revelation in tho past of God's will to his people, then

the difference between these two states, betweon the Jew and the

Gentile cannot bo important. If that is tho case, why then engage

in bitter controversy, on the one handswith those who x-jish to retain

First published in 3tudia Paulina in honorem Johannis do

Zwaan, Haarlem, 1953? and later in More Hew Testament Studies,

pp.134-148.
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the Borah in their Christian practice, and on the other hand, with

those who see no need for any regulations, since their faith is based

on love? So he inserts a phrase in both parallel sentences to

explain what he means by being

(i) under the law

(ii) outside the law#

(i) "though not being myself under the law7iaW J*ro

Paul is a Jew but 'hot in the sense of one who submits to the authority

of the law of Moses; in that sense he is not a Jew but behaves a3 if

he were a Jew, that is, as if he were subject to the Mosaic Law."*
(ii) "not being without the law toward Gfod but under the law of

Christ"^ Qeoj
Though he behaves as if tho Mosaic Law meant nothing "he is not
y

in the sense of leading an unregulated and irresponsible
2 3

life." He has the law of God , he is subject to the law of Christ.

How asks Dodd is this "law of Christ" to be conceived?

Ho refers to Gal. 6.2 which is"embedded in a series of moral injunctions

forming part of what is called the 'ethical section' of the epistle."

In obeying these injunctions a man is fulfilling the law of Christ#

Or to put it another way, "in acknowledging himself bound by such

injunctions he is ^

Dodd op. cit. pp 134f• The italics are Ms.
2

ibid, p# 135.

J The "lav; of God" is "something wider and more inclusive than the

law simpliciter, in the sense of Torah." Dodd ibid# p. 137#
^ ibid. p. 138. Dodcl thinks the view that by simply keeping the

preceding precept "Bear one another's burdens" one is fulfilling the

law of Christ, to be less likely. But he fails to realise that this

precept could be a summary of all the rest of. Gal. 5»14«
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Ho examines the role of the Holy Spirit as described in Gal. 5 and 6

and concludes that it does not rule out the nu^pcstion that the

"law of Christ" is in come sense analogous to the Torah*"; and

then he produces evidence that Paul did view the lav? of Christ in

this light.
/X C / /
(i) 1 Cor. 9*14 • ° .

At this tine cT<o was used of the issue of a decree or

c /
edict by a competent authority, and o;is the technical

term for the edict of the Gmperor or his representative. In the

New Testament, the verb and noun are used, of a decree of the

ISnporor - Acts 13.2; of military orders - Acts 23-31; 24.24?

Luke 3*13? of a command of God to Moses embodied in the Torah,

Acts 7*44* Christ is the subject of the verb in this verse and

in Matt. 11,1 where he gives instructions to the twelve at the out¬

set of t" eir mission. One of these instructions, Matt. 10,10 is
2

is the one quoted by Paul in 1 Cor. 9*14* So both Matthew and

Paul see this saying as being a of Jesus, A few verses

later Paul speaks by Implication of the lav? of Christ and "it would

be unnatural to deny that he regarded such a positive precept as

that of Matt. 10,10 as an element in that lav;.

(ii) 1 Cor. 7*
* '

/
Here e*T i is used for the precepts of Christ (7«25) and

though Paul uses the colourless when he quotes the

saying of the Lord about divorce (7»10) there can be no doubt, thinks

Dcdd,

^
ibid, pp. 133-40

2
Matt. 11.1 is an editorial link of the evangelist not in the

parallel passages in Luke and Mark.
^ ibid. p.141.
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that it was one of the precept 5 that he did have (cf»7*25)
> / c '

i-fbidVu? Is a stronger tern than oiTo^cTiO and in the LXX

it is used several timer? to translate <7 7 X So Paul would
r t

seem to regard the saying about divorce (lGor. 7*10) as "a legio-
> '

lative act of Christ". Since it i3 an £rn"i"r^t7 °f Christ he
^

2
contrasts it with his own (7*25,40).

(iii) Ron. 14. Dodd notes the presence of allusions to passages

from the teaching of Jesus ii the gospels, found in various epistlos

of Paul, and especially in Ron. 14 . He concludes, "the method

which Paul is here following is fundamentally similar to that
> v

employed in 1 Cor. 7*10f, where ho glosses and applies the drm-rk^w^
KO^i oJ except that in Romans the basic maxims are not expressly
cited but adduced allusively, and that 1he procedure is sustained

over a long passage of casuistry. It is, in faot, not essentially

different from the method by which in rabbinic writings halakha is

based uoon precepts cited from the Torah. In other words, maxims

which formed part of the tradition of the sayings of Jesus arc

treated as if they wore in some sort elemoit - of a new Torah."^
Dodd continues, "for our present purpose it is not without importance

that the two places where Paul most distinctly cites sayings of the

Lord as an authoritative basis for his own instructions to the

church occur in the same epistle to which our fundamental text

belongs, and is fairly close juxtaposition to it. If in the seventh

x n iz/i, The title of one of the three constituents of the Hebrew
law is from this root.

2 /
Paul claims to be directed by the Spirit, and so his has

authority but not quite of the same order as an trrri-tjJ.

^ See our discussion, pp. H2ff.

op. cit. p. 145* fhe italics are ours.
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chapter of that epistle he speaks of an £:rTt

and at an early point in the ninth chapter settles a controversial

point with the words, O £1&tA-5and if then at a later

point in the same chapter ho uses the expression Xpi <rro^
> ' 1 } '

it is reasonable to conclude that suoh an(j

are conceived as in some sort constituent oloraents in the law of

Christ."

J /
He then returns to Gal. 6.2 to see if he can identify any ^tri-f<^^.1

c ' •» f
or too in the surrounding vorses.

The theme of Gal. 6.1-5 concerns the treatment of the brother who

falls into sin. They must boar one another's burdens (v.2, T"* fl^P^ )
and yet at the ease time each must boar his own burden (v.6 Tt> 4°(o-rfoS)
Dodd notes the accusation against the Scribes and Pharisees of

Matt. 23*4 - that they impose ^O^Thai upon their people,
"it would be a natural counterpart to this that the Christian

l-Tii<©S should carry his own <^op-Ti and help to
/ 1

carry the other nan1 s " is his comment. He find3 in

Matt18,15~20 a parallel to the injunction concerning the restoration

of an erring brother. "Paul", he says, "is applying the precepts
2

of Matt. I3.15f without going i ;o the details of procedure."

He finds an eoho of Matt. 13.20^ -r« f in
the formula of exoommunication ill Cor. 5*4f"*^
^ -ru> dol ICO^coJ -L-jfOO v .

He concludes that "to 'fulfil the law of Christ'means a good deal

more than simply to act*in a Christian spirit'

^
ibid. p«146.

^
ibid.

A. M. Hunter, op.cit. p.l27» follows hira on this point
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It connotes the intention to carry out - in a different setting

and altered ciroumstanoes, it is true - the precepts which Jesus

Christ wastelieved to have given to his disoiples and which they

handed down in the church. This is to he

Dodd*s views have not met with unanimous agreement. One of the

fullest discussions of this essay of his is found in V. P. Furnish's

Theology and ffthios in Paul, pp•59-65•

Furnish takes issue vrith Dodd on three main points:

1. He i3 not as confident as Dodd about the number of* convincing

echoes of Jesu3* teaching in Paul*s letters. "This aspect of Bodd,s
2

argument," he comments, "needs to bo considered with great caution."

2. He feels that the proximity of the phrase o^.oj 2\*<sto o

to the commando of the Lord (l Cor. 7*10; 9*14) is of no significance.

This nhrase is clearly antithetical to the preceding

and has been inserted to guard against any possible misunderstanding

of it. In Galatians he finds not a single explicit citation of the

Lord's words and he is doubtful whether Paul considers the exhortations

of Gal. 5.lSff as comprising in any cohesive sense a body of material

attributable to Jesus.

3. He considers that the distinction between living by the Spirit

and walking by the Snirit disrupts the unity between these that Paul

is seeking to formulate in Gal. 5*25» "If we live by the Spirit, let

us also walk by the Spirit".

We feel that the criticisms of Furnish carry some weight -

His observations on Gal. 5*l6ff seem well made", Bodd does seen over¬

anxious to find allusions to sayings of Jesus in Paul's letters,

1
op.oit p. 147.

^
op.cit 30.
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especially in Galatians - "but we cannot go the whole way with him.

Three main points need to be made:

1. Thi3 present study leads us to be more confident about the

number of allusions to sayings of Jesus in Paul's xjri tings than

Furnish.

-cj rv
2. He too easily dismisses the connection between js^^ksto^
and the commands of the Lord. It is true, and even Dodd1 grants

this, that Paul introduces this phrase to avoid possible nisunder-
y . .

standing of his previous (1 Cor.9.21), but has he not

been addressing in this epistle people who, since they are Gentile
y

Christians, are i t and is he not at pains to point out that
y

they are also ? Hy picking up their slogan "All things

are lawful" (6.12? 10.23) he i3 conceding that they are no longer

under the Mosaic Law, but he takes care to qualify this; to abuse

this freedom from the Law, as regards sexual morality, leads to the

damaging and destruction of ones body and the complete disregard

for ones union vrith Christ (6.12-20), as regards the eating of

meats,it leads to indifference to the welfare of ones brother (3.13).
One's froedora must be limited in the interests of one's neighbour (10.24).

So the «^Vc>m.ps motif, while it is only explicitly found

at 9.2L,underlies Paul's discussion of practical problems in

chapters 5-10. The two commands of the Lord (7»10; 9«14) are

important in this seotion of the letter, and Dodd is therefore justi¬

fied in taiting them as significant to his disoussion of the La*» of

Christ.

op.cit p.137. Though he sees it all, and more importantly, as

being a further step in Paul's argument.
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,y
How if our argument above is correct then the ®L\SOu,oi J
motif in 10.23f takes the form:

"All things are lawful"/"Let no one seek his own good hut the good

of his neighbour."
<>/ ~\r <-*

That is, a person i*ho is Ji^><s-ro j tall seek the good of his
neighbour. Paul, however, says the same thing in Gal. 6.2:

"Bear one another's burdens and so fulfil the law of Christ."

The person who restricts his own freedom in the interests of his

weaker brother, is bearing the burden of that brother,and on the

basis of Gal. 6.2 we may go on to say that 3uch a person is fulfilling

the Law of Christ.

In this second way, ire are able to oonnect the law of Christ with

Paul's discussion in 1 Cor. S^IO and so with the tiro commands of

Je3us quoted by Paul in this section.

3. Our third criticism of Pumioh's view is that he fails to see

6 s -n / > c K
the link between Gal. 6.2 and 5»14i o vO/m-oj eV i

\ ' 7 1 / \ v t c '
$7 'rrerTT' If ey "TV ' ToV TTX <toj <&& vnV

Certain features common to theso two verses are evident:

(i) Both are concerned with the topic of law — o vom.oS Toj

C ^ / '
and TP .

(ii) Both give a brief injunction which sums up the whole law.

(iii) The root - is used in both for the fulfilling of the

law.

(iv) The sense of the injunctions is approximately the same:-

the bearing of his burden is a olear sign of one's love for ones

neighbour, and if one loves one's neighbour, one will bear his burdens.

These parallels of structure, sense and vocabulary in statements that

come within fifteen verses of one another indicate a very close

relationship between them. And since we have established1 some

See above pp. I66ff.
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relationship between Paul's summary of the lav; in Gal.5*14 and the

statements of Jesus on the same topic in the gospels, it is not

unreasonable to expect a similar relationship between Jesus'

sayings and 'the law of Christ' in Gal• 6.2.

The precise nature of this relationship is difficult to ascertain.

Those who see "authoritative rales of conduct" dependent on the

teaching of Jesus as forming the Law of Christ are going too far.3"
Paul did not have a large scroll containing ethical instructions

p
entitled "The Law of Christ"; as Furnish points out the phrase

in Gal. 6.2 refers to walking and living in the Spirit^Gal.

What we have been seeking to suggest is that remembered sayings of

Jesus must have provided useful and generally authoritative guide¬

lines as to what this submission to the Law of Christ, this living

and walking in the Spirit would entail. Guthrie comments on Gal.6.2,

"undoubtedly the expression 'law of Christ* is meant to contrast

with the system of legalism as a religious principle. It involves

submission to a Person rather than to a code. It seems better to

take it in this sense than to suggest that 'law* hero refers to any

specific commandments or precepts of Jesus."

To this wo -would reply that we have shown that there are links between

this passage and the teaching of Jesus; and secondly, submission

Duncan on Gal. 6.2, Burton ad loo., Adeney ad loo. The phrase

is Adeney's. Hunter ad loc. comments "'The Law of Christ* here means

Christ's moral teaching which supplies a design for Christian living.

Whether any of it was written down as early as this is not certain."
2

op cit. p.61. Dodd, Gospel and Law pp 74ff distinguishes

between "such precepts as this and a code of regulations" (p.75)*
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to any pernon does not preclude obedionce to his precepts, indeed,

it is much easier to submit to a person with some knowledge of his

teaching than without it.

Dodd's conclusion, namely that "to fulfil tho 'law of Christ' moans ...

to carry out ... the precepts that Jesus was believed to have given

his disciplesgoes too far. It is not as cut and dried as that,

but undoubtedly carrying out his precepts was an important part of

that submission to Christ which was tho fulfilling of tho 'law of

2
Christ'. To state that "the law of Christ is the law of love""

noed not rule out references to the precepts of J.: us in this law.

Dodd notes that the precepts of Jesus that are taken up in the

primitive catechetical tradition indicate "the quality and direction

of action which shall conform to the standard set by the divino

agape.""

op.oit. p.147. In his artiole 'The Primitive Christian Catechism

and the Sayings of Je3us» in More Nov; Testament Studies, pp.llff,

(earlier published in Hew Testament Hsnayss Studios in Memory of

Thomas Halter Hanson, ed. A. J. B. Higgino, pp.l06ff) Dodd soes the

sayings of Jesus as being taken up in a catechetical 'pattern of

teaching' ( Turf©5 Horn. 6.17) p.13»
cf Furnish op. cit , p.60 n.96.
2

Furnish op. cit. p.64*» he gives a list of scholars who take either

his or Dodd's view on this matter.

J
Gospel and Law p.73« Italics his.
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DID PAUL KUOU THE LORD'S PRAYER?

J. Jeremias has investigated various aspects of the Lord's Prayer

in two essays collected in a volume entitled The Prayers of Jesus~.

He examines the concept of Ood as Father in the Old Testament and

ancient Palestinian Judaism concluding that "there is as yet no

evidence in the literaturo of ancient Palestinian Judaism that "My

2
Father' is used as a personal address to God."

He goes on to examine God as Father in the sayingsof Jesus and Father

as an address in the prayers of Jesus, and comes to the following

conclusion:

"We have discovered that all five strata of the Gospel tradition

(Mark, Q, L, M, Join) report unanimously and without any hesitation

that Jesus constantly addressed God as 'My Father' (with the exception

of Mark 15«34i pur* Matt. 27*46), and show that in so doing he used the

Aramaic form Vs >/ ."3
r ~~

Ho other Jew would have dared to use such an intimate and everyday

-word to describe his relationship with God; the only possible explan¬

ation for the U3e of'Abba'in the primitive church is that the early

Christians follo^wed their Master's example in their address to God.

The essay titles are 'Abba' and 'The Lord's Prayer in the Light

of Recent Research*. Cf also his The Central Message of the Hew

Testament, 1965 PP 9ff* Virtually every subsequent writer on the

Lord's Prayer is indebted to the researches of Jerenias to some extent.

Oo.cit. p29.

0 ..cit. p57* The italics are his. Cf also his Hew Testament

Theology, I, pp 6lff. Lohneyer, The Lord's Prayer, 084, calls 'AbbaJ

"^an original heritage" of the Gospel tradition.
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Cf. Ron. 3.15b.ft "When we cry, 'Abba! Father!' it is the Spirit

himself bearing witness with our spirit that we are children of God."

Gal. 4.6s "And because you are sons, Hod has sent the Spirit of his

Son into our hearts, erring 'Abba! Father!"'.

It is unusual to find such 'Aramaic fossils*'1' coming from the sen of

St. Paul, both in letters addressed to churches which he has visited

(e.~. Galatiann), and has yet to visit (e.g. Romans). This was no

ordinary word, of course, being the special \jord used by Jesus in

addressing God his Father. So it became the fecial word of the

Christians, who hod been adopted into the family of God. "Here

(Mark 14*36; Rom. 3.15; Gal. 4*6) wa3 the survival of one of the

very words of Jo3Us, from the heart of his prayer life, and they
p

(the early Christians) would not let it go.""

That this word was preserved in their prayers suggests that it came

down to them in prayers, perhaps in the Prayor, the Lord's Prayer.

This is the view of C. II. Dodd:

"The word 'Abba* is one of the Aramaic expressions of the primitive

Churoh which passed over into Gentile U3ag^ in this case possibly

through the liturgical use of the Lord's Prayer. Similarly the

Aramaic 'Marana tha' (cf. 1 Cor. 16,22) is retained in the Greek

liturgy of the 'Didache', or 'Teaching of the Twelve Apostles', as

we still retain in liturgical usage 'AnerJ, 'Hosanna*, and 'Hallelujah'."^

R. A. Cole, The Ifedotle of Paul to the Galatlans, page 117*
2

D. Coggan, The Prayers of the Hew Testament, page 21.
^ C. H. Dodd, The Epistle to the Romans, on Rora. 8.15.
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notes that •Abba! Father!* corresponds to the onening of the Lord's

rayor in tho Lucan form. This fact has lod soma scholars to note

the established Jewish practice of calling a prayer by its opening

;ord, for example the 'Shorna'. So, it is nossible that 'Abba!

father!' (Rom. 8.15, Gal. 4*6) is a quotation from the beginning of

the Lord's Prayer (Lie. 11.2).^ Certainly,we think it likely that

Paul and the Christian connunities at Rome and in Galatia wore famil¬

iar with the prayer which Jesus taught his discioles.

Two other possible allusions to the Lord's Prayer in the Pauline
6

Rpistles must now be examined:

(i) Col. 3.13:
£\\ X c ' * f CO. If vCA.

44)yu)$ tCJLi o i(j at-ro uytviv o^twj \^jl\ mi£ .
V C A. ^ ^ / V k C/w

Matt. 6.12: 4^' TA
,

be doubted". Similarly H. Ridderboo (on Gal. 4*6) and G. S. Duncan

(on Gal. 4.6); but other scholars are not quite so confident. Hunter

(on Gal. 4.6) thinks this "just possible" and Guthrie (on Gal. 4*6)

notes that the opening word of the Lord's Prayer "may have something

to do with this liturgical usage."
6

For other suggested allusions see p. 184.

c v c A.

ad loo.

ad loo.

3
ad loo.

^ ad loc.
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„ v J>/ , ^ a. v C / C A.
Luke 11.45 <<<*1 "lA1*' "T*«Mt "/DTi *■£ A..UW

v >^>±' V > x \ C A
*C«*' aU//T«» »A(«V -rTA^-ri OpenAc>v"Ti Vj^A,i*/.

There are no close verbal links between Ool. 3*13 and. either forra

of the Lord*s Prayer - a different word is used for •forgive*.

Xc*p is only found in Lake/Acts and in Paul, but in the
former it does not have the sense of * forgive1, though its use in

Luke 7*42f about the cancelling of a debt gets near to this sense.

The only other occurrence of in the Hew Testament is

Rom. 4.4, where it has the sense of "what i3 one*s due". In Matt.

6.12 it is a translation of the Hebrew, ~] ) H Aramaic, n i) n,
•> ^T/\

•a debt', which has the figurative sense 'sin*. Because

c /
common << m. o-Ti oA .

did not have this figurative sense Luke ohanges it to the more

AY
The only link seems to be the connection between Gk>d*s forgiveness

to us and our forgiveness to others in Col. 3*13, whioh is similar

to that found in both versions of the Lord*s Prayer.

This is sufficient for Guthrie to find an echo of the Lord's Prayer

?
here; E. F» Scott concludes", "we can hardly doubt with a verse

like this before us that it (the Lord*s Prayer) was familiar to him",

while F. F. Bruce^ thinks it'Suggests he knew the Lord's Prayer."

This, however, need not be so. T. W. Hanson^ refers to I. Abrahams,

Studies in Pharisaism and the Gospels, II pages 94-103, and

C. G. Montefiore, Rabbinic Literature and Gospel Teachings, pp 125ff

The ITew Bible Commentary. Revised, ad loc.

2
ad loc. of. W. B. Bavies, Paul end Rabbinic Judaism p.!39»

^ Ooloo^ians ad loo. cf. A. M. ITunter, Paul and his Predecessors,

pp. 5Cf; Hendrikoen, Colossians ad loc.
^ The Sayings of Jesus, p. 167
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for examples in Jewish sources of this li. k between forgiving and

being forgiven.

Again, surely the appeal in this verse i3 to the example of Jesus

rather than his teaching, cf. 2 Cor. 8 where Paul bids his readers

remember the grace C. ^<Apj £ 3 °f the Lord in his complete self-
giving on their behalf to encourage them in their giving to the poor

believers in Jorusalem. So no knowledge of the Lord's Prayer need

be inferred from Col. 3.13^*

(li) 2 Thess. 3.2 & 3.
v. C/ C~ S-\ A. > V ) / V ^ (T\ f ,

IteLi >*<< poCX<X-»ro T"U?J <~TofTiC-U fToVv\ocjJ <X.jU?u> TTW* - <■ '
U ^ '> <- A. \ . v > A V ^ ^

" o 05 Q"T^p 15dp I^JL' TtfO '*Tov>jpO\P
)iv\ U c a. > ^ -A.

Matt. 6.13b: <siX>A p»/<T<*>« oitro Too "FToV^o^
Matt. 6.13b is not found in the Lucan version of the Lord's Prayer

2
and probably is a liturgical expansion of it. So the question

8

now becomes, ''Is Paul alluding to ono of tho clauses added to the

Lord's Prayer in some churches for liturgical reasons?"

"The call to forgive is based not upon any command of Christ, nor

upon his example as a oattorn of human conduct but upon our own

experience of his forgiveness.H P. tf. Beare.'Colossiana,11,3,, ad loc.

We agree with the first clause of this quotation, but consider that

the second and third olausos are not mutually exclusive: the call

to forgive could be based both upon his example of forgiveness, and

upon our experience of his forgiveness *

2
So J. Joremian, Prayers; pp.?0ff; A. H, McNeilo, fhe Gospel

according to St. Matthew, ad loo.; G. B. Caird, St. Luke, on Luke

ll.lffi J. Ponton, St. Matthew, ad loc.; etc. But E. E. Scott,

The Lord's Prayer, p.32 cf. pp.27ff, thinks that Matthew "has

preserved the nrryer in its authentic form."
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2 Thess. 3»2 has three links with Matt. 6.13"b.

It cones in the contest of a prayer.

3.1s "Pray for us ..... that we nay be delivered ..... "

Elsewhere in Paul we have prayers for deliverance from the danger

of death (2 Cor. 1.10) and from those that are disobedient in

Israel (Ron. 15.31). It i3 possible that in these prayers we see

the influence of a version of the Lord•s Prayer similar or identical

to that found in Matt. 6.13; butwe think it just as possible that

the influence is in the reverse direction - that these prayers for

deliverance found liturgical expression in the additional clause to

the Lord's Prayer in Matt. 6.13b.
c /

b.

Je have noted the presence of this verb in two other prayers of

Paul. It also occurs in Rom. 7*24' "Who will deliver rae from this

body of death?"

We think it likely that, in a prayer from the depths of his being such

as this, Paul would only use words securely grounded in his own voca¬

bulary. 3o ho is probably not dependant on the Lord's Prayer in

his use of

/
c • ~rras

The association of-rToV^oi with JO l( hare and in Matt. 6.13
might suggest some sort of connection. This, however, is the sort

of adjective one would expect to find in a prayer for deliverance;

cf. Luke 1.74; 2 Tim. 3»11; and 2 Tim. 4.18'
C / Cl ' , v r >' <"»■
0j<^&-ryL/ o r© -jr^J-roj 6-rro^^poo.

In the LXX, especially the Psalms, God rescues ( to &<&r°L{ ) his

people from afflictions, Psa. 34.17; perseoutors, Psa. 7«2; the

evil day, Psa. 41?1*
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J. U. D. Kelly thinks that 2 Tim. 3*11 is an echo of Psa. 34*17,

hut 2 Tim. 4.18 sounds, to him, "like an echo of the Lord's Prayer"!!

We consider the LXX usage to he sufficient background for the use of

(with and tjithout trov^o,J ) in the ITew Testament.
2 Thess. 3»3 has also been United with Matt. 6.13b.

/

The adjective -ifovv^^oi is found as a substantive five times in I'att.,
once in Luke, once in John, and four tines in 1st John. It occurs

2three times in Fault

Ron. 12.9, "hate what is evil (neuter)".

1 Cor. 5*13, referring to the incestuous nan.

Eph. 6.16, "the flaming arrows of the evil one."

It cannot be said to be common in Paul, but, on the other hand, there

is no need to assume dependence on the Lord's Prayer since in

1 Cor. 5.13 he i3 quoting from Deuteronomy.

Our conclusion is that, as we found on Col#3J ), so here on 2 Thess. 3.

2 and 3, there is no good reason for holding that we have an echo of

the Lord's Prayer^. Of course, some have disagreed: Adeney^ thinks

an allusion possible, Lightfoot finds anMindirect allusion".

J. N. D. Kelly, A commentary on the Pastoral Epistles, ad loo.
2 ^

The fact that, in their use of Trov^ (Matthew of the
Synoptic Evangelists seems to be closest to Paul, is perhaps worth

noting. cf. Lohmeyer, op.cit. p.215*
^ So V'• Ifeil, Thessalonians, ad loc; J. E. Frame, The Spi3tles of

St. Paul to the Thessalonians, ad loo.jwho also refers to the commentary

of M. Dibolius (in Lictsmann's TTandbuoh 1911)*

'J.F. Adeney, Thessalonians end Galati-ana (Century Bible) ad loc.

J. B, Lightfoot, ITotos on Epistles of St. Paul, ad loo.
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F. H. Chase has argued for Paul's knowledge of tho Lord's Prayer in

than pi/&6rr&i • He finds other allusions to this clause of the
Lord's Prayer in 2 Cor. 12.7f; Gal. 1.3f; and Col. 1.12ff. In

this last passage he finds four of the leading thoughts of the

Lord's Prayer:- "the Father", "who delivered us out of the power

of darkness", "the kingdom", "the forgiveness of our sins" - and

concludes, "It can hardly bo argued that this is a mere coincidence."

The Lord's Prayer, ho feels, had worked itself into the Apostle's mind

and habit of thought, and the reminiscence, oven though it be unintent¬

ional, is full of significance.

In our view, the similarities between these passages and the Lord's

Prayer,as in the case of 2 Thess. 3«2f, may be explained more easily

in other ways than by supposing that Paul is echoing tho Lord's

Prayer at these? points. On the other hand, the references to

'Abba! FatherJ" (Rom. 8.15; Gal* 4*6) would seem to point clearly

to a knowledge of Jesus' use of 'Abba* in Prayer, and perhaps to the
2

Lord's Prayer itself.

,just above and
c /

F. H. Chase, The Lord's Prayer in the IQarly Church, pp. 112?f.
2

Cf. F. F. Bruce, Tradition Old and Hew, p.53.
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

On the basis of our investigations we can now say that in our

view, Paul quotes a saying of Jesus three times in his epistles -

1 Cor. 7.10; 9.14; 11.25ff.

1 Thess. 4,15f, we think to be a reference to his earlier

preaching to the Thessalonians.

We examined the 'commandment of the Lord', 1 Cor. 14.37, and

found no clear reference to a saying of Jesus. Paul's concept

of the 'Law of Christ', on the other hand, we felt to be not

completely unaffected by knowledge of sayings of Jesus. We

could find no clear evidence to prove that he knew the Lord's

Prayer.

Turning to the allusions we may summarize our findings as

follows;

1. Rom. 12-14

We examined ten suggested allusions.

Six give in general terms the teaching also found in the Sermon

on the Mount. Nearly all of this material is also found in

Luke, most of it in the Sermon on the Plain (6.17-49), but some,

e.g. the saying on lack of concern for food and drink,recorded

elsewhere (12.29).

Of the other four verse3

Rom, 12.14 - Matt. 5.44 and Luke 6.28 seemed to be equally close.

Rom. 13.17 - Matt. 22.21; Mark 12.17; Luke 20.25 all seemed
to be equally close.

Rom. 14.14 - Matt. 15.11; seems perhaps closer than lark 7.15.

Rom. IS.8-10 - Matt. 19.13-22 seems closer than either
Mark 10.17-22 or Luke 18.18-25.
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2, 1 These. 4~5

We examined eleven suggested allusions and decided tliat

Two were probably allusions - 5,2; 5.15

One was certainly not one - ,4.9b

Two were probably not allusions - 5.8; 5.16

le ving six possible allusions - 4,8; 5.5; 5; 6; 15; 21,

The Matthaeaa and Lucan parallels to the probable allusions

seemed equally close

5.2 - Matt. 24.42, Luke 12.33

5,15 - Matt. 5,44, Luke 6.28

The possible allusions seemed closer to Luke than Matthew:

4,8 - Luke 10,16 of. Matt, 10.40

5.5 - Luke 21.54

5.5 - Luke 16.8

5.6 - Matt. 24,42

5.15 - Mark 9.50

5. Colossiana

Of Hie eight passages exai.&ued, six showed clear- sign of the

catechetical interest of the church.

Two were probable allusions -

4.2 - Mark 14.37, par. Matt. 2S,4Qf

4.6b - Luke 21,14f, closer than lark 15.11; Matt. 10.19f; Luke 12.11f.

Two were possible allusions

5.5 • ait. 5.29f, closer than ark 9,43

4.6a • Mark 9,50

0ns other noteworthy parallel was

4.12 - Luke 21.56
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4. Other possible allusions

We found two possible and five probable allusions.

Of the possibles one was paralleled in two gospels;

Phil, 4.6 - Matt, 6,25 and Luke 12,22

and one in Matthew alone: 2 Cor, l»18f - Matt, 5,57.

One of the probable allusions was paralleled only in Matthew:

Rom. 16.19 - Matt, 10.16

In the case of the other four, Matthew's version was the one

to be preferred

Rom. 2.19 - Matt. 15.14- (cf. Luke 6.59)

&al. 5,14 - Matt. 22,40 (cf. Mark 12.28-54} Luke 10.25-28)

G-al, 5.21 -Matt. 25.54- (cf. Matt, 21.55-44} Mark 12.1-12;
Luke 20,9-18)

1 Cor. 15.2 - Matt. 17.20 (cf, Mark 11.25)
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PAUL A1TB TIP! PVA7TGBU5T3

The information given in the summary of findings on pp. 21 Off.

may be presented in another way in the following tables.

The symbols used in the tablos signify the following?

a gospel passage in brackets, e.g. (Mark 11.23) - the parallel

passage in another gospel is considered to be closer to Faul.

(0) - there are no parallels in the other gospels.

(P) - this is considered a probable allusion.

(C) - this has strong links with the catechetical tradition

of the church.

1 Cor. 7.10? 9*14? and 11.23ff, though rather different from the

rest are included in the tables for the sake of completeness and

comparison.
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Possible Allusions to saying in TSatthew's Gospel .

Matt. 5» The Semon on the Mount.

The general teaching is alluded to in Hon. 12.17»
17b, 18, 20, 21; 14.17 (C)

w.29? - Col. 3.5 (C)

v.37 - 2 Cor. l.lBf (0)

v,44 - Rom. 12.14 (C); 1 Thess. 5.15 (C and P)

Matt. 6. v.25 - Phil. 4.6

Matt. 10. v. 10 - 1 Cor. 9*14

v.16 mm Ron.16.19 (P and 0)

(v.l9f) - Col. 4.6b

(v.40) - 1 Thess. 4.8

Matt. 19. v.ll em Rom. 14.14 (P)

v.14 - Rom. 2.19 (P)

Matt. 17. v.20 - 1 Cor. 13.2 (P)

Matt. 19• v.6 - 1 Cor. 7.10

w. 16-22 - Rom• 13.8-10

Matt. 22. v.21 Rom. 13.7 (P)

v.39 - Rom. 13.8-10

v.40 - Gal. 5.14 (P)

Matt. 24. v.42 - 1 Thess. 5*6 (c)

v.43 - 1 Thess. 5.2 (P)

Matt. 25. v.34 mm Gal. 5.21 (P)

Matt. 26. v.40 - Col. 4.2 (P and C)
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Possible Allasions to Sayings in Hark»s gospel

Mark 6. (w.llff) - 1 Cor. 9.14*

Mark 7» v.15 - Horn. 14*14

Mark 9. (v.43) - Col. 3*5 (C)

v.50 - 1 Thess. 5.13 (0 and C); Col. 4»6a (0 and C)?
Rorn. 12.13 (c)

Mark 10. (v,9) - 1 Cor. 7.10

(w.17-22) - Ron. 13. 8-10

Mark 11. (v.23) - 1 Cor, 13.2.

Mark 12. (w.1-12) - Oal. 5.21

v.17 - Rotn. 13.7 (P)

(w.28-34) - Oal. 5.14

Mark 13- (v.11) - Col. 4.6b.

Mark 14. w.37f - Col. 4.2 (p)
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Possible Allusions to Sayings in Lake's Gospel

Luke 6.

v.28

(v.39)

Lake 10» (v«7) ~

v.16 -

(w„25-28)-

Luke 12. v.22

v. 29 —

v.39

Luke 16, v. 8 -

( v.18) -

Luke 18. (w.18-20)-

Luke 20. (w.9-18) -

v.25

Luke 21. W.14f -

v.34

v.36 -

Luke 22 . w.15-20 -

The 'Sermon on the Plain*.

The general teaching is alluded to in Ion.
12.17, 18, 20, 21.(C)

Rom. 12.14 (C){ 1 Thess 5-15 (0 and P)

Rom. 2.19

1 Cor. 9»14

1 Theos. 4.8

Gal. 5.14

Phil. 4.6

Rom. 14.17 (general thought of)

1 These. 5*2 (P)

1 Thess. 5.5 (0)

1 Cor. 7.10

Rom. 13.8—10

Gal. 5.21

Ron. 13.7 (P)

Col. 4.6b (P)

1 Thess. 5.3 (0 and C)

Col. 4,12 (0 and C)

1 Cor. 11.23ff (P)
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Some caution i3 required in interpreting these tables:

There is a wide range in the degree of probability of different

passages being allusions, and only those marked (p) have a good

case to be considered as such#

In a number of cases, e.g. Mark 9.50b5the link may not be between

Paul and the teaching of Jesus, but between Paul and the inter¬

pretation of the gospel writers.

A complicating factor is the appearance of catechetical material

(C) in the tables.

Mark's table has a total of 14 references, 6 are unbracketed and

2 unparalleled (both of which cone under the (c) classification).

The (P) references have parallels - one in both gospels, the other

in Matthew's gospel only.

Luke's table has a total of 22 references, 15 are unbracketed and

2 unparalleled (again both catechetical). Pour references are

considered probable allusions, all of which are paralleled in

Matthew, and 2 of whioh are paralleled in Mark.

Matthew's table has a total of 27 references iri.th only 2 of them

bracketed. Two have no parallels in the other synoptic gospels.

Ten are considered probable allusions, one of which is unique to

Matthew.

So these tables suggest that Mark is furthest from Paul, and of

the other two, Matthew is oloser to him than Luke. This suggestion

is supported by our findings on the words of the Lord. There we

found that Paul's and Luke's aocounts of the La3t Supper seemed

closest, but on the other hand it was to Matthew's version of the

sayings that Paul seemed closer when quoting his Lord in 1 Cor. 7*10?

9.14.

Our words of oaution above should make one hesitant about drawing

any finer conclusions from our tables but perhaps we may be permitted
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to make some tentative suggestions#

Luke seems to be closer to Paul in 1 Thess. 4-5, than does Matthew,

and one of the passages to which attention has bean drawn is Luke

21.34-36. He have quoted Bttltraarm (p.l6in) who thinks that Luke

may have had a fragment from a lost epistle of Paul*a before him

here. It seems unlikoly that they are both relying upon a

tradition of the sayings of Jesus, Bultraann seems to be on the

right lines; thi3 looks like an example of a "Paulinism" in Luke.

May we then say that Luke is generally closer to Paul as regards

the apocalyptic sayings of Jesus?

As regards the way in which the Christian life is to be lived, it

is surely significant that the teaching of the Sermon on the Mount

is echoed so often in Paul (and more so than the Sermon on the

Plain). We can go one step further;' not only do Matthew and Paul

agree as to the kind of material to be used in instructing converts,

our discussion of Rom. 13.8-10 (pp. 109$ shows that Paul and Mat¬

thew have the same view on the fulfilling of the Law whioh is

different from the views of Luke and Mark.

•This point,along with the numerically greater evidence for allusions

to sayings as preserved by Matthew and the preference that often

has to be given to the Mattbaean version, when there is more than

one gospel parallel, loads us to repeat our conclusion that in

their understanding and use of sayings of Jesus it is Matthew of

the synoptic Evangelists who is nearest to Paul.
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One question may be raised at this point:

Thy does Paul not quote sayings of Jesus more often?

To begin to answer this we start with the related question -

In what circumstances does he quote Jesus?

It i3 surely significant that Paul cites the three words of the

Lord in one section of one epistle (l Cor. 7-1G), a section

where he is answering questions either raised in writing by the

Corinthians (7.1 "now concerning the matters about which you

wrote") or transmitted orally to him (11.13 "I hear that there

are divisions among you").

Lot us look first at 7.10 and 9.14, words of the Lord quoted

in response to written questions. In chapter 7 Paul answers

their questions about marriage and celibacy. J. C. Hura lias

aptly noted that "the problem of authority was important for

Paul when answering the Corinthians' questions." Throughout

his answer Paul is careful to give his reasons or cite his

authorities for his rulings.

1. v.6. "I say this by way of concession not command."

2. v.10. "To the unmarried, I give charge, not I but the Lord,

that the wife should not separate from her husband." Paul
2

refers to the saying of Jesus recorded in Matt. 19,6 .

5. v.12. "To the rest I say, not the Lord ..."

Hot unexpectedly, considering the ministry of Jesus was

conducted almost exclusively within the bounds of Judaism,

Paul did not possess a word of the Lord on mixed marriages.

So he makes clear that this instruction is his own not the Lord's.

The Origin of 1 Corinthians, p.70.
2

cf. pp. 47ff.
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4. v.17. "This is my rule in all the churches."

So he is not making an exception of the Corinthians.

5. v.25. "Now concerning the unmarried, I have no command

of the Lord, "but give my opinion as one who by God's mercy

is trustworthy."

6. v.40 "In ay judgement ... and I -chink I have the Spirit

of God."

Paul's answer to the Corinthians on the question of marriage
1

and celibacy fall3 into the following sections:

(i) w. 1-7 behaviour within marriage

(ii) w. 10-11 separation and divorce

(iii) w. 12-16 mixed marriages

(iv) w. 17-24 "lead the life which the Lord has assigned"

(v) w. 25-58 the unmarried

(vi) w. 59-40 the widow

In each of these six sections Paul is careful to define the

authoritative nature of his reply. So (i) v.6j (ii) v.IOj

(iii) v.12; (iv) v.17; (v; r. 25; (vi) v.40.

In 1 Cor. 9 Paul is explaining,in the midst of his answer to
2.

the question about "food offered to idols^why he did not avail
himself of his right, as an a pestle, to be supported by the church

he was serving. Having appealed to the Corinthians for a

voluntary curtailment of their freedom as regards food, in the

interests of others, he shows how he voluntarily surrendered

his own apostolic rights. To those who questioned whether

Since they naturally follow on from v.7, w.8f inay be grouped

with section (i).
2

Por the relationship betv/en chapter 9 and chapters 8 and 10 , see

Ilurd, op.cit. pp.70f, 150.
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indeed he did possess the right he was professing to set aside,

Paul shows the validity of bi.3 claim by appealing to four

different authorities*

1. Commonly accepted practice, he cites the example of soldiers,

vinedressers and shepherds. v,7.

2, The Old Testament v.8.

5, Universal religious practice including the practice of the

Levitical priesthood, v.15.

4. The teaching of Jesus, v.14,

By showing tlie strength of the basi3 of his right to support

Paul can stress the significance of his voluntary refusal of such

support in the interests of the furtherance of the gospel, and

so also heighten the impact of his appeal to them to curtail

their freedom, for the sake of the weaker brother.

We conclude that in both these oases Paul is very careful to

cite his authorities. In both he is replying to written requests

f'or information and instruction, 30 he frames his answer with

care and thought.

Another factor leading him to cite his authorities would seem

tc be the nature of the questions asked. The question of

marriage and celibacy was one requiring great tact and under¬

standing, the 'big stick' which Paul wields on other occasions

w s completely out of place here, so we see the extraordinary

care with which Paul explains the precise basis of his instructions.

The saying about support is somewhat different: Paul is

giving a personal example within his overall answer to the question

of "food offered to idols." In this case the citing of the word

of the Lord heightens his appeal to them to put the needs of

fellow believers and the furtherance of the gospel before personal

rights.
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1 Cor. 11.25ff is a different case. It is part of Paxil's

response to "oral and unofficial information" (Kurd p«78)

about abuses of the Lord's Supper. By rehearsing the teaching

of Jesus he is not giving them new information (v.23 "what I

also delivered to you") but recalling them to earlier behaviour

from which they had strayed. "The Corinthians' present

behaviour was all the more reprehensible to Paul because they

already knew what the Lord had said about the proper celebration

of the Lord's Supper." (Hurd p.79) He my also have been remind¬

ing them of teaching that formed part of the liturgy of the

Lord's Supper."*"
Elsewhere in his epistles Paul does not consider it necessary

to be so meticulous in giving the basis of his teaching.

This is one reason why he does net quote sayings of Jesus more

frequently.

That his oral instruction did include some teaching of Jesus is

clear from 1 Cor. 11.25, so that perhaps he imparted to them

more words of the Lord than w e might think. This is the view
2

of C. P. B. Moule, who holds that "there is no reason why

Paul should have shown interest in the story of Jesus (however

much he felt it) in letters written for highly specialised

purposes, to persons who were already Christians ... If

the epistles represented Paul's evangelistic gospel and the

substance of his primary proclamation, then of course we should

be justified in deducing that the story of Jesus did not interest

him. But they simply do not represent anything of the sort,

±
He refers to liturgical pr etlce at Roia. 8.15; Gal. 4.6 ('Abba) see pp.

2 . 201f.
'Jesus in Hew Testament Kerygna', pp.lSf.
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All the prolegomena are assumed in thern,^ because he is

addressing Christian congregations,"

Although the content of Paul' s evangelis tic preaching and his

'immediate follow-up' is a matter of some speculation, we feel

that there is something to be said for this view.

So then he quotes sayings of Jesuss

1. Where he is giving a carefully framed answer to written

questions;

2. (There for reasons of tact he had to carefully define his

authorities;

5. hiere ho is referring to teaching he had airead37 given them.

The role of the 'armchair correspondent' is one which Paxil

seldom dons and this, we think, explains the paucity of

explicit reference to sayings of Jesus,

Jul interesting parallel to 1 Cor, 8-10 is Horn, 14, where a similar
2

problem is being discussed" - we find divisions over what food

may be eaten, and reference is made to 'weak' brothers. In

this latter passage Paul does not quote his Lord but his

teaching seems to be in the back of his mind (Horn, 14,14; 14,17),

Pay we infer from this, that in the ethical sections of his
S

letters the teaching of Jesus is very much in Paxil's mind but

he only expressly quotes from it in special ciroxiiastances like

those listed above?

Prof, J. Jeremias took a not dissimilar view in a lecture

delivered in Durham in May 1971, (I am indebted to

Bev. W, S. Campbell for this information)
2

Rom, 14.2 "One believes he may eat anything, while the weak

man eats only vegetables,"
g

cf, oxir discxission of the allxisions.
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TTote on the 'Creative Genius' of the Early Church

Before we leave 1 Cor. 7 ono other point should ho noted.

Some exaggerated claims have "been made about the creative geniu3

of the early church in putting sayings into the mouth of Jesus.

Passages like 1 Cor. 7.12 3hould help to temper such exaggeration.

Moffatt* makes this point and continues:

"Apostles and prophets as well as teachers (12.28) drew on a

living tradition of eye—witnesses which preserved utterances of

Jesus, and their responsible task was primarily to transmit such

original sayings. It was plainly a responsibility which was felt

to involve not merely keenness of memory, but scrupulous veracity.

An incidental remark like this of Paul tells against the notion

that gifted men in the primitive communities felt inspired to pro¬

duce, by a free use of their devout imagination, sayings of the

Lord to 3uit the requirements of the cult. Words of Jesus might

be and were modified as well as moulded in the course of trans¬

mission, but they did not come into being by a process of spontan¬

eous generation If anyone in the primitive Church had

creative literary genius, it was Paul. It is historically of

high importance that he did not feel at liberty to create a saying

of Jesus, even when, as here, it would have been highly convenient

in order to settle a disputed point of Christian behaviour."

ad loo.
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Paul and the Catechetical Tradition

In oar discussion of the three main blocks of allusions we noted

the links betxtfeen most of the aug.<rested allusions and the cate-

chetical tradition of the early church, making frequent mention
i

of the important essay on the topic by 3. 0. Selwyn* The details

of our discussion need not be repeated, we simply assort that the

three blocks of suggested allusions show clear similarities to

the catechetical tradition of the early church.

He should also note that three blocks of gospel material prominent

in our tables above also show clear signs of being framed with the

needs of catechumens in mind -

2
the Sermon on the Mount - Matt. 5-7

the Sermon on the Plain - Luke 6.17-49~>

Mark 9-42-504
The precise relationship between sayings of Jesus and the cate¬

chetical tradition is difficult to define clearly.

We have already noted (pd3l) how C. H. Dodd thinks that sayings

of Jesus formed the basis of this tradition, but admits that this

can noither bo proved nor disproved.

'On the Inter-relation of I Peter and other IT.T. Epistles',

The First Epistle of St. Peter, pp.363ff.

K. Stondahl, 'Matthew' (Peako) p.769, calls Matthew's Gospel

"a handbook for teaching and administration within the church", and

he thinks the Sermon on the Mount "shows a growth of catechetical

material"(ad loc.). Jeremiaa, The Sermon on the Mount, pp.20ff

oalls it "an early christian oateohism."
3

This passage contains much of the material also found in Matt.5-7*
M

^
see our discussion, pp. 136f.
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In oar discussion of 1 Thess. 5-5 (ppl29f)" ire noted how 13. G. Seltyn

too easily assumes that sayings of Jesus influenced the catechetical

tradition, but we are confident that such sayings are to be found
1

embedded in this material . So while it is not possible to classify

the catechesis of the church as regards its origin, assigning some

to Jesus* teaching, some to Jei-dsh teaching, and so on, we consider

it highly probable that sayings of Jesus along with other, mostly

Jewish, material were fused together for the instruction of con¬

verts in the primitive christian communities.

e.g. 1 Thess. 5*2; 5*6, Col. 4.2; 4.6b.
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